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ABST~ACT 
Paul Signac's'D'Eug~ne Delacroix' au nOo-impression-
nisme'ta.translation and commentarY is, to begin with, the 
first English translation of the painter Signac's treatise 
written in defense of Neo-Impressionism in 1899. It is one 
of the rare theoretical treatises written at the end of the 
19th century and perhaps more importantly, by an actual part-
iCipant in the movement. Therefore the treatise's historical 
interest is unquestionable. 
In addition to the translation is a brief glossary of 
technical terms used by Signac but not explained in the text 
and a colour chart for reference on passages on colour, for 
Neo-Impressionism was, above all, a movement concerned with 
colour. 
The many scientific, literary and artistic sources cited 
by Signac in the text are either identified in detailed 
footnotes or,in some instances,in the introduction. 
The introduction discusses Signac's background and 
his ~otives for changing from palette to pen. It also 
in~ludes a brief comparison of Signac's practice ~ his 
theory with several visual examples. Signac's major sources 
and the treatise's style are discussed in greater detail. 
Signac's later career is briefly touched upon particularly 
in reference to his contact with other artists. 
In conclusion, it is hoped that this dissertation 
will provide the reader with enough sup0lementary material 
to better appreciate the vital qualities of D'Eug~ne Dela-
Croix au nOo-impressionni~me, and to .become better acquaint-
ed with its author, Paul Signac. 
i 
PREPACE 
Why undertake an English translation of Paul Signac's 
D'Eusene Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme first published 
in 18991 First of all, the work has never before been trans-
lated into English. Secondly, it is one of the rare theore-
tical treatises on painting written at the end of the 19th 
century. Finally, it was written by an actual participant 
in the Neo-Impressionist movement, the painter Paul Signac, 
hence the treatise's historical interest. 
However, an B~glish translation of the text alone would 
have been insufficient, a critical edition was called for. 
This is because the text in isolation leaves the reader with 
many questions such as; Who was Signac? Who are some of the 
sources and figures mentioned in the book? Why did Signac 
write D'BuSene Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme? The aim 
of this edition is to aa~~er some of those questions. 
Information on Signac himself remains relatively dif-
ficult to obtain, if compared to his friend Seurat. Only 
recently has a modern book with reproductions of Signac's 
paintings been published, by his grand-daughter Fran~oise 
Cachin (Paul Signac, Paris: Bibliotheque des Arts, 1973). 
However this book is out of print and according to the pu-
blisher, there are no plans to re-issue it. The only re-
maining way of consulting a copy is through second-hand book-
stores, or libraries. Cachin mentions the existence of three 
other books by Signac: Jonskind (Paris: Cres, 1927), Stendha1 
(Anonymously published, 1914), and an unpublished translation 
of Ruskin's Elements of Drawing (started by H.E. Cross, and 
finished after his death by Signac during World War I). All 
three would have proved uoefu1 for this edition, as samples 
of this artist's writing, however they were unavailable to 
me, as I was unable to gain access to the Signac Archives. 
Nonetheless, the situation was not totally bleak. C'chin's 
editi6n of D'Bugene Delacroix au neo-impressionisme (Paris: 
Hermann, 1978) is widely available in France and whereas the 
first book on Signac by his student Lucie Cousturier (Paul 
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Signac,Paris,Cr~s,193S) was impossible to locate, an article 
in La Vie by the same author provided much needed information. 
I have simply tried to provide as much background information 
as pOssible so that the text might be better appreciated. 
Many questions are beyond'the scope of this study but will 
hopefully be undertake. someday. The study of Signac deserves 
mOre attention. 
Therefore the first step was to translate the text from 
French into Bnglish and identify the sources, persons and 
paintings cited within. The translation of Signac's vig-
o~ous,direct and almost agressive French into Bnglish 
proved to be a difficult task. It was com~unded by the 
fact that Signac was a painter, writing about a cause 
very dear to him which presupposed a ea~r amount of art-
istic knowledge on the part of the reader. Nonetheless, 
I have tried to remain faithful to the sense of urgency 
expressed in Signac's treatise in this Bnglish version. 
Many sources cited by Signac needed to be identified 
for the modern reader which I have done either in footnotes 
Or in passages in the introduction. Once again, material on 
some of Signac's sources was not widely available, even 
in France. 
After the translation and notes, came the task of 
supplementing the information in the text. This involved 
putting the book into historical context, discussing Signac's 
Career and work as related to his treatise, and providing 
a brief glossary of terms used by Signac but not explained 
in his text. In addition a colour chart is included for 
reference on colour questions. The introduction will hope-
fully answer many questions raised by the treatise. 
Thus, my "attempt to present DtBug~ne Delacroix au n~o­
impressionnisme to the modern English reader is completed 
in hope that it will be more fully appreciated when accom-
panied with supplementary information and a presentation. 
I would like to acknowledge Mr. Robin Spencer and 
Professor Martin Kemp for their continued assistance which 
iii 
was invaluable to me. I would also like to thank my 
patient husband Daniel Vitag1ione for his help through-
out the course of my work. 




Brilliance- I have translated the French word ~clat as bril-
liance. Signac uses this word frequently. 
Chromatisme- (Fr) This word has been translated as use of 
colour. 
Colour- See Colour Chart. 
Contrast- See Colour Chart. 
Facture- brushwork, the actual texture of the paint. 
GOuache_ opaque colours made from pigment, water, honey and 
gum. 
Gradation- the gradu.al blending of one tint, tone into ano-
ther. Le d6gr~~ in French. 
Half-tints- See Colour Chart under Tone. 
ffatching- application of paint in fine lines, parallel to 
each other. The French word is hachures. Signac uses this 
~Ord frequently, particularly in reference to Delacroix's 
technique. 
!rradiation- the qualitj of brilliance or brightness. 
~- high or low key. The amouDt of brightness a colour or 
tone possesses. The Impressionists' palette is high-key be-
cause it is nearer white on the colour scale. 
Local Colour- actual colour of an object uninfluenced by re-
flected light or colour. 
Luminosit~_ one" of the properties of colour which conveys the 
illusion of giving off light. For our purposes this is 
synonymous with brightness. 
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Glossary continued. 
POintillate- simply a technique of painting with a brush 
stroke in the form of a point or dot which is why the Neo-
Impressionists considered the term pointillist derogatory, 
they also observed the contrast or division and their stroke 
Was not necessarily a point. The shape of each painter's 
stroke varied, Signac's was more rectangular near the end 
of his career, and theoretically the stro~e could be a 
triangle. 
Purity- See Colour Chart under Tone. Synonymous for satura-
tion. 
Rapporteur Esth6tique-(Fr) in mathematics, a protractor. ID 
this instance, a device to measure angles and lines accord-
ing to how pleasurable or painful they were. 
lache- refers to a mark made with paint and for our purposes 
is -used synonymously wi th stroke. Tach!...~later came to 
be used for a tread in the 1950's. 
Touch -Touche (Fr)- means stroke or brush stroke, in parti-








Colour Primary colours are those colours from which the 
others can be derived or mixed; red, yellow, blue for our 
purposes. 
Secondary colours- The three secondary colours are green, 
purple and orange . Each of the secondaries is the comple-
mentary ef the primary not included in its composition, thus: 
The primaries: red (1), yellow (2), blue(3) 
The secondaries: orange (1+2), green (2+3) and purple 1+3) 
All the colours together make white light, therefore, each 
colour needs a complementary made up of the other two in order 
to make white light .. Thus: 
Red (1) = (2+ 3) green yellow (2)=(1+3) purple 
blue (3) = (1+2) orange 
~- This is used by Signac for the quality of a colour, ego 
red, yellow, blue and secondaries. Tint would be a circular 
motion on the upper right-hand scale. 
Tone - This is used by Si g nac for two separate qualities ~ 
cOlour, saturation and value Or brightness. Saturation means 
the Vividness of a tint or degree of difference from grey of 
the same brightness. Value or brightness - means the value 
of a tint from light to dark, or the degree of light or dark 
of a given tint, Signac often uses chiaroscuro if he 
wants to be specific. 
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Colour Chart continued. 
A half-tint is a colour or tint of medium value or tone , 
t~us Delacroix uses " demi-teinte" in this way whereas Signac 
would use tone. Whenever modelling with colour is spoken ~ 
it can be assumed that using various tones of the same tint 
is meant, eg, a dark red, next to a lighter red etc. 
Colour contrast - the effect of adjacent areas of colour upon 
one another either in space or time. The colour difference 
is accentuated when juxtaposed. Thus: 
Two complementary colours ,ego green and red, will enhance 
one another when juxtaposed but become dirty when mixed. 
Two secondary complementaries ,eg, violet and green. 
a. the complementary of green--red, acts on the violet 
wh~ch will seem more red. 
b. the complementary of violet--yellow acts on the green 
which will seem more yellow. 
Although both violet and green contain blue, its effect is 
diminished when they are juxtaposed. 
Thus we have a simultaneous colour contrast, in space. 
Complementary tints look more saturated when juxtaposed and 
when they are of equal brightness and saturation , appear 
to vibrate. 
Seurat's definition of a contrast for tone was a lighter, more 
luminous one for a darker one, and for tint, complementaries, 
ego a certain red with its exact complementar~ green. 
I N T ROD U C T ION 
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Upon undertaking an English translation of Paul Signac's 
D'Eugene Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme, many questions are 
raised: perhaps the most important is, what makes an artist 
undertake the writing of a book? This question leads us to 
examine Signac's career, his era, the formation of the Neo-
Impressionist group and his role in it, as well as some of 
the personalities in his entourage. Then, we will continue 
Our examination of the Neo-Impressionists after the premature 
death of their leader, Georges Seurat in 1891. 
A close examination of the book itself gives much food 
for thought with its varied sources, including scientific, 
literary and artistic. The author's writing style also 
deserves some attention • 
The period after the publication of the book will be 
examined, in which an important sub-question is raised: can 
Signac's painting style be reconciled with his treatise? In 
other words, did he practice what he preached? The evolution 
of his painting style in light of what he had written proves 
to .be an interesting topic and will be supported whenever 
POssible with visual examples as well as by quotations .from 
~is Journal. 
In addition, the other articles and books written by 
Signac, and any possible changes in his attitude~ 
attention. 
deserve 
Finally, we should look at the influence he excercised 
On younger artists, through his contacts and writings, asking 
What impact did D'Eugene Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme 
have on other painters. 
This introduction is intended to answer some of the 
qUestions raised by D'Eugene De1acroix au neo-impressionnisme, 
as well as familiarizing the reader with Paul Signac's life 
and artistic career. 
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Paul Signac was born in Paris the 11th of November, 1861 
into a family of merchants who owned a saddlery business in 
Montmartre. Coincidentally, Delacroix died that same year. 
Signac was thErefore never to suffer the financial hardships 
of many of his contemporaries nor, as it turned out, the 
oPposition of his family •. Signac's father, who was to die in 
1880, was an~ateur artist who was opposed to naturalist 
literature and Impressionist painting. This may explain 
Paul Signac's early attraction to them, out of rebellion. 
Signac's mother was apparently an energetic and strict woman, 
but although she tried to steer her only son into architecture, 
she never withdrew her support from him. 1 
Signac started his studies at the College Rollin, Boulevard 
de Clichy, which took him through Montmartre daily, with its 
art dealers. In 1879, he went to see the Impressionist exhib-
tion on the Avenue de L'Opera. Sisley, Renoir and Cezanne 
Were absent from this show. Although Pissarro was later to 
Play a p~rt in Signac's life, the young man was mainly inter-
ested in Degas, and in later life related an incident in which 
he was sketching from Degas' works when Gauguin had him thrown 
Out. 2 
Signac also admired Manet and saw the Bxecution or Maxi-
~ilien (1867) exhibited at the Salon. He never lost his ad-
miration for Manet, even though his theories were opposed to 
thOse of the older artist. 
Perhaps the most important initial contact with Impress-
ionism was Claude Monet's exhibition in the Vie Moderne mag-
s . Z1ne offices in 1880. 
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Signac refused to sit his baccalaureat exams in 1881, 
altholgh he was a good student, especially in literature. 
He made his career choice clear: he not only wanted to be a 
painter but an "Impressionist" one. For Signac " impressionist" 
meant everything he st00d for: anti-bourgeoisie, anti-conform-
ism and revolution. His choice was a normal one for an en-
ergetic young man: real life, the ocean, open air, modern 
subjects as opposed to the stale academic atmosphere the 
Beaux-Arts offered. It was a choice to be free rather than 
to try to conform to society's norms. 3 
After deciding upon a non-academic ioute, how would young 
Signac go about his apprenticeship, since there were no schools 
that taught Impressionism? Firstly, he started painting out-
doors in his own surroundings: Asni~res, Montmartre, etc. 
Then in 1883 he completed his first seascapes of Port-en-Bessin 
in Brittany. Or, as he reminisced in his Journal seventeen 
years later: 
It et pendant que je faisais une aquarelle, je r9vois 
des souvenirs d'il y a deja dix-sept ans, ou pour la prem-
i~re fois je vins dans ce pays. 11 Y avait deux mois que 
je 'faisais de la peinture', j'avais vingt ans~--L'ann.e 
d'apr~s, j'y revins et j'en remportai une quarantaine de 
tOi1es ' impressi~nnistes'. 9a consistait a empfiter des 
rouges, des verts, des bleus et des jaunes, sans grand 
souci, mais avec enthousiasme.,,4 
It can be seen that Signac's first works were as " Imp-
ressionist" as he could make them, and strongly influenced 
~v Monet, whose work Signac saw at Durand-Rue1's gallery in 
1883. This can be seen in La Route de Gennevilliers (1883, 
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Paris, Louvre, Jeu de Paume} in which we already notice a pre-
disposition for bright, light colours and a rather thick imp-
~. On another occasion he painted a still life entitled 
Le Gateau 1882, London, Private Collection) which was close-
ly inspired by Monet's Les Galettes of the same year. 
It was also in 1883 that Signac began the only formal 
instruction he would ever receive, from the painter Bin, a 
former Prix de Rome winner. It was then he met the colour 
merchant, Pere Tanguy, and saw C~zanne's work for the first 
time. Shortly afterwards he bought a landscape of Auvers by 
Cezanne which he prized throughout his life and refused to 
sell. 5 
Signac's mother moved to Asnieres, after her husband's 
death in 1880, which at the time was inhabited by fairly 
well-off pensioners and frequented by the kinds of ~athers 
and strollers that Seurat was later to immortalize in his 
~aignade, Asnieres. 
It was there, at Asnieres, that Signac became initiat-
ed into boating by the painter Caillebotte6 , who had spotted 
the younger artist painting on the riverbanks. Signac was 
to entitle his first boat in 1883, the "Manet-Zola-Wagner", 
Perhaps the three names most destined to shock the bourgeois-
ie. Even at such an early period of his life, he was the 
fighter he would always remain, loving to provoke the bour-
Seoisie.' 
1884 would prove to be an extremely decisive year , f~ 
that was when he participated in the founding of the" Salon 
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des Independants" and as a consequence met Seurat. As Sign-
ac was later to write in an article8 ,the Salon des Ind~pend­
ants was formed by artists rejected by the 1884 Salon and 
others who refused to submit works to the jury but wanted 
to find a way of showing their work. Signac was to meet 
Angrand9 ,DubOis-Pillet1? Cross11 and Seurat who were to be-
come his lifelong friends, while in the course of organizing 
the show. 
So there began the decisive meeting for both Seurat an~ 
Signac. The former was as slight and reserved as the other 
was expansive, volatile and short. From most of Seurat's 
Contemporaries comes a description of an extremely quiet, 
serious, and even mysterious man who only became impassioned 
When discussing the artistic problems which concerned him. 
Seurat's character seems to be accurately portrayed by his 
painting style: already calm and serene, scientifically con-
trolled even as early as the 3aignade, Asni~res (1883-84,Tate 
Gallery, London). As Signac describes his friend's beginnings 
in D'Bug~ne De1acroix au neo-impressionnisme, Seurat was al-
ready in search of a method that would enable him to paint 
mOre solid compositions, and had trained himself through lab-
Orious research into colour theory making copies of class-
ical works, and drawing assiduously. 
Seurat had passed through the 3eaux-lrts. Although 
non-conformist in the sense of wanting to find something new, 
" une peinture sienne", he always remained in touch with the 
academic tradition and retained his affinities with classic-
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ism. As Signac wrote, Seurat managed to "resist" his. 
Beaux-Arts instruction by completing enourmous quantities 
of reading on his own account. Signac's wording is inter-
esting on this subject: 
" .• but his intelligence, will, clear and methodical 
~ind, pure taste and painter's eye kept him safe from 
the depressing influence of the school. 12 
Regardless of Signac's antipathy for the academic tradition 
Seurat's mature style was definitely affected by it. 
This was the era in which " science would deliver us 
from all incertitudes" as one oP Seurat's sources, Sutter, 
would say.13 It was a trend of thought that was" in the 
Wind". Already many" Impressionists" were feeling that 
they could not continue in the same vein as they had been. 
They became dissatiefied wiih their work. Degas, Renoir, 
Pissarro, Monet and of course CAzanne all underwent a 
Period of change. Renoir wanted to leave the group and 
Wanted to exhibit in the Salon. His style grew more POrmal 
from around 1885-7, with his monumental 3athers. Monet 
expressed dissatisfaction with his work in the mid-1880's 
and we know in which direction it led him: towards cathedrals, 
haYstacks and poplars painted in a rather different manner 
in the 1890's. 
Pissarro underwent a comparable change will be seen in 
greater detail later, which included solidifying his art 
sOmeWhat, from 1881 on. 
As a matter of fact, as Robert Rey pOints out in La 
~aissance du sentiment ClaSSiQUe;4 Impressionism was 
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never really a proper "school" at all but a grOUt) of artists 
exhibiting together ror convenience's sake, not out or truly 
shared characteristics. The most highly regarded of the 
Impressionists were those painters who evolved, namely De-
gas, Renoir, Monet and C6zanne, whereas the painters who dM 
not undergo any great change, such as hlorisot and Sisley, 
remained less well-known. 
Signac maintained that Seurat was unaware or Impression-
ism before meeting him in 1884. 15 But this version should be 
questioned. It would of course be in Signac's better inter-
est to establish his contribution to the foundation of the 
!!ivision. Although Seurat had not yet excluded earth colours 
from his palette at that point, and might have done it at 
Signac's urging, this does not mean he was unaware of Impress-
iOnism. 
Seurat probably visited the 6th and 7th Impressionist 
exhibitions in 1882 and 1883 with his friend and classmate 
Ernest Laurent, as well as the Durand-Ruel gallery exhibit-
ions • 16 
On the other hand, Seurat later anti-dated his use of 
the division to 1884-5 in an 1890 letter to F.n6on which 
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WOuld preclude Signac's contribution. However it is known 
that he revised La Grande Jatte in 1886, which puts his 
letter in question. 
Some historians have taken Signac's version to be true 
ie;Rewald, whereas others maintain Seurat attended the Imp-
reSsionist shows in 1882 and 1883 and that his early oil 
12 
t d · hI·· . fl 18 It s u 1es s ow an mpress1on1st 1n uence. seems as 
though the only statement available was that of Signac. 
However we can observe that Seurat's use of colour prior 
to meeting Signac, was akin to that of the Impressionists 
inasmuch as can be judged from the few paintings remaining 
from that period. This is probably due to Seurat's destruc-
tion of many of these early works. 
Thus we can imagine the effect Seurat's Baignade must 
have exercised on Signac. He saw in it something extreme-
ly unusual and revolutionary and it provided the direction 
for which he was searching. Nonetheless, according to Sig-
nac, he felt the lack of pure colour in the work and an ex-
change of views took place between them. Signac maintained 
that he advised his friend to use the Impressionist palette 
19 in'order to remedy the colour problem. Signac, in his 
turn questioned Seurat about his scientific knowleage and 
started his own research. For Signac, Seurat's knowledge 
Was a revelation. almost in the sense of a religious con-
Version. 
This would not be the 0111 y' time tha t Seura t' sand Sig-
nac's relationship would take on the appearance of a Messiah 
and a Saint Paul. Signac became quickly convinced that this 
art would be the way of the future, towards progress, deliv-
ering them from uncertainty by the use of science. Once 
convinc~d, he beca~e a diligent apostle and tried to proPa-
gate the new theory. Seurat, although the leader and the 
instigator of the new technique, never tried to ~ropagate 
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his theories, and in fact, later tried to keep them to him-
self', resenting the increasing number of' " converts". Sig-
nac, on the contrary, was a proselytizer from the very be-
ginning. 
As a result of' this encounter Signac was to plunge in-
to theoretical material with a vigour already characteristic 
of him. He quickly set about the task of studying Rood, 
Sutter,.Chevreul and others. One example of his exuberance 
was his detailed technical questioning of the Gobelins work-
ers ( where Chevreul had long been in charge), to which he 
was invited to witness demonstrations at the factory. 
Later, Signac was to meet the elderly acientist twice, with 
rather unsatisfactory results, other than hearing the anec-
d t b t D 1 . t . t .. 20 o e a ou e acr01X wan 1ng 0 V1S1t. 
Despite Signac's study of theoretica1 material, he 
maintained his admiration of' Monet and only now wrote to 
the older painter in order to visit him; 
" . . . Voici bien nettement ma situation: depuis deux 
ans je fais de la peinture, n'ayant jamais eu comme mo-
d~les que vos oeuvres et suivant la grande voie que vous 
nous avez ouverte. J'ai toujours travaille reguli~re-
ment et conscieusement, mais aussi sans conseils et sans 
aide, car je ne connais aucun peintre impressionniste 
qui aurait pu me guider, vivant dans un mi1ieu plutOt 
hostile. Je crains donc m'egarer, et je Vous demande 
~n grgce de m'accorder l'autorisati6a de vous faire une 
petite visite; je serais si heureux de vous pouvoir 
presenter cinq ou six de mes etudes d'apr~s lesquelles 
Vous me pourriez juger et me donner quelques-uns de ces 
conseils dont j'ai tant besoin, car en somme je doute 
horriblement, ayant toujours travaille seul, sans appui, 
sans critiques.,,21 
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l~hat is curious about this letter is that itwas written 
in 1885, after meeting Seurat and first admiring Monet's 
work. There are several possible reasons. It is clear 
from the letter that Signac felt in need of guidance and 
reassurance. Perhaps only after ammassing a certain amount 
of work did he feel confident enough to approach Monet. Also, 
Monet might have been unavailable prior to 1885, because of 
his frequent travels, ie.Bordighera, late 1884~Apri1 1885. 
What must also be remembered is that although Signac 
had admired Seurat's technique in Baignade, Asni~res , he 
had yet to see the Grande Jatte which would go far towards 
convincing him of the division's viability. 
Although Monet did receive the younger a~tiat's visit, 
he was unable to give the guidance Signac had ho~ed for, as 
he was not a teacher. Regardless of this, Monet remained 
a continuing model for Signac. 
Another Impressionist who exercised a perhaps more 
Concrete influence on Signac was Gui11aumin, who befriended 
the younger artist in late 1884 or early 1885. 22 
The two often painted together on the quays. Previously 
Signac had completed a painting similar to Gui1laumin's 
Quai de la Rap'e (1881).' It is interesting to note J.K. 
Huysmans' review of this painting, in light of Signac's 
known interest in Huysmans' criticism. In his review of 
the 1881 Independent shOW, Huysmans wrote how Guil1aumin 
was a " ferocious co10urist" and adviGed the observor to 
step back from the canvas and blink his eyes so that all 
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the wild,hostile colours would fall into place, permitting 
the delicacy of the painting to become ·visible. Huysmans 
23 gives the Quai de la Rapee as an example. It was through 
Guillaumin that Signac was later to meet Pissarro in April 
1885. 
.. 
During the summer of 1885, Signac spent his holidays 
in Saint-Briac in Brittany painting numerous seascapes such 
as La Croix des Marins (lS85,London, Private Collection). 
In such a work as this·,Signac's treatment is Monet-like but 
begins to show deliberate touches of complementary colours 
such. as red and green which indicate Seurat's influence. 
In the meantime Seurat was preparing his Grande Jatte • 
Seurat's Grande Jatte was a milestone in the Neo-Imp-
re~sionist group's foundation, as well as indicative of some 
of the tendencies emergent in the avant-garde. For Signac 
it must have been very revelatory to see the culmination 
of the theories he had studied allied to the Impressionist 
palette. ~n auiumn o~ 1885 several ~rtists began m~9ting, 
~entering theIr interests on Seurat's"manifesto painting", 
\olhichwas already well-advanced. Firstly there were Duboi~-
p. . 24 . 
. 11 I et, Signac and then Luce and Angrand. For Signac, this 
\ola~ a. piriod in which his convictions would grow stronger and 
. Stronger, confident that their new technique would prevail, 
especially after viewing the principles at work • 
. La G~ande J~tie was different from other avant-garde 
pa' . 1 n t1ngs in several ways. Firstly, the great amount of 
time spent on it, which was unheard of at the time for an 
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Impressionist. Seur~t did a large quantity of preparatory 
Work, including oil sketches and outdoor drawings. Then, 
he implemented the new technique and his newly acquired pal-
ette to assemble the final work in the studio. Linear 
Composition played a. particularly important role. 
Why were the young artists so impressed by the tech-
n1cal innovation? The answer lies in the simultaneous con-
trast of colours, which consists of juxtaposing areas of 
opposite tint, and in the mingling of strokes of opposite 
Colours within each area, e.g. blue and yellow, which at a 
distance are intended to compose green. Strokes of an 
opposite colour may be placed on a large field of green in 
Order to enhance it and make it vibrate. The new technique 
Promised its users a " superior reality". It was a scienti-
fic ·version of Impressionism. 
Seurat came to his conclusion, as we have seen, partly 
through an academic route, and partly through the stimula-
tion of his new," revolutionaryfl acquaintances. Signac, on 
the other hand, was a keen believer in "progress" in art 
through science, which corresponded to his political beliefs. 
Signac's fi~8t work in which he deliberately applied 
the new technique was his Appreteuses et Garnisseuses ( 1885-
1886, Zurich, Bijrhle Collection) which is also known as tIles 
MOdistes". Degas' series of Modistes were done around 1882-
85 Which in view ofSignac's early interest in Degas explains 
the choice of theme and the ambiguity of the title. 
ACCOrding to Seurat, Signac modified it at the same time as 
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he was working on his Grande Jatte. This work is very 
rigidly composed daspite its naturalist subject and title. 
In April 1885 Signac met Pissarro through Guillaumin 
and managed to convince the older artist, who was undergoing 
a period of uncertainty, that the new technique would be a 
distinct improvement on Impressionism. Signac must have 
been greatly encouraged when the older artist joined them. 
He must have felt their theories were well-founded in order 
to convince a respected " old guard" Impressionist. Together 
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with Pissarro came his son Lucien, the same age as Signac. 
Signac introduced them to Seurat upon the latter's return. 
Pissarro was soon experimenting with divisionist methods. 
One of his earliest divisionist works is Le Train de Dieppe, 
!ragnl,1886(Philadelphia,Mrs. Carroll Tyson Collection) • 
. Pissarro, eager to help his new found colleagues, did 
his best to invite them to the 1885 Impressionist show, the 
first one since 1882, and the last. D~gas was the only one 
to accept the newcomers, whereas the rest refused to exhibit 
with them and dropped out. This exhibition would become re-
knOwned as the one in which the new tendencies became evident, 
Primarily in La Grande Jatte , which was by far the most con-
troversial painting in the show. 
As Signac says in his description 26 this was the first 
time a divided painting was exhibited. Signac proceeded to 
distinguish the Neo-Impressionists from Impressionism, using 
wOrds such as " reflection and permanence" as opposed to 
i . 
nstantaneity and instinct". Then he mentioned their empha-
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sis on "composition" as opposed to nature however it pre-
sents itself. 
One important result of the 1886 exhibition was the 
encounter with the young critic Felix Feneon, who was to 
become the Neo-Impressionist's chief defender, much as 
ZOla had been their predecessor's champion. Feneon, who 
had actually seen Seurat's Baignade, Asnieres in 1884,had 
been impressed. He had previously shown a predisposition 
for SiMplifications in a. Puvis de Chavannes manner2?and 
felt drawn to the new style, which to his eyes went beyond 
Imp ressioni sm. He tried to find out more from Pissarro, 
Who felt unable to explain the theories. Seurat was nat-
urally reticent, and in the end Signac proved to be the most 
fruitful source of information. 28 
Feneon belonged to the generation of writers who were 
searching for something more than Zola's naturalism, some-
thing more permanent. That they were looking for an art 
Which would suit their generation is only natural. Some of 
these Symbolist writers or "decadents" appreciated Neo-Imp-
ressionism while others looked tow~rds different styles. 
A curious aspect of Feneon's review," Les Impression-
nistes en 1886~29 is its style. Feneon's vocabulary is very 
unusual and his use of the " decadent" style remarkable in 
that it is not devoted to the capturing of the subjectiv-
ity of the paintings, but rather the opposite: to the de-
scri~in8 of them objectively. This sort of precision may 
be seen in Signac's writing style as well. 
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Feneon was certainly courageous to write about Imp-
ressionism as a spent force in 1886, concluding that 
" only Pissarro, Seurat and Signac innovate l ,.30 As a matter 
of fact Peneon's review shows an incredible sense of modernity 
when compared to other critics of the time. Most criticism 
of the Grande Jatte centered on its lifelessness, because 
they were only able to accept Impressionism as a fresh 
version of reality, and theretore Ehey focussed on the 
woode.ess of the new style. F~n~on concentrated on the for-
mal aspects·, elaborating on the technique. He did not 
Comment much on the subject matter. 
Feneon made an extremely important contribution to 
the fledgling Neo-Impressionists. He gave them their name, 
although at first they considered " chromo-luminairistes" 
( a title Seurat probably would have preferred).31 
Signac owed Feneon a great deal in that it was Feneon who 
later urged him to write D'Bug~ne Delacroix au neo-impress-
ionnisme and published it in the Revue Blan£he • As stated 
previously, Signac's writing style attempts to remain ob-
jective and " scientific", whi~h is how Feneon wrote. 
This brings us to a paradox; what did literary symbol-
ism, with its love of mystery and subjectivity, share in 
COmmon with the most scientific, rigid painting of the time? 
For many writers of that era, science waa an ally of art 
rather than an enemy. Charles Henry, the brilliant and ec-
lectic scientist and writer, epitomized the era, as we 
shall see later. He saw connections between all the arts 
and ultimately sought a form of universal harmony. It was 
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in 1886 that several of the Neo-Impressionists started attend-
ing his lectures on colour theory. 
The next important event was the Independent Show, the 
first for two years. Seurat dominated the exhibition with 
La Grande Jatte and some seascapes. Signac showed his 
Appr3teuses et Garnisseuses and his landscapes of Petit 
Andelys on the Seine ( a small village not far from Monet's 
Giverny where he had spent the summer with Lucien Pissarro). 
F~n~on's review expounded on their scientifiC theory.32 
Then the artists readied themselves for their entries 
in the XX group show in Brussels, to which they had been in-
vited. Seurat finished his Honfleur landscapes. 
It was about this time that Seurat started manifesting 
signs of jealousy. Although he had never been expansive 
about his theories, he now grew more and more secretive. 
This was undoubtedly due to his fear that Feneon's detailed 
explanation would divulge their secrets. 33 
The XX show turned out to be important, primarily by 
attracting the attention of other youg artists who were al-
erted by the scandal centered upon La Grande Jatte • Signac, 
~ho went to see the 1887 exhibition, wrote to Pissarro about 
the crowds attracted to Seurat's painting and how the Bel-
gian avant-garde artists were interested in what they were 
dOing. 
Seurat sold two landscapes at this exhibition. After-
~ards he shut himself up in his studiO, refusing to see any-
Cne, and started on his Poseuses series. Perhaps he wanted 
to Show he could give his characters life after hearing so 
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much criticism about his figures being lifeless. This was 
also the first time he experimented with coloured fram~s. 
Seurat was becoming more and mOre anxious about the grow-
ing ranks of the Neo-Impressionists. Signac, on the con-
trary, was willing to welcome new painters to help them fight 
the battle. 
The 1888 XX show included the growing recruits to Nee-
Impressionism, and was not destined to pacify Seurat. Sig -
nac was actually surprised at Seurat's behaviour, which con-
trasted with his own beliefs. That summer, while Seurat . 
was away at the seaside, an article by Arsene Alexander34 
was printed after an interview with Seurat, in which the 
Writer concluded that" pointillism had spoiled the best 
talents such as Signac and Angrand". He claimed Seurat as 
the inventor and referred to Seurat's " unscrupulous cama-
rades" who were copying his technique. Signac and Pissarro 
Understandably agitated, immediately wrote to Seurat for an 
eXPlanation. Seurat replied he had not said that, but, if 
asked, he would say that there were too many adherents to 
the technique. 
Pissarro tried to calm Signac down by saying that it 
was not the technique but the talent that makes a painter, 
and to let Seurat take the credit if he de8ired~5 
Seurat's jealousy created problems within the group, 
and although he was the uncontested "leader", each artist 
COuld contribute something of value. New applications of 
the technique were attempted continuously by the various 
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members, such as Van Rysselberghe~6petitjean~7Cross and oth-
ers. Signac was particularly eager to pass beyond the re-
search ,ha~and enter the phase of personal creation, as he 
indicated in his treatise. 
All the painters experienced problems with the technique 
because of its particular restraints, and many became dis-
enchanted with it, but perhaps the most important "defect-
ion " was that of Pissarro in 1890. The older artist in-
creasingly felt that the technique hampered his spontaneity, 
and decided to abandon it. This defection was felt most 
keenly by Signac, who never quite managed to understand how 
Pissarro could be so convinced at one moment and then sud-
denly change his mind. Signac wrote more diplomatically 
about this in his book than he did in his own Journal .38 
Thi~ sort of volte face would have been impossible for Sig-
nac, who ,although he experienced difficulties from time 
to time,~lways fought for his convictions and found a way 
of coatinuing consistently. 
Signac began to feel the weight of responsibility on 
his shoulders. His role was already one of organizer, be-
Cause of his many activities. Increasingly, Signac's role 
became oneof defender of their theories, due to Seurat's 
~eluctance or downright refusal to fill this role. 
18~0 and 1891 must have seemed deciisive years for Sig-
nac and Neo-Impressionism. Firstly, he~G affected by 
~issarro's abandonment of the movement, and secondly by the 
!890,B~ussel's XX exhibition, of which he published an 
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a . 39 D· h XX . T 1 L nonymous reV1ew. ur1ng t e meet1ngs, ou ouse- autrec 
vehemen tl y defended Van Gogh' s right to exhibit, and Signac 
offered to second him in a duel. 40 
Signac was elected the first non-Belgian committee 
member of the XX show in 1890, in addition to serving on 
the Independent's committee. 
In July 1890 Van Gogh died. Signac, who had visited 
him in ArIes and taken an interest in him, was to be involved 
in a retrospective exhibition at the request of Theo Van 
Gogh, and, after the latter's death, by Theo's widow, (Janua-
ry 1891). Another fellow artist, one of Signac's co-found-
ers of the Independents, Dubois-Pillet, was to die, and again 
Signac was entrusted with a retrospective exhibition in 1891. 41 
In 1890, Jules Christophe published an article on Seu-
~at~ including a letter to Maurice Beaubourg, detailing his 
theories ( 28 August,1890).42 Seurat's publication of his 
theories came after the rivalries and quarrels led him to 
affirm his position as founder of the movement. He also 
COntinued to correct errors ( as he perceived them) in 
Others' articles about himself and Neo-Impressionism as in 
the case of F~n~on's article on Signac cited earlier. 43 
Seurat's attitude probably led or at least contributed to 
the defection of several members. Signac must have been 
diSCouraged by this.As he mentions in Chapter 4, the 
I, 
severe criticism, several unfortunate deaths and resignat-
i 44 45 
ons from the movement". Louis Hayet, a minor but fairly 
active member, wrote a resignation letter to Signac, deplor-
24 
ing the division into two camps: the serious researchers 
and the ambitious attention-seekers. ( 10 February,1890)~6 
Henri Van de Velde47 was discouraged by Seurat's petti-
ness and began to doubt the seriousness of his theories. 
As a matter of fact, he actually considered Signac's works 
mOre luminous and therefore more successful than all the 
48 
others. Luce as well began to separate himself from the 
49 
movement. Pissarro was, of course, the most damaging defect-
Or. As he explained to Van de Velde, he felt unable to 
express his sensations with the technique which gave him 
the feeling of death. 50 
Seurat in the meantime contiued his methodical work. 
Since La Grande Jatte , he had used more of Charles Henry's 
theories and applied them to more problems in painting: fig-
Ures in artificial lighting (La Parade 1887-1888,New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art), nudes in an interior ( Les Po-
~euses,1887-8,Merion, Pennsylvania, Barnes Collection), the 
POrtrait ( Jeune Femme se Poudrant ,1889-90, London, Court-
auld Institute), an interior scene with moving figures ( l! 
£E a hut,1889-90, Otterlo, Rijksmuseum Kroeller-MUller) and 
finally his Cirque (1890-91 ,Paris,Louvre ,Jeu de Paume). 
Seurat was to apply his mysteriOUS system of lines, with 
a dominant direction indicati~6 the mood. 
Signac, faced with the organization of the 1891 Independ-
ent show, had to take into account the fall in the number 
Of . Neo-Impressionist painters, and accept more of Gauguin's 
friends than he would have liked. Signac eXhibited his Por-
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trait de Felix F~n~on (1890, New York, Private Collection), 
SOme landscapes of the Seine and some seascapes. Seurat 
exhibited only five paintings: the incomplete Cirque and 
four landscapes. 
It was during the meetings of the committee that Seur-
at caught cold, and on March 30, he suddenly died of compli-
cations. Signac was understandably overcome at the loss 
of his friend and partner. Seurat's death was to put an 
enourmous burden on him, in continuing the fight. At first, 
Sianac went through a period of intense work in an effort 
to forget, as he wrote to Pissarro from Cocarneau, July-
August 1891" the time was when, 
"~ •• oa je croyais que, nous tenant tous par la main, 
apportant des oeuvres et des id~es nouvelles, nous allions 
marcher au combat. Je me suis sacrifi~, ~tant dans le 
groupe celui qui avait le plus de combativit6, A l'int6ret 
g6n6ra1. Bt je pense que je n' ai pas 6t6 inuti1e et que, 
se nos id6es se sont un peu impos6es, je n'y suis pas 6t-
ranger. Ce serait A refaire, que je le referais encore 
et je suis sur que vous ne m'en pourriez blftmer. Si je 
me tiens maintenant plus tranquille, c'est que maintenant 
le terrain est ensemenc6, nos id6es sont repandues, notre 
manifeste a 6t6 affich6 ••• i1 nry a plus qu'a travailler, 
qu t • laisser faire." 51 
As Can be seen, Signac wanted to resign himself to simply 
painting, since their theories had already been published 
( Christophe's article on Seurat52 ), and considering their 
ideas fairly widespre~d. However he would be unable to re-
main silent for long, he would soon spring back to the de-
fense of their movement. 
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Signac's reasons for returning to his role of defender 
are fairly clear. For, if he did not, it would mean he 
was but a mere shadow of Seurat. Once again we find a sort 
of religious fervor in action after Seurat's death. It was 
as though Seurat had been a martyr for their cause, in fact 
Signac said himself immediately after the death that his 
A 53 Lriend had" worked himself to death." Naturally Seurat's 
theories and principles became somehow sacred and Signac 
alone felt he must defend them. 
In the years following Seurat's death, and before the 
writing of D'Eug~ne De1acroix au neo-impressionnisme , 5ig-
nac was to bemoan the public's lack of comprehension and 
appreciation of his friend. On one occasion he compared 
his friend's fate to that of Van Gogh: 
"Comme l"on est injuste avec Seurat. Dire que l'on 
veut pas reconnaitre en 1ui un des genies du si6c1e! 
Les jeunes sont p1eins d'admiration pour Laforgue et 
pOur Van Gogh-morts eux aussi ( du reste, sans ce1a •• ) 
et pour 5eurat, l'oub1i, le silence. C'est pourtant un 
autre peintre que Van Gogh qui n'est interessant que par 
son cOte phenom~ne fou •• et dont les seuls tableaux in-
teressants sont ceux faits au moment de sa ma1adie, A 
Ar1es • Au mOment de la mort de Seurat, 1es critiques 
rendaient justice a son talent mais trouvaient qu ' i1 ne 
laissait aucune oeuvre! 11 me semble au contraire, qu'i1 
a donne tout ce qu l i1 pouvait donner, et admirab1ement. 
11 aurait certainement encore beaucoup produit et progr-
esse, mais sa tache etait accomp1ie. 11 avait tout passe 
en revue et instaure definitivement: le blanc et le noir, 
1es harmonies de la 1igne, la composition, le contraste, 
et l'harmonie de la couleur •• et mame 1es cadres. Que 
peut-on demander de plus A un peintre ? ,,54 
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This Journal entry sums up Signac's feelings about his 
friends life and work. There is a clear sense of injust-
ice present. Obviously, their theories were not as wide-
spread as Signac had believed immediately following Seurat's 
death. The publication of Seurat's theories had not gain-
ed them any recognition or acceptance, and consequently 
something more was needed. Signac was the man for the 
task; from the role of defender and organiser, he would 
become thetheorist~. 
Signac had already written letters, reviews and arti-
cles. Among them were letters to Le Cri du Peuple, from 
1887-8, under the pseudonym "NOo". He also wrote to 
other Socialist publications, usually anonymously so that 
he could speak more freely about the Neo-Impressionists. 
II 55 is' review of the 1890 XX exhibi tion was signed S. P. 
lIe was well on his way to being a good propagandist. 
In addition to this activity, Signac was a reasonably 
Prolific letter writer, and corresponded with many of the 
group members, such as the Pissarros, Angrand, Cross and 
others. He also kept a Journal in which he noted down ob-
Servations of his contemporaries, stylistic considerations, 
and ideas for articles. 56 Simply by reading the Journal 
one Can trace the beginnings oP Signac's eventual treatise. 
lp something is mentioned several times in the Journal it 
is almost certain to be developed further in D'Eugene Dela-
~oix au NOo-Impressionnisme • 
For example, the following passage from Nov. 27,1894, 
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already takes up one of the points which Signac was later 
to emphasize in his book: 
"On nous reproche d'~tre trop savants. Mais nous ne sav-
ons sur la couleur que ce que l'on nous aurait dO apprendre 
a l'~co1e primairel Dire que les girouettes du pere Chev-
reu1 ne sont pas auopt~es dans les ~coles! Pourquoi se 
plaindre du manque de goOt quand on ne fait rien pour 'd-
uquer l'oeil. Pourtant pour apprendre le piano, on exerce 
57 les dOigts •• I1s ont des yeux et ils ne voient pas." 
Here Signac has even used the phrase, n They have eyes but 
do not see"; which he later attributes to De1acr01x; as an 
answer to his critics. 58 It is clear that Signac had begun 
to associate the Neo-Impressionists' battle with that of 
De1acroix. Especially in the passage on Seurat and Van Gogh 
previously cited, he ended with a comparison with De1acroix. 
He lamented how few visitors go to the Saint-Su1pice paint-
ings or understaad De1acroix at all. 
Signac's reflections on De1acroix can be seen as the 
first manifestation of the central theme of his treatise, 
since he has begun to compare his predecessor's battle for 
COmprehension with theirs. He came to see this. as a way of 
Convincing people of Neo-Impressionism's validity. 
Perhaps the first mention of the actual book is on 
June 2nd,1897 when he wrote: 
" Bien remis au travai1.-- Toutes les heures je prends 
un petit repos que je passe soit a 'crire que1ques 1ignes 
du De1acroix, soit a copier que1que dessin de mattre, OU 
a essayer de dessiner de souvenir. n59 
It is clear that reading De1acroix's Journal played an imp -
Ortant part in Signac's decision to write his book, as will 
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be seen in greater detail when Signac's sources are discuss-
ed. 
Signac had his own generation of critics to respond to 
as criticism of Neo-Impressionism had indeed become more 
prevalent. There was Octave Mirbeau's very negative article 
in the Echo de Paris ( May 12, 1895 ).60 Gustave Geffroy's 
review of the Independent Show of 1896 61 was not much more 
POsitive and most people still were of the opinion of Cam-
ille Mauclair that" tous ces peintres se ressemblent".62 
(1894). Signac's highly defensive tone becomes obvious 
from time to time in his treatise J as in Chapter 6, sections 
8 and 9, in which he tried to pOint out the individual 
characteristics of each Neo-Impressionist. Then he went 
On to attribute the confusion to lack of art education, the 
public simply had not been educated to appreciate the differ-
ences between the painters. These passages must be viewed 
as a direct answer to such criticism. 
In summary, Signac's reasons for writing D'EugAne De-
lacroix au neo-impressionnisme were: 
1. Seurat's premature death. Although his theories had been 
Published, they needed more defense. Se u rat had be.8 n vi r t u all y 
forgotten while others had been remembered. 
the n~ed to defend his friend's memory. 
Signac fel t 
2. Response to criticism of Neo-Impressionism. The main 
reprOach being that they all looked alike. 
3. The publication in 1893-95 of Delacroix's Journal and 
Signac's subsequent identification with it, since the move-
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ment was undergoing a difficult period at the time. 
4. Neo-Impressionism needed a champion because Felix Feneon 
had given up art criticism. Feneon did,however, encourage 
Signac to write his treatise and eventually published in 
La Revue Blanche. 
Signac's writing style is an extension of his person-
ality. As in his political letters, his book comes across 
as a manifesto. All the years of serving as diligent propa-
gandist show in the work. He worked hard to convince the 
readers that divisionism is the only possible answer to the 
problems facing painters. The tone of the book is not so 
much technical as propagandist. As he once wrote," La divi-
. l:j!t hi 1 h ., ... 6:3 Th· . S10n est p utvt une p osop 1e qu un syst~me. 1S 1S 
preCisely the message the reader receives. The message 
throughout is : work and think hard, persevere, never give 
up the fight. As we shall see, Signac often relied on his 
sources for quotes of this nature, and he found particular 
inspiration in Delacroix. 
Signac's writing style has a certain detachment that 
oWed a great deal to Feneon. He tried to remain very pre-
cise and make his principles clear by regular repetition. 
Throughout, the reader is given the i~pression that Signac 
\.ias very conscientious about his task ot' " educating the 
eYe" as he might have said. 
iouSly indeed. 
He took his mission very ser-
·As stated .earlier, Signac's sources came from a wide 
range: art ... literature, and science, primarily. The time 
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has come to examine some oE those sources in greater detail. 
The most obvious source for D'Eugene Delacroix au n~o-
Impressionnisme may be found in its title:Eugene Delacroix. 
As mentioned earlier, Signac most probably wanted to empha-
size the comparison between Neo-Impressionism and Delacroix 
in order to gain recognition as a serious but misunderstood 
movement. Although Signac had probably already considered 
writing a more detailed, convincing treatise, Delacroix's 
Journals seemed to provide him with the spark he needed. 
The idea of continuity from Delacroix through Impress-
ionism to Neo-Impressionism is stressed in Signac's work. 
Whether or not Seurat would have insisted on the Impression-
ist connection is doubtful. 
Signac's appreciation of Delacroix probably dates back 
to his'meeting with Seurat and subsequent reading of Charles 
Blanc. In 1885 he and Seurat saw the Delacroix exhibition 
held at the Bcole des Beaux Arts .64 In 1886,(the year of 
~a Grande Jatte) Maurice Tourneux's Eugene Delacroix devant 
65 ~es contemporains was published, which included quotations 
from Delacroix as well as reviews showing the critics' lack 
of comprehension. Signac was to use some of these quotations 
in his work, in addition to using a similar style of using 
quotations. 
For Signac, contempla ting a mani fes to and gi ven his part-
icular temperanen t,\ wha t a sou rce Delac roix' s Journal was! 
There were numerous examples of apparently Neo-Impressionist 
COncerns defended, examples of idealistic advice and of 
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the critics' iccomprehension. 
The most frequently used quotations come from Dela-
croix's notes for a Dictionary of the Beaux-Arts, part-
icularly whenever tlle master speaks of cOmmon technical 
problems such as the bN&h-3troke, colour, lines, composit-
ion, tone or simplification of details. Signac's comments 
on De1acroix's Journal in his own Journal, and his notes 
Over the several years period, led to this chapter on Dela-
croix. 
The other passages from which Signac quoted most fre-
quent1y were those in which the very young, idealistic Dela-
croix made resolutions, or the old, experienced painter 
wrote. about the injustice of the public and the critics. 
He is probably drawn to those passages in which the artist 
made a colour innovation. 
On more than one occasion, Signac took quotations out 
of context or slightly altered them. For example: in Chap· 
ter 1, he took a phrase: 
" Ma palette brillante du contraste des cou1eurs
" 
but the original sentence in Delacroix's Journal was: 
II Ma palette fraIchement arrangAe et brillante du contraste 
des couleurs sufeit pour allumer mon enthousiasme."66 
This came from a passage in which Delacroix was comparing 
the merits of the mediums of painting and writing, and not 
Writing primarily about colour contrast, as Signac would 
have it. This is a fairly typical example of Signac's use 
oe Delacroix: there are many fragments placed here and there 
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(not unlike a collage) which often mean little in isolatiQ~ 
but support Signac's position when assembled. This will 
become clear in the notes to this translation. 
Another important source is Chevreul. As we know, Seu-
rat studied Chevreul's work on the law of simultaneous con-
trast of colours while still in his first drawing school in 
1875~7 and subsequently introduced Signac to Chevreul's 
works. Signac, i~ his enthusiasm to learn, had contacted 
the elderly scientist by post and actually visited him twice. 
BugOne Chevreul ( Angers 1786-P~riaj889) attended 
school in Angers, then came to Paris where he started as a 
chemist in the Gobelins dye wotks and professor of chemistry. 
He became a member of the Academy of Science in 1826 and 
then head of the Museum. He published numerous works on 
colours and their chemical properties, but for our purposes 
68 
his Loi du contraste simultane is the most important. 
Signac himseif in 'h'is own' wri ting made many references 
to Chevreul. This was was in keeping with 'his deep-seated 
belief hi edtic-a ting t'he, masses aesthetically, a view which 
Comes up again and again in his Journal. This was an under-
lYing reason for writing D'BugOne Delacroix au neo-impress-
~onnisme : to educate the critics, public and other artists. 
He often mentioned "fautes d'orthographe" or "spelling errors" 
in colour in the paintings he saw, and discussed the indust-
rial use of colours. Although he may not follow Chevreul's 
advice to the letter, it is a part of " Science ••• that will 
deliver us from uncertainties" as Sutter said. 69 Armed with 
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"pOre" Chevreul's colour wheels, the world would soon b~ 
delivered from ignorance of colour. 
So, how was Chevreul's theory used by the Neo-Impress-
ionists? As Robert Rey puts it, in La Renaissance du Sent-
iment Classique dans la reintureFran~aise A la fin du XIXe 
siOcle :0 the title of Chevreul's work is paradoxical, be-
cause if we say that a contrast is a relationship between 
two opposites ( contrast is singular), then how can we have 
a simultaneous contrast. Are not the two terms mutually ex-
clusive? Regardless of the rather paradoxical title, which 
Chevreul must certainly have assumed ma~e sense to others, 
the work defines and demonstrates both the effects of tone 
Contrast and those of tint contrast. Then Chevreul went on 
to define simultaneous contrast. Since according to the 
theory, a colour attained"iumaximum intensity when placed 
next to its complementary ( but not mixed) the Neo-Impression-
ists mOdified colours by changing their surroundings rather 
than by mixing. Also, if two like colours are placed next 
to one another,eg, dark and light red, there is a contrast 
by intensity and harmony, because the tints are alike.'l 
Another notable source for Signac was Charles Blanc 
( Castres 1813 - Paris 1882). Blanc exercised an important 
influence on art history in the 19th century. As a young 
man he studied engraving in Paris, and subsequently turned 
to art criticism, beginning with Salon reviews in Le Bon 
~~ , edit~d by his Socialist brother, Louis. Later he 
began his Histoire des peintres franyais au XIXe siOcle, 
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the first volume of which came out in 1845. In 1848 he be-
came director of the ~aux-Arts and did much to further the 
arts. After the coup d'etat or December 1851 he returned 
to writing and .continued his history of art. 
Blanc's influence was due to his publications being 
the most definitive and comprehensive studies of art history 
at the time. His work was accessible to the general public, 
which helped retain his supremacy in the filed until Signac's 
time. However, it was in his second term as director of the 
Beaux-Arts that he probably influenced Seurat and Signac the 
most,( Prow 1871 to 1873). 
73 In an article on Seurat and Fiero della Francesca , 
Albert Boime discusses Blanc's influence on his own era and 
On the following generations. Since Blanc was director of 
the B.aux-Arts immediately before Seurat attended the 
school it does not seem unreasonable to assume that some 
of his policies were still in force when Seurat began in 
1878. Basically, Blanc was unable to accept Impressionism 
because of its objectivity • He supported a revival of 
the Renaissance tradition as the only way to revitalise 
French art. This implied the use of the human figure. 
As part of his policy Le proposed a museum of copies of 
Italian masters in order to educate the public. His project 
~as an attem~t to restore the human image in painting, 
against the trend towards landscape. 74 
Regardless of Blanc's staunch refusal of Impressionism 
s' . 
19nac used him ~s a source. In preparation for his treatise 
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Signac must have recognized the importance of Blanc's ideas 
as they related to his movement and naturally relied heavily 
on Blanc as an authoritative source. It must be remembered 
that Signac was a "man with a mission" so to speak, and 
needed as many credible sources as possible in or~er to 
gain acceptance for his theories. 
Perhaps the single most important scientific source for 
the Neo-Impressionists was the scholar Charles Henry. Curi-
Ously enough Signac does not once mention Henry in his treat-
ise, although he was in frequent contact with Henry, and 
even collaborated with him on several occasions. The 
reasons for this omission should become clearer after a 
brief description of Henry. 
As Signac noted in his Journal (14 December, 1894): 
" Visite de Charles Henry, de plus en plus p06tique. 
D'une donnee exacte et scientifique, i1 tire des con-
clusions d'une fantaisie charmante qu'il s'efforce de 
demonstrer math6matiquement . .,75 
This summarizes Signac's impression of Charles Henry, one 
of admiration for such an unusual man. 
Henry ( Alsace 1859-Paris 1926) was first trained as 
a sCientist, but his great curiosity led him to explore the 
f' 1elds of music, literature, psychology, biology, chemistry 
and mathematics. He was an incredibly prolific writer on 
these subjects. By the age of 27, he had already publish-
ed . 
n1neteen books. Henry Saw connections between all the 
dis' . 
C1 P1ines, which explains why many artists, writers and 
Other figures were attracted to his theories. 76 
:)7 
Henry's theory on lines, for instance, was an attempt 
to find, through the use of spatial geometry, mathematics 
and physics, the lines or combinations of lines that were 
the most agreeable and disagreeable. 77 His Cercle Chromatique 
of 1888 starts from a physiological basis, defining pain and 
pleasure respectively as continuity and discontinuity of 
mental function, relating this information to directions 
and finally to colours. Thus lines and colours which asc-
ended were called 11 dynamogenic" and those which descend-
ed "inhi bi to ry". This connection between human physiology, 
science and then art was part of the trend towards "humani-
zation" in art, foreseen by Blanc and others. 
Seurat, as may seen in his later works, Cirque (1890-1) 
and Le Chahut (1889-90), put Henry's theories to work, hav-
ing s~udied them closely. Signac experienced more personal 
Contact with Henry, but did not rely heavily on his theories, 
except during a relatively brief period, which will be dis-
cUssed later. Signac probably regarded them in much the same 
Way as Chevreul's theories: he waG for the education of the 
masses but personally did not feel compelled to follow the 
theories to ~e letter in his own work. Full of enthusiasm 
f' 0 rH' Rh" 78 . t h' h h enry s apporteur est et1que , a proJec on w 1C e 
was collaborating, he wrote Van Gogh the following explan-
atory letter: 
W C'est un livre' sur l'esthOtique de C. Henry-perrnet 
dt~tudier des mesures et les angles. On voit si la forme 
est harmonieuse ou pas. Cela aura une grande portOe 
sociale au point de vue surtout de l'art industriel. 
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"Nous apprenons a voir juste et beau aux ouvriers, apprent-
is, etc., dont jusqu'ici on n'a fait l'~ducation esth~t­
ique qu' au' moyen de formules empiriques, de conseils 
malhonnetes ou niais. Je vous adresserai une de ces 
b h 1 ' 11 t 1 e · ,,79 roc ures orsqu e es auron vu Jour. 
Signac's tone is one of educator of the working classes. 
However it is doubtful whether he actually used this instr-
ument in his own work. On another project Signac tirelessly 
measured vases and other objects in preparation for Henry's 
Applications des n'ouveaux instruments de precision ( cercle 
chromatigue, rap(?orteur et triple-d~cimetre esth~tlgue) a l'ar-
c hoologie. ,80 or as F~n~on desc ribed it; 
" Lorsque M. Charles Henry voulut appliquer a Itart ind-
ustriel les methodes d'etudes esthetiques de la forme 
et de la couleur auxquelles1'avaient conduit une th~orie 
g~nerale de la dynamog~nie et des exp~riences patientes ; 
M. ~Signac lui apporta son concours: son analyse du proPil 
(anses d~ployees) des vases de Cnide, de Thasos et de 
Rhodes et leur d~einition par indicateur d'ecart, de 
dynamog~nie,d'inhibitio., de contraste, d'acuite, de 
diversit~,de vari~te et de complication, ~ont un type 
t ,.. d .. .' iOi 81' . r~s pur e .cr1t1que SC1ent L que." 
However, F~neon goes on to add that; 
" •. Mais il serait il~usoire.:q • .eM. Signac cherchAt a l'ut-
iliser pour l'6xkutioa' ~'un tableau ou M. X. pour l'ana-
lyse ult~rieure de ce tableau. Du moins semble-t-il d'apres 
la .mattrise dont temoignent ~es derriieres oeuvres de ce 
peintre que parmi tant d'ardues investigations, sa faculte 
de contr6le sur ses intuitions d'harmonies polychromes 
et lirt~ai'res ait acquis plus de d~cision encore et de 
luc,idi te.,,82, 
Regarding Signac's use of H~nry's theories, F~n~on also 
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wrote in 1890 that Signac relied more on his intuition than 
principles when finding a dominant direction for his paint-
ings, and that Henry's statement, "all directions are sym-
bo1ic", had destroyed Signac's faith in chance and limited 
him to a clear empiricism on the edge of consciousness. 83 
Signac's reply to F~n~on was: 
" Ne vous souciez pas trop des critiques de notre Henry: 
il se soucie fort peu du jeu des complementaires qu t i1 
84 trouve fort barbare." 
Signac's exclusion of Henry was understandable in the 
face of a sceptical public. He needed to play down Neo-
Impressionism's sCientific aspects and emphasize its trad-
itional qualities. Henry, who is contemporary and a scien-
tist is excluded on two counts. However he must not be 
negl~cted as a source, because his Introduction A une 
~sthetique scientifique (1885)85 in which Rood, Chevreul, 
He1mholz, Sutter and others are synthesized and presented 
in a positivist version, influenced Signac a great deal. 86 
Signac himself, in a tribute to Henry in 193087wrote that the 
best homage to Henry would be to publish his complete work. 
and his experiments. 
Yet another source cited by Signac is Daniel Humbert de 
Superville8~ Andre Chastel, in an article entitled" Une 
sOurce oubli~e de Se~rat,,~9 maintains that Charles Blanc's 
ideas On the moral significance of lines come directly from 
Humbert de Supervilles' Bssai sur les signes inconditionnels 
~ll art (1827). This treatise was virtually unknown until 
Blanc and others revived it. Blanc's Grammaire du dessin, 
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an important source for Neo-Impressionism, is extremely 
close to this. 
Humbert's treatise is a "call for humanity", in which 
the primary pOints are: 
1. There are three types of lines in the study of dir-
ections. 
2. A corresponding colour system accompanies the line 
system. 
3. The signs are applicable to all arts. 
4. Arts must be renovated by using old techniques such 
as stained glass. 
The impact of this treatise is more apparent when we consider 
its influence on Charles Henry, Blanc and subsequently on the 
Neo-Impressionists. For example, Humbert's treatise on the 
directions of three facial types-- laughter as a v-shape, 
inertia as a horizontal, crying as an inverted v-- which 
were then associated with particular colours, may be direct-
ly compared to Seurat's diagram in his letter to Maurice 
Beaubourg. The facial expressions in Seurat's later works 
were carefully calculated in this way,eg. Cirque, La Parade, 
l.e Chahut. 
Humbert's theories extended to objects in nature, some 
Objects pOssessing symbolic value, such as oak-horizontal, 
neutral,fir_desCending_Sadness, pine -ascending, happy. 
This is interesting in light of Signac's St. Tropez works 
in Which pines are prominent or dominate the composition. 
One SOurce who Signac mentionod only once in his treatise 
is th 
e OnCe Naturalist and subsequently" decadent" writer 
Jo r ' 90 1s-Karl Huysmans. In Chap~er 4 Signac mentioned how he 
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had mistaken a remark by Huysmans on Monet to mean taat 
the latter used a scientific technique. 91 
Whether he agreed with it or not, Signac was certainly 
observant of Huysmans' criticism. He mentioned it on sev-
eral occasions in his own Journal. For instance when he used 
HuYsmans' term "indigomanie" (Feb.16,1897) in reference to a 
Renoir painting of a woman in blue: 
" C'est de l'epoque de ce que le trop litteraire J.K. 
Huysmans appela 'indigomanie,.,,92 
The writer had also made a famous remark about Signac's 
early work, referred to later ( Sept.29,1894): 
"Huysmans ecrivait que 'j'emmarseillais' les banlieues,Ret-
ti trouve que je 'banlieue§!' le Midi •• Cela se balance 
et du reste 'm'en fouti. " 
However, Huysmans was an influential figure because of his 
break from Naturalism and Zola's circle (A Rebours 1883) and 
the return to mystery in his writing. 
A readinJ of his 1880 Independents' Exhibition review 94 
might have provided many examples for Signac in addition to 
the misunderstood remark on Monet's "system". Huysmans devoted 
two pages to RaEfaelli's Route de Gennevilliers, pointing 
Out the modernity of the suburban scene. This is interest-
ing in light of Signac's painting of the same area in 1883. 
Perhaps mora significantly , Huysmans made a connection 
between Delacroix and Degas in the same review: 
"Q • uelle nouvelle application depuis Delacroix du melange 
OPtique, c'est-a-dire du ton absent de la palette, et 
Obtenu sur la toile par le rapprochement de deux autres ••• 
Aucun peintre, depuis Delacroix qu'il a etudie 
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longuement et qui est son veritable maitre, n'a compris 
comme M. Degas, le mariage et l'adultAre des couleurs •• "$ 
When we consider L'Art Moderne was published in 1883 (just 
before A Rebours) and Certains in 1889, Huysmans' art criti-
cism could very well have had a significant effect on Signac. 
Feneon also regarded Huysmans highly for his "snr~te de ver-
dicte" 96 in his art criticism. Huysmans was the Neo-Imp-
ressionists' closest equivalent to Baudelaire, and therefore 
Signac followed Huysmans' writing fairly closely. 
Baudelaire himself proved to be a fruitful source for 
Signac, in his search for support from recognized authorities. 
Signac used many quotations from Baudelaire, firstly as a 
source of information about Delacroix and secondly as a 
Source of support for Neo-Impressionist theories. 
Several publications of Baudelaire appeared in the 
1880's: L'Art Romantique (1868) and Curiosites Bsthetiques 
11868)were both reprinted in 1885. 
Baudelaire's passages on colour must have been parti-
CUlarly inspiring for Signac, especially when he spoke of 
the poppies in the grass, red singing the glory of green, 
and in the same passage he speaks of mixtures of tones, re-
flections etc.97 One other relevant aspect of Baudelaire's 
Criticism is his use of musical analogies, such as Signac 
freqUently uses in his own writing and paintings during a 
brief period. 
Amongst the scientific sources cited by Signac is O.N. 
~OOd. Ogden N. Rood (~831-1902), an American scientist, 
~rOte _Modern 
- Chromatics: with applications to art and indust-
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(1879) in the hope of educating the layman and artist in 
basic colour facts. The French edition appeared in 1881. 
Signac quoted from Rood's introduction because, once again, 
it corresponded with his own wish to educate the public in 
aesthetic matters. However it is unlikely that the book 
proved to be as accessible to the general public as its 
author and Signac hoped it would be because of its reason-
ably complicated scientific terminology. 
Rood's Modern Chromatics demonstrates in detail the 
properties of colour and the way various effects may be 
produced. The most interesting material with regards to 
Signac's standpoint, comes when Rood cOMpares a retinal 
image which combines coloured points, to a mosaic, and 
when he explains how painters paint not only with colours 
but also with light. Passages such as this would have 
appealed to Signac. 
Another important source is John Ruskin. Ruskin( Lon-
don 1819- Brantwood, Cumberland 1900), the outspoken British 
authority on aesthetic matters, proved to be a fruitful 
SOurce, as may be seen by the lengthy quotations from the 
Chapter "On Colour" in The Elements of Drawing • However, 
approximately half the quotations are taken not directly 
from R k' Cl < F h' R b d 1 S' 98 us 1n but Lrom a renc wr1ter, 0 ert e a 1zeranne 
Who Published an article entitled "La religion de la beaut6" 
i.n L d 
_a Revue des Deux Mondes, March 1,1897. Sizeranne quote 
kUSk' 1n directly on some occasions and on others paraphrased 
Then he made comments of his own. Signac simply attri-
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buted all three to Ruskin without elaborating. Therefore, 
Signac's source is not always Ruskin but Sizeranne comment-
ing on Ruskin. This is duly noted in the footnotes to this 
edition. 
In his introduction to Ruskin, Signac also mentions his 
fellow Neo-Impressionist Henri-Bdmond Cross' French tran-
slation of The Blements of Drawing. Cachin states that this 
translation was completed by Signac during WWI" after Cross' 
death in 1910 but never published. 99 This manuscript is 
presumably in ~he Signac family archives. 
Signac's trip to Venice in 1909 might be seen as 
reflecting the direct influence of Ruskin. Signac's use 
of Ruskin as a source for his treatise mdY also be linked 
to his appreciation of Turner. In Chapter 3 he stressed the 
Connection between Turner and Monet and Pissarro by citing 
latters' voyage to London in 1871. Signac's source ~or this 
Was undoubtedly Pissarro around 1886, but whether Turner 
Was as important as Signac implied is questionable. 
Signac also stressed Turner's influence in his chapter 
On Delacroix. The notebook he kept during his trip shows 
how he probably went to London intentionally to prove the 
Connection in preparation for his book. 
" Son (Turner) influence sur De1acroix est incontestable. 
Certainement en 1834 le maitre fran~ais a ~tudi~ et compris 
Turner. Des tons, des teintes, des harmonies que j'ai 
vus dans Delacroix, je 1es retrouve dans Turner. Les fi-
gUres sont trai tee avec la meme 1iberte. ,,100 
Signac,s emphasis on this connection coincides with his own 
W' ~sh to free himself from Nature, Turner was seen as an 
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example of a "free artist". Signac's trip to London 
had been undertaken as a "pilgrimage", 
"11 est certain que ce matin, en regardant mea tOiles, 
elles me semblent trap photographiques, trap etudes 
d'apres nature. Je suis sur que la leyon que me donner-
aient les Turner me sera des plus profitables. Lui a su 
li ~,. 't l'b ,,101 se debarrasser des rea . t~s et ~tre un pe~n re 1 re. 
This brings us to Signac's fidelity to his theoretical 
standpoint; or did he practice what he preached? Through-
out his career in painting, his style revealed a certain 
diChotomy. First, there was the effort towards control, 
stylization, and composition, which was complemented by his 
theoretical writing. Signac wanted to remain faithful to 
the division which he and Seurat had established, and which 
would free the artist from copying nature. However, given 
his character and Impressionistic background, it is not' 
surprising that another tenden~y emerges, that of the sheer 
Pleasure of observation of nature which results in a free, 
spontaneous style. 
In his very early works, such as Le Gateau (1882) and 
early landscapes, Signac aspired to be an Impressionist, 
Under the initial influence of Monet and then of Guillaumin 
and Others. In his Route de Gennevilliers (1883, Paris, Louvre, 
Jeu de Paume)oO I. which Huysmans said he "marseilleized" the 
SUburbs b h b 'h 1 102 h' t t ecause e gave them such rlg t co ours, lS as e 
fOr 
strong, bright, pure colour was already pronounced. Sig-
nac did not 
sentimentalize the suburbs as other artists 
Il\' ~ght have do H ne. is choice of subject might be due to 
Plate 1 . La Route de Gennevilliers,1883, P aris , Louvre 9 
Jeu de P aume . 
Plate 2. Appreteuses et Garnisseuses, 1885-1886, Zurich, 
Buhrle Collection. 
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his political beliefs, in that the artist should translate 
popular life or else art will remain decadent, and his read-
ing of Naturalist literature, but his treatment or the~e 
rather dismal places is not" Realist tt, nor is it a " genre" 
painting. After being initiated into the division he applied 
it to tone in Les Gazom6tres de Clichy (1886, Melbourne, 
National Gallery of Victoria) and related paintings. 
After his meeting with Seurat and the founding of their 
technique, Signac's paintings became an attempt to go be-
yond superficiality to a "superior reality", via science. 
In this way, human figures such as those in Appr3teuses et 
Garnisseuses (1885-6, Zurich, BUhrle collection) and Le 
Petit-D~jeuner,Op152 (1886-87,Otterlo,Kroller-MUller Museum) 
were destined to go beyond mere portraits and towards arche-
types. _ In the former painting, the first to which Signac 
applied the division, he made an effort to regulate the com-
POsition, with the two female figures' curves, and angles 
opposed to the vertical patterns of the carpet and decor. 
The hatboxes and curls of fabric give the painting a geo-
metric appearance. The faces are de-emphasized so as not 
to des troy thei r " ef f igy" a ppea ranc e. Tree Peti t-D~j eune r 
is a similar attempt to go beyond the genre painting towards 
definitive types: the bourgeois, the maid, etc. The con-
trast between this and similar scenes by Impressionists, 
sUch as Monet and Renoir, is great. 
After meeting Charles Henry (1886)and collaborating 
~ith him later (1888-9),Signac, although never as mathemat-
Plate 3. Portrait de Felix Feneon,op . 217, 1890,New 
York, Private Collection. 
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ical as Seurat, did apply some of the scientist's theories 
to his work. He attempted to exploit linear elements to the 
utmost in landscapes, and about 1890 some paintings such as 
Soleil Couchant,Peche A la sardine, Adagio (1891,New York, 
John Hay Whitney Collection)exhibit a distinctly abstract 
repetition of motifs. This is most likely in accordance 
with Henry's theories on the unification of the arts and 
in this instance, music, as may be seen in the musical 
title. Signac enti tIed certain works "Opus", !'Larghetto", 
"AdagiO", until about 1892. Perhaps his most abstract works 
were designed under Henry's influence. Bxamples are the 
seascapes done at Concarneau such as Le Port de Portrieux 
(1888,Stuttgart:8taatsgalerie) a seascape which is very lin-
ear in its composition. However, as stressed earlier, 8ig-
nac did not feel compelled to follOW all Henry's advice and 
What might be taken to be his most obvious Henry-influenced 
painting ,Sur l'~mail d'un fond rythmique de mesures et 
d'a~gles, de tons et de teintes, portrait de M.Felix Feneon 
(1890,Joshua Logan collection, New York) is more likely 
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dependent on Japanese influences. 
An important aspect of Signac's stylistic evolution 
Was his use of watercolours, which increasingly became an 
integral part of his working procedure. As early as 1888, 
Pissarro recommended him to use watercolours for fixing the 
Sensation rapidly, but they were to play a more imp~rtant 
Part later. 
As we have seen, around 1890-1, Signac was extremely 
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busy, with several exhibitions. There were also several 
deaths with which he had to come to terms: those of Dubois-
Pillet, Van Gogh and then Seurat. After a brief period in 
Brittany, shocked by Seurat's death, he returned to Paris, 
but soon felt the need to work elsewhere. His friend Cross 
wrote to him from the C5te d'Azur, and Signac decided to 
sail South to St.Tropez. This move was to mark a new phase 
in his development. Not only was it there that his treatise 
took shape, but a gradual evolution in his style began. 
Signac expressed dissatisfaction with the way colour 
tended to appear dirty with their technique, after attempt-
104 ing to use freer strokes. He wanted to enlarge the strokes. 
Around 1892-4 he began to stop working directly from nature, 
but simply took "note~' to use later in the studio, as he 
spelt Out in his Journal entry for 23 Aug.,1894: 
" La tOile de 25(81 X 60 cm) d'aprAs nature me semble 
de plus en plus du temps perdu. Le travail doit 
Consister en 1) documents pris raridement d'aprAs nature 
au fur et A m~sure des besoins ou des sensations, 2) 
cr~ation de l'oeuvre d'aprAs ces documents •• ( •• )Et dire 
que ces peintres, parce qu'ils se sont condamn~s A ne 
travailler que d'aprAs de la nature, se croient des 
'n t, 105 a ura11stes'.-_ 
Th' 1S marks a constant preoccupation throughout his Journal 
passages wi th freeing hi- rnself from na tu re. It was during 
th' 
1S same period that Delacroix's Journals became available 
to him (1893-1895) and these would have helped to confirm his 
beliefs. However, the change Signac envisioned was not 
one of total abstraction --that was to be for future genera-
Plate 4. SOleil Couchant, P~che A la Sardine, Adagio, 1891, 
New York, John Hay Whitney Collection. 
Plate 5. Drawing after Delacroix's Heliodorus chased from the 
temple, in the Saint-Sulpice,£.1900,Signac Archives. 
(Bamboo and ink drawing) 
Plate 6. Le Port de St.Tropez,Tartanes pavoisees, 
op. 240, 1893, Wuppertal, von der Heydt 
museum. 
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"ions. lIe still needed nature for ins p iration, from which 
he would develop his compositions in the studio, such as 
Le Port de St. Tropez, tartanes pavoisees Op 240 (189~, 
Wuppertal, von der Heydt Museum). In this painting he has 
used a triangular pattern with the secondary lines formed 
by the boats and their reflections. This is accompanied by 
a calm blue and yellow colour scheme, punctuated by the 
bright flags. 
Signac's interest in art nouveau may be observed in 
such works as the Femmes au puit (1892,Paris,Louvre), sub-
titled "une decoration pour un panneau dans la penombre." 
The significance of the subtitle is clear in the extremely 
high-keyed yellow and blue hill and the sea . The curious 
curves of the shadow in the foreground and the strange 
Pemale figures at the well are so stylized that the final 
effect is startling. 
not repeat. 
It was an experience that he would 
Signac's attempt to depict a Socialist theme is his 
~u temps d'harmonie 
he wanted to entitle 
(189 4 ,Paris, P rivate Collection) which 
"Au temps d'anarchie". Signac's ver-
sion of Utopia is man living in harmony with nature, an 
artist painting by the seaside, a strolling cou ple who re-
Present "free love", p i ne trees and "boule" players. 
This painting owes a great debt to Puvis de Chavannes' 
calm, simplified compositions, which Signac gre a tly admired, 
particularly Puvis's Doux P ays of 1882. The preparatory 
studies for thi s work are very s p ontaneous Coquelicots, 
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Paris, private Collection) exploiting abstract plays of 
colour which would not be translated into the final work. 
When he exhibited the painting at the Salon des Independ-
ants of 1895, he repainted the entire work shortly before 
the exhibition opened because he found he had paid too much 
attention to details and lost sight of the essential view. 106 
Pissarro in an 1894 letter to Signac advised the young-
er painter: 
" Je suis lOin de trouver que vous ~tes dans la voie 
qui convient A votre temperament essentiellement peintre,-
et si jusqu'A present je ne vous ai rien dit, c'est parce 
que cela vous serait desagreable. Reflechissez mGrement 
et voyez si le moment n'est pas venu de faire votre evolu-
tion vers un art plus de sensations, plus libre, et qui 
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serait plus conforme A votre nature." 
But Signac was not one to give up the division. If a change 
Was to occur it was to be through the division, rather than 
by its abandonment. 
" Toujours A la recherche d'une facture plus libre, tout 
en conservant les benefices de la divison et du contraste. 
( ••• )ll faudrait, je pense, poser leg~rement du premier 
coup chaque touche, de fa~on que le contour de ces touches 
ne soit pas net mais irradie, fondu, divise. ( •.• )Le progr~s 
de ces recherches c'est l'horreur que j'ai de plus en plus 
du 'petit point' et la haine de la secheresse.,,108 
It was in this year that Signac exhibited for the first time 
sOme watercolours at the Salon de Libre Bsthetique in 
BrUssel 109 s. 
This brings us to a period during which he was work-
ing on D'Eug6ne Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme in St Tropez, 
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as well as painting a series of views of Mont St. Michel 
from "notes "taken earlier. This would be his working pro-
,cedure from now on. 
When he saw Seurat's Poseuses after 10 years, it now 
looked too divided, the brushstrokes too small, so that it 
appeared grey and mechanical. He concluded: 
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" Nous avons bien fait de d6layer notre facture." 
This implies that Signac had given way to more colour and 
larger strokes, and felt justified in having gradually 
evolved his style as may be understood in the last paragraphs 
of his treatise. 
His later career shows aspects of two tendencies: 
a highly structured mosaic-like composition; and a free 
fOrm play of flowing colour. The latter tendency can be 
seen. most clearly in works he considered minor or preparatory 
Such as Coquelicots. 
In 1927 he published a little-known book on Jongkind, 
inCluding a trait6 sur l'aquarelle 111 which reveals his own 
love for this medium as the best way to fix sensations rapid-
ly. A Journal entry for the 30th of September, 1897, shows 
the great pleasure he took in making watercolours outdoors: 
"11 a plu.-- aujourd'hui il fait soleil, le port est 
rempli de bateaux venus pour charger les vins. Toutes 
les voiles sont au sec. Je renonce a une matin6e de 
travail a l'atelier pour m'offrir la joie de quelques 
croquis a l'aquarelle. Ce sera, d'ailleurs, d'un bon 
entrainement pour notre s6jour a Marseille, ou je vais 
«11 112 er .vac Cross." 
Plate 7. Anemones,£.1910, Paris, Private Collection. 
Plate 8. Le Poulingen,1928 and Toulon,19~1, Saint-Tropez , 
Musee de L ' Annonciade. Watercolours. 
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So, was he faithful to the principles he and Seurat 
had established and about which he wrote? The only possible 
answer is that in some ways he was, and in others he was 
not. He himself did not seem to worry unduly over the 
inconsistencies. With regards to the central idea, the 
division, his conscience was clear. The two tendencies, 
the "stylistic" and the "sensational" factors, seem to 
co-exist without either becoming dominant. 
We find spontaneous, vigorous watercolours and occasional 
free "oil studies" such as Anemones (1910,Paris, Private 
Collection) alongside hi~ large, high1y~structured compositions 
such as Constantinople (1909, Brussels, C1ive Morris Co11ect-
ion) • 
D'Bugene De1acroix aun~o-impressionnisme was successful 
as one ~f th. few theore~i~a1 wo~ks of the period but perha~ 
not for the reasons Signac had hope. Signac's insistence on 
. . 
colour led F~n~on to suggest " la. cou1eur du n~o-impress-
·iO~uisme" as a title. Signac had taken their theories and 
.modernized them, so that the end result was a glorification 
o~ col~ur, at the expense of the observation of nature. _ The 
Younger generation of painter~ consulted it f~r this 
.reason. 
'-Signac's role in later life was on.of mentor for many 
of the young ar~ists, and through his Independent exhibitions 
many-them were-able to exhibit, regardless of whether their 
tendenci~s coincided with Signac's own intentions. 
Matissecame under Signac's influence around the turn 
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of the century, and even spent time in 1904 in St. Tropez 
where he painted Luxe, Ca1me et Vo1upt~ (1904) which was 
later purchased by Signac. Signac was perhaps thinking of 
Matisse in his closing paragraph. But Neo-Impressionism 
was not to find a true successor to carry the torch. 
Rather, it was to serve as a training ground for such 
painters as De1auney, Klee, the Italian Futurists and other 
early twentieth century artists. 
Signac remained observant of the new tendencies and 
although he might not have been able to go as far in his 
own work as the the new artists, he appreciated the painter1y 
qualities of such painters 113 Vuil1ard~14 young as Bonnard, 
and Denis 115 The thing . one he could not tolerate was a 
return to muddy, dark colours. He was disgusted by the 
aging Impressionists' return to darker colours, around the 
turn of the century. He attributed it to senility. After 
all, they had fought to use colour, and now they were re-
turning to mud. This feeling may be observed in his chapter 
on the Impressionists. 
Signac's later writing included his book on Jongkind 
in 1927, which was inspired by his admiration for the master 
and his use of watercolour. In December 1933 he was to write 
an article for the expostion "Seurat et ses amis, la suite 
~ Ifimpressionnisme", which was published in the Gazette des 
~eaux-Arts of January 1934. 116 Almost SO years after the 
first meeting, Signac retraced the events in the history of 
the movement. 
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The main additions are Signac's more detailed explan-
ation of the birth of the Independents, about to celebrate 
their 50th anniversary and of which he was still president, 
and a more confident tone. 
He also detailed his explanation of why the term 
pointillist was as derogatory to them as Confettist, 
because it is simply a superficial description of a means 
and not an end. His own brush stroke was by then predom-
inant1y square or rectangular. ne indicated that "chromo-
luminairistes" was Seurat' s preferred term but that "Neo-
Impressionists" indicated their debt to Impressionism. He 
also added that the term divisionism was used by Segatini 
and the Ita1ians. ll? It is clear that Seurat would not 
have insisted on the Impressionist connection and that 
Sign'ac af ter 50 years con tinued to adopt a distinc t stance. 
For, as Pissarro had written to Signac as early 8S 1888, 
" ••• Pour l'avenir de notre art 'impressionniste' i1 
faut abso1ument rester en dehors de l'inf1uence d'Bco1e 
de Seurat. Vous l'avez du reste vous-meme pressenti. 
Seurat est de l'Bcole des Beaux'Arts, il en est"impr'gn~ 
••• Prenons donc garde, la est le danger. 11 ne s'agit 
pas ici de technique ni de science, i1 s'agit de notre 
tradition, il faut la sauVegarder. nll8 
Another interesting article by Signac is "Les Besoins 
Individue1s et la Peinture" written for the Encyclop'die 
f!an£aise and published in 1935. 119 In this article Signac 
eXpounded the difference between pictorial and picturesque 
and concluded by saying that if the masses received aesthetic 
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training to appreciate beauty in the harmony of lines and 
colour, they would not simply rely on the pictorial or fig-
urative aspect in their appreciation of a painting. This 
article puts into words what had obsessed Signac for many 
years, and had largely remained unexpressed in his previous 
writing, namely freedom from imitation of nature. 
However, Signac does not recommend total freedom from 
aature and eventual abstraction: nature remains a diction-
ary, to quote Delacroix, and provides all the necessary ele-
ments for composition. Therefore it is for other artists to 
go beyond this. Signac cites Bonnard's, Cezanne's and Mat-
isse'sways of working from nature, but he is wtiting 
about the past. Matisse's art had already progressed far 
beyond Signac's account. Matisse himself as early as 1908 
stat~d that his choice of colours did not depend on any 
theory as did that of Signac. 120 
Thus, in conclusion, D'Eugene Delacroix au neo-impress-
ionnisme remains a fascinating and vital historical, artist-
ic, and theoretical document from a period relatively sparse 
in such writing. For the modern rea~er, some general hist-
Orical background is helpful as well as specific information 
on its author. Because the Neo-Impressionist movement and 
this treatise occured at the close of the 19th century, en-
compassing many literary, artistic and scientific sources 
Perhaps unfamiliar to the modern reader, it has been the 
intention of this English edition to clarify the surround-
ing issues as well as possible in order to appreciate more 
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fully Paul Signac's motivation in moving from palette to 
pen. 
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In memory or Georges Seurat 
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PREFACE 
1. Neo-Impressionist painters are those who founded and, 
since 1886, have developed the technique called division by 
using an optical mixture of tones and tints as their means 
of expression. 
These painters, respectful of the permanent laws of art: 
rhythm, measure and contrast, were led to this technique by 
their desire to obtain as much luminosity, colour and harmony 
as possible which seemed impossible to them to obtain by any 
other means of expression. 
Like all innovators, the Neo-Impressionists surprised 
and agitated the public and critics, who have reproached them 
fOr their use of a bizarre technique which obscures whatever 
talent they might have. 
Here we shall not attempt to defend the merits of these 
painters, but we shall attempt to demonstrate that their much-
abused method is neither unusual nor unprecendented; that it 
had been completely envisioned and virtually formulated by 
Eug~ne Delacroix, and that it was the inevitable successor to 
the Impressionists' method. 
Is it useful to affirm that it is not at all our inten-
tion to compare them to their illustrious predecessors ? 
We would simply like to prove that they have the right to pro-
fit from the teaching of these masters and that they might 
then take their rightful place in the tradition of colour and 
light. 
2. Perhaps it seems unnecessary to explain a pictorial tech-
hique. Painters should be judged solely by their works, and 
T~ 
not by their theories. But, what the Neo-Impressionists are 
attacked for, in particular, is their technique; they seem to 
be seen as regretfully going astray with their rutile research; 
they are condemned in advance by many, for their facture, with-
Out any serious examination of their paintings; for them, 
[the critics], only their method counts, they do not wish to 
acknowledge the benefits of the ~~. Thus, it seems just-
ifiable to us to come to the defence of their means of express-
ion and to shOW that it is logical and productive. 
May we not be permitted to hope that their works will be 
examined without prejudice, for if a technique, recognized as 
valid, does not impart talent to those who use it, then why 
~ould it diminish the talent of those who find in it the best 
means of expressing that which they feel and desire? 
3. . It will also be a simple task for us to demonstrate that 
the reproaches and criticisms levelled at the Neo-Impression-
ists are likewise traditional and that they were endured by 
their predecessors as well as by all artists who introduce an 




It is foreseen by Delacroix. 
§imilarity between his technique and that of the Neo-Impressinists. 
!eferences from Delacroix, Baudelaire, Charles Blanc, Ernest 
£hesneau, Theophile Silvestre, and Eugene Veron. 
Similar research, identical reception: 
-
some criticisms. 
1. Most people believe that Neo-Impressionist painters cover 
their canvases with multi-coloured small points. This is a 
Widespread error. As we will demonstrate further on, but em-
phasize from the very beginning, the mediocre process of points 
has nothing in common with the aesthetics of the Neo-Impress-
iOnist painters nor with the technique of division they use. 
The Neo-Impressionist does not pointillate but divides. 
For him, to divide is to be guaranteed as much luminosity, 
COlour, and harmony as possible. The division is constituted 
by: 
!:. The optical mixture of only pure pigments (All the tints 
~ the prism and all their tones) § 
-§s· 19nac t s note: The words tone and tint being generally used 
interchangeably, let us specify that by tint we mean the qual-
ity of a colour and by tone the degree of saturation or lumi-
nOsity of a tint. The transformation of one colour into another 
Will create a series of intermediary tints, and the breaking-up 
in degrees of one of these tints towards the light or dark 
Will take place thro~gh a succession of tones. 
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B. The separation of diverse elements ( local colour, colour 
of lighting, their inter-reactions, etc.; 
c. The balance of these elements and their proportion( accord-
ing to the laws of contrast, gradation and irradiation); 
Q. The chOice of a brush stroke appropriate to the size of 
,!he painting. 
The above method formulated in these four paragraphs 
determines the Neo-Impressionists' use of colour. In addition, 
most of them also apply the even more mysterious laws that 
govern lines and direction, assuring their harmony and proper 
order. 1 
With this knowledge of line and colour, the painter de-
termines with cert~inty the linear and chromatic composition 
of his, p a i n t i ng in w hi ch the co npom n t s 0 f d ire c t ion, ton e and 
tint will be appropriate to the subject he wishes to represent. 
2. The rules of colour, line and composition mentioned above 
and which constitute the division were proclaimed by Bugene 
Delacroix. Therefore it seems appropriate to quote from the 
Wisdom of the great master. 
First we will examine one by one all the steps of the 
Neo-Impressionists' aesthetics and technique. Then we will 
COmpare them to Delacroix's writing, on the same questions in 
h' 1s letters, articles, and in the three volumes of his Jour- . 
~.2 This will demonstrate how the Neo-Impressionists follow 
the teaching of the master and continue his researches. 
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3. The goal of' the Neo-Im[.ressionists' technique is, (as 
we have seen), to attain as much colour and luminosity as 
possible. The same desire had already been expressed by 
Delacroix when he wrote in his Journal: 
" Grey is the enemy of all painting I 11 ;) 
In order to achieve their goal the Neo-Impressionists 
use only pure colours. Their colours are as close as poss-
ible to the colours of the prism to the extent that material 
pigment can approximate light. 
On thi~ pOint they once more followed Delacroix's advice 
who wrote in his Journal: 
" Bannish all earth colours 1,,4 
The Neo-Impressionists will always respect the purity 
of pura colours, taking care not to dirty them through 
mixture on the palette (except of course with white and 
with neighbouring colours in order to obtain all the tints 
of the prism and all their tones). They will juxtapose the 
cOlours in small, distinct strokes, .and using the device of 
Optical mixture, will ~hieve the desired result. The optical 
mixture is essential because a pigmentary mixture tends to 
become darker and to lose colour whereas the optical mixture 
becomes lighter and brighter. 
Delacroix undoubte4ly knew of' the advantages of this 
method when he wrote: 
11 Tints of green and violet put here and there, hap-
hazardly, light tones, without mixing them. IIS 
" Green and violet: it is indispensable to put them one 
6 beside the other and not to mix them on the palette." 
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Delacroix was right~ green and violet, which are 
virtually complementary colours, would have produced a dull 
and dirty tint in pigmentary mixture, one of those greys 
which are enemies of any painting. But if juxtaposed they 
will optically reconstitute a fine and pearly grey. 
The Neo-Impressionists have logically generalized Dela-
croix's treatment of green and violet, and subsequently appl-
ied it to other colours. Inspired by the research of the 
master and of Chevreul, the Neo-Impressionists found a unique 
and consistent way of obtaining light and colour simultaneous-
lYe All pigmentary mixture was replaced by an optical mixture 
of opposing colours. 
4. To the Neo-Impressionists, uniform tints seemed life-
liss. They tried to make all the parts of their paintings 
brighter with an optical mixture of juxtaposed, broken-up 
touches of colour. Delacroix had clearly noted the principle 
and advantages of this method: 
» It is preferable not to blend the strokes together; 
they naturally blend at a distance fixed by the law of 
sympathy which joins them together, thus colour acquires 
7 
mOre energy and freshness." 
II Constable says that the superiority of the green of 
his fields is due to it being composed from a multitude 
of different greens. The lack of intensity and life in the 
green of common landscape artists is due to it being of a 
uniform tint. What Constable says of the green of the 
f" 8 1elds may be applied to all colours." 
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This last sentence shows that the decomposition of tints 
into broken touches, such an important part of: the division, 
was anticipated by Delacroix whose passion for colour ultimate-
ly led him to realize the advantages of optical mixture. 
But to guarantee the optical mixture, the Neo-Impression-
ists had to use strokes of small size, in order that the 
different elements could, from a distance, reconstitute the 
desired colour, without each stroke being perceived separately. 
Delacroix had considered using such strokes, and was aware a-
their advantage, as he wrote in the following notes: 
5. 
" Yesterday, as I was working on the child next to 
the woman on the left in Orpheu., I remembered those 
small strokes multiplied with the brush, as if in a 
miniature, in the Virgin of Raphael that I saw on the 
rue Grange-Bateliere.,,9 
" Try to see the great gouaches of Correggio in the 
museum. I believe they are executed in very small strokes. IIIO 
For the Neo-Impressionist, the various elements that 
recOnstitute a tint by their optical mixture are distinct 
from On another. Light and local colour are clearly dist-
ingUished. The painter makes one.Or the other dominate, as 
he Wishes. The principle of keeping these elements distinct 
is also to be found in the writings of De1acroix: 
" There must be simplicity of local colours and 
breadth of 1ight."ll 
II 0 
ne must reconcile 'colour' which is colour and 
Which is light.,,12 
'light' 
19 
Delacroix clearly indicates the balance and proportion 
of these separate elements: 
" Over-emphasizing the light and the breadth of planes 
leads to the absence of half-tints and thus will appear 
colourless. The opposite is particularly harmful, espec-
ially in the large compositions intended to be seen from 
a distance. Veronese surpasses Rubens in his simplicity 
of colours and breadth of' light.,,13 
" In order not to appear faded in such a broad light, 
Veronesels local colour must be very high-key in 14 tone." 
6. Among contemporary painters only the Neo-Impressionists 
Observe the con~rast of tone a~d tint. It was formulated and 
prescribed in Delacroix's notes: 
. 15 
" My palette is brilliant wi til colour contrasts." 
" General rule: 
brilliance.,,16 
The more opposition you have, the more 
" How satisying beauty, proportion, contrast and harmony 
17 
of colour are in the spectacle of nature." 
II Although it is against the rule that says highlights 
should be cold, by putting yellow ones on violet flesh 
tones the contrast produces the de~ired effect.,,18 
" When you have already well established the edge of a 
plane and it is slightly lighter than in the cent~e, you 
emphasize even more its contour or projection ... If you 
attempt ~he same with black, you will not be able to make 
it appear modelled, no matter how hard you try.,,19 
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The following passage from one of Delacroix's travel 
notebooks of Morocco, shows the importance of the rule~ of 
Contrast and complementary colours, inexhaustible SOurces 
of harmony and strength to him. 
" The three complementary colours are formed from the 
three primary colours. If, to the complementary colour, 
you add the primary colour opposite it, you destroy it 
or in other words you produce the necessary half-tint. 
However, adding black is not the same as adding halE-tint. 
On the contrary, it dirties the tone, whose true half-tint 
is to be found in its opposite, as mentioned earlier. This 
is the origin of the green shadows of the md, the two 
you~g peasants- heads. The one that was yellow had 
shadows and the one that was blood-like and red had green 
shadows. ,,20 
7. According to the Neo-Impressionists' technique, light 
whether yellow, orange or red, and depending on the time of 
the day and effect, is added to the local tint giving warmth 
or gold to the most illuminated areas. The shadow~ faithful 
complementary of light, its regulato~, is violet, blue or 
bluish green and these elements modify and cool the dark parts 
oe the local colour. These cool shadows and warm lights, whose 
interplays between themselves and the local colour constitute 
COntour or form, spread out, blended or contrasted, through-
Out the entire surface of the painting, lighting up here, dim-
ming there, in the location and proportion determined by chiaro-
~. So, those yellow or orange lights, those blue or violet 
shadows which are the cause of so much mockery, here they may 
Tll 
be found categorically prescribed by Delacroix in his notes: 
" In Veronese, cold drapery in the shadow, warm in the 
light.,,21 
" Golden and red tones of the trees, blue and lumi-
nous shadows." 22 
23 
" Chrome tones on the light side and blue shadOWS." 
" At Saint-Denis du Saint-Sacrament, I had to paint the 
lights with pure chrome yellow and the half-tints with 
2,J Prussian blue." .: 
11 Matt orange in the brights, the most vivid violets 
for tile passage of the shadow and golden reflections in 
25 the shadow facing the ground." 
" All edges of shadOW participate in the violet.,,26 
8. The Neo-Impressionists are often criticized for paint-
ing with gawdy and exaggerated colours, yet they ignore such 
reproaches because as Delacroix remarked: 
" Earth and olive colours have dominated painting so 
mUCh, nature with its vivid and bold colours appears 
d · 27 l.sharmonious to some." 
The true colourist, that is, he who like the Neo-
Impressionists submits his colour to the rules of harmony, 
need never fear appearing too loud when he uses excessively 
b . 
rl.ght colours. He will let the more timid painters wish f~ 
" . not colour but more nuance" and he will not be afraid to 
Continue his search for brilliance and power by all possible 
means. Because Delacroix advises him: 
" Colour, with the light falling obliquely onto it, 
always appears greyer •.. ,,28 
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and he shows him the sad effect of a dark and colourless 
painting: 
" It will be seen for what it really is--earthy, bleak, 
and lifeless •. Dust thou art and to dust thou shal t re-
turn." 29 
Thus, the colourist will not hesitate to use the brightest 
colours, the tints: 
"-that Rubens produced with strong, distinct colours 
such a s greens, ultramarines, etc." 30 
Even when he wants to obtain greys, he will only use 
Pure colours, which by ortical mixture will produce the 
desired result. The end result is a more precious grey 
than one obtained by pigmentary mixture which does not pro-
duce a true grey but a dirty colour. When he deems it necess-
ary~ he will make these brilliant and intense colours even 
mOre so, by gradation and contrast. If he knows the laws of 
harmony, he need never fear going beyond the limits. Delacroix 
urges him to use colour to excess, or orders him to: 
" The half-tint, or in otherwords all the tones, must 
31 be exaggerated." 
" All the tones must be exaggerated. Rubens and Titian 
exaggerated. Veronese sometimes appears grey because he 
32 
searches too hard for the truth." 
9. The Neo-Impressionists' technique, the optical mixture 
oe small strokes of colour methodically placed next to one 
anOther, does not lend itself to virtuosity. The hand has 
1· 1ttle importance. Only the painter's eye and intellect 
have a role to play. By refusing to fall under the spell of 
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brush strokes, and ~ersisting with their method that is not 
brilliant, but consciencious and precise, the Neo-Impress-
ionists have followed De1acroix ' s advice: 
" The infernal facility of the brush must be avoided 
at all cost.,,33 
" Young painters have become infatuated with the skill 
of the hand. There is perhaps no greater obstacle to 
any sort of true progress than that universal mania to 
Which we have sacrificed everything.,,34 
Then De1acroix reiterates the hazards of an over easy execu-
tion: 
" The beautiful, free and proud brush of Van Loo leads 
only to approximations: style can only be the result of 
35 prolonged effort." 
. In order to defend those small strokes, so shocking to 
thOse unable to appreciate their harmonious result, and who 
have been stunned by the novelty of the method, let us turn 
to De1acroix l s thoughts on the brus~ stroke. Everything he 
said about this method which he used to give colour more 
sPlendour and brilliance, can be applied to the technique 
uSed by the Neo-Impressionists, with the same aim. 
I, In all the arts, methods are adopted and agreed upon. 
He is but a poor connoisseur who is unable to interpret 
such thoughts. This is apparent in the layman's prefer-
ence for the smoothest paintings with the least visible 
b 36 rush strokes." 
" And what about those masters l<lho mark the contours 
drily without using brush strokes,?,,37 
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" Nature shows neither contours nor brush strokes, and 
one must always return to the rules agreed upon for each 
b ~ 38 ranch ot' art which make up its language." 
" fl.lany painters avoid the use of the brush stroke wi th 
the utmost care under the pretext that brush strokes'do 
not exist in nature, and then go on to exaggerate the 
contours, which do not exist in nature either.,,39 
" Many of the masters have avoided letting their brush 
strokes show, doubtlessly thinking this to be more like 
nature, which effectively does not show any. The brush 
stroke is simply one means, among many others, by which 
thoug~ may be expressed in painting. A painting can 
certainly t9 beautiful without obvious brush strokes, 
but it is naive to think that it is closer to nature's 
way, that is comparable to putting actual coloured relief 
On a painting under the pretext that the objects being 
r d 
,'. ,,40 
epresente are prO)ect1ng. 
Because of the distance necessary in order to appreCiate 
SUch large paintings, the Neo-Impressionists' paintings will 
not shock the public. From a certain distance, the brush 
strOkes will not be ~pparent, ,only their h~rmonious and lumi-
nous effects will remain. 
Perhaps the following remark by Delacroix will lead some 
to undertake the necessary steps that the understanding and 
appreCiation of a divided painting require: 
" Moreover, everything depends on the Observer stand-
ing at a proper distance to look at the painting. At a 
certain distance the brush strokes blend into the whole 
, 
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effect, but give an accent to the painting which the 
blending of colours alone could not 41 produce." 
To those who prefer smooth and dull paintings and who 
are upset by vibrant and colourful ones, Delacroix explains 
tha t: 
" Time will give the work its definitive appearance by 
erasing the strokes, the first as well as the last.,,42 
" Even if we are tempted to argue that the brush strokes 
are absent in certain paintings by the great masters, we 
should not forget that the strokes are flattened by the 
effects of time.,,43 
10. All of Delacroix's remarks on colour would appear typical 
of someone defending the process of division. The Neo-Impress-
ionists will refer to the experience of the master on many 
Other points. His numerous notes show the painters the imp-
Ortance he gave to fue role of the line, in such a way that 
they could not help but achieve the harmony of colours 
through a rhythmic arrangement and an appropriate balance: 
" In a composition, the influence of the main lines is 
44 extremely important." 
" A 1 good arrangment of lines and co ours: 
arabesque. ,,45 
in other words 
" When drawing an Object, the first thing to capture is 
the Cont f h . I" ,,46 rast 0 t e ma1n 1nes. 
" Admirable balancing of lines in Raphael.,,47 
" A line by itself is meaningless; there must be a 
second One in order to give it expression. 
one single note: music .• ,,48 
Great law; 
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" The composition is somewhat the shape of a St Andrew's 
49 
cross." 
" If to a composition with an already interesting subject 
you add a dispositio. of lines that enhance the impressio •• "50 
n In nature there are no straight lines."51 
" In nature there are no parallels, neither straight 
52 
nor curved." 
" There are some lines which are monsters: the straight 
line, the regular serpentine, and especially two parallels."53 
11. Once his linear composition is determined, the Neo-
Impressionist will try to perfect it with a combination of 
lines and colours appropriate to the subject and to its ex-
ecution. He will vary the dominaRt to.es ~ccordina to the 
dirr.rent feelings of joy, serenity, sadness or other inter-
mediate emotions that he wishes to express. 54 Thus preoccu-
Pied with the moral effect of his lines and colours, the Neo-
Impressionist will once more follow the teaching of Delacroix. 
The following is what he thought of that considerable aspect 
of beauty, so neglected by contemporary painters: 
" All this, is composed with harmony of lines and 
colour. n55 
" Colour is useless unless it is appropriate to the sub-
ject and increases the effect of the painting through the 
power of the imagination."56 
" If, to a composition already interesting through its 
choice of subject you add a disposition of lines to enhance 
its impression either by chiaroscuro , striking the imag-
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ination, or by a colour adapted to the characters, you 
obtain the blending or harmony and its combinations into 
a single song." 57 
" Once an idea has become a composition, it must evolve 
in its appropriate environment or colours. Then, a part-
icu1ar tone somewhere in the painting becomes the key-tone 
and dominates all the others. Everyone knows that yellOW, 
orange, and red represent the idea or joy, wealth, glory, 
and 10ve."58 
" In painters,I see prosewriters and poets; rhyme 
restrains them, the turn that is indispensable to verse 
and gives it so much vigour is like hidden symmetry~. 
studied yet inspired balanCing, that governs the meet-
ing or parting of lines, strokes and highlights of colour, 
Yet, one's senses must be more acute and one's sensitivity 
greater in order to detect a mistake, a discord, or a 
f 59 also combination of lines and colours." 
12. The Neo-Impressionists strive to express the beauty of 
light and colour found in nature and draw from such a source 
of beauty the elements or their compositions. They also be-
lieve that the artist must choose and arrange those elements. 
For them, a painting composed in terms of line and colour 
is superior to a mere copy of nature. To support this idea 
they again return to De1acroix: 
" Nature is but a dictionary, one looks there for the 
meaning of words, one extracts from it all the elements 
wh' 1ch Compose a sentence or story. But no one has ever 
Conceived of a dictionary as a composition, in the poetic 
60 
sense of the term." 
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" Nature is by no means always a good model for the 
effect of the whole ensemble .•. Although each detail 
taken separately may be perfect, collectively the details 
rarely produce an effect equal to what a great artist 
obtains from his feelings for the whole scene and its 
composition."61 
13. The major criticism levelled at the Neo-Impressionists 
is that they are too intellectual for artists. But, we 
will see that in fact, such criticism relates only to four 
Or five precepts, stated bt Chevreul, and which every primary 
school pupil should know. Delacroix insisted that an artist 
should know the laws of colour: 
14. 
" The art of the colourist has obvious similarities 
with the art of the mathematician and of the musician."62 
" An artist must be a scholar. Explain how knowledge 
must be acquired independently from one's ordinary pract-
ice."63 
It is curious to note how,even in the smallest details 
Of their technique, the Neo-Impressionists have put Delacroix's 
advice into practice. For instance, they only paint on white 
grounds so that the light will reflect through the colours, 
giving them more brilliance and life. This practice closely 
fOllows Del~c~oix's comments on the advantage of a white 
ground: 
" What gives painting on white paper such delicacy and 
brilliance must be the transparent quality of the whiteness 
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of the paper •• the early Venetian painters must have 
64 painted on very white grounds." 
The Neo-Impressionists do not use gilded frames which 
alter or destroy the harmony of a painting with their garish 
brilliance. They generally choose white frames which offer 
an excellent transition between the painting and its back-
ground. White frames also bring out or enhance the colours 
without disruption the harmony of the painting. The colours 
appear more saturated. 
Interestingly enough, paintings with white frames are 
eXcluded from official and pseudo-official Salons. Yet, white 
frames, which are discreet aad appropriate, along with con-
trasting frames, are the only ones which do not detract from 
a bright and colourful painting. 
Delacroix, ever-concerned with harmony, was hesitant to 
add a foreign element to his composition that might be dis-
COrdant. He recognized the advantages of the white frame and 
was considering using one in his Saint-Sulpice wall decorat-
ions as his notes on the subject show: 
" They ~rame~can have a good or bad influence on the 
effect of a painting-lavish use of gold at the present 
time- their shape in relation to the character of the 
painting."65 
" A gilt frame with little in common with the monu-
ment and too big for the painting."66 
n At Saint-Sulpice frame the paintings with white marble 
·.if only we could make white stucco frames. n67 
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15. We end our quotations here. Nevertheless, in order to 
show that we have not manipulated the texts in our favour, we 
shall now reproduce passages from the principal critics who 
have studied Delacroix. All of them mention his constant 
preoccupation with finding an elaborate and reliable tech-
nique based on contrast and optical mixture. They recognize 
the logic and excellence of his method which in many ways is 
similar to the much-criticized method of diVision. 
From Charles Baudelaire: " It is to this everpresent 
preoccupation that we must attribute his perpetual res-
68 
earches on colour." 
" His colour is an incomparable sCience; it is always 
frightful and bloodthirsty, and never loses its cruel 
characteristic in this new and more complete science. 
Our soul delights in the harmony of green and red."70 
" In colour we find harmony, melody, and counter-point." 71 
From Charles Blanc: 
" Colour is regulated by laws, and can be taught, like 
music. Delacroix first knew those laws intuitively and 
then studied them in depth becoming one of the greatest 
colourists of our time.,,72 
" Once the law of complementary colours is mastered, 
the painter may either emphasize the brightness of his 
cOlours, or moderate them. Delacroix, who knew those 
laws either intuitively or through study, was always 
cautious not to give his paintings a uniform tone.,,73 
" Such audacity, to brutally cross-hatch the nude torso 
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of that figure with a brilliant green." 
From Brnest Chesneau: 
" He had discovered one of the secrets that the schools 
do not teach, a secret even many professors do not know, 
he had discovered that in nature, a seemingly uniform col-
ou~ is actually composed of a great number of different 
75 tints that only an experienced eye can perceive." 
Delacroix's feverish impatience and unrestrained in-
spiration would give way to his rational and scientific tech-
nique. Th'ophile Silvestre, a long-time guest of Delacroix's 
Workshop, gives us the following preCise and detailed account: 
" After many experiments Delacroix discovered an abso-
lute system of colour. Instead of simplifying the local 
colours into one representative colour he would multiply 
the tones indefinitely and juxtapose them, in order to 
double their intensity. To his ~yes Titian was monotoD-
OUSt It was only much later in his life that"Delacroix 
came to appreciate the grandeur of the Venetian master. 
The'picturesque effect of Delacro~x's colour is the 
result of multiple and intricate contrasts. Whereas Ru-
bens' colour is smooth like a still lake, Delacroix's 
76 is alive like a river troubled by a sudden shower." 
" An example of the variations of tones: if in a paint-
ing green dominates in the shadowed part; red will dom--
inate in the luminous part; if the light part is yellow, 
then the shadowed part will be violet; If the former is 
blue then the latter will be orange and so on for the re-
mainder of the pa{nting. 
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In order to apply his system Delacroix devised a sort 
of cardboard dial that we might call his chronometer. 77 
As on the palette, each degree had a small amount of co-
lour along with its immediate neighbour and its diametri-
78 
cal opposite." 
"In order to picture this arrangement, look at the clock 
dial and imagine that noon is red, six is green, one is 
orange, seven is blue, two is yellow and eight is violet. 
The intermediates were sub-divided into half-hours, quar-
t f h . t t ,,79 ers 0 an our, m1nu es, e c •.• 
"This almost mathematical knowledge does not make his 
works lifeless but on the contrary enhances their preci-
sion and stability.,,80 
Bug~ne V~ron: " Delacroix studied the laws of comple-
mentary colours, how they could be mOdified by light, and 
the effects of the contrast of tones, until the day he 
died.,,81 
" He frequently used the optical mixture to produce the 
sensatio. of a colour that had never existed on the palet-
tee In Delacroix, science and conscience combined with a 
natural gift, and enabled him to achieve an extraordinary 
precision. ,,82 
" Among his works most known for their colour, are those 
whose contrasts were made directly visible by bold brush 
strokes.,,83 
" For Delacroix, to compose is to combine colour and 
line in a way that enhances the aesthetic meaning of the 
Subject.,,84 
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16. Delacroix and the Neo-Impressionists were the objects 
oe the same sort of criticism. The insults and mockery that 
the divided paintings have caused are not unlike those ad-
ressed to Delacroix. Does not this similar attitude on the 
part of the critics clearly imply the similarity of the Neo-
Impressionists' method to Delacroix's? Like the Neo-Imp-
ressionists, Delacroix was considered by some critics to 
be ~ charlatan, a madman , and an eccentric. Because of his 
use of strong colours for his characters, Delacroix was called 
the painter ~f the Morgue,of Restilence and of cholera morbus. 
Likewise, the Neo-Impressionists' divided paintings have 
been compared to small-pox and confetti. This sort of wit 
does not vary with time. Could not the following reviews df 
the master's various exhibitions have been written tOday, on 
the ~ubject of Neo-Impressionist paintings ? 
Salon of 1822 ( Dante a~d Virgil): 
» This is not a painting, it is just a hodge-podge of 
colours 1»84 
B.DBLBCLUZB 
» When seen from a proper distance, the strokes are not 
apparent and the painting produces a remarkable effect. 
But without the proper distance the strokes appear extreme-
ly hatched and incoherent in spite of their calculated 
effect. It is difficult to imagine a painter of our 
school adopting such a strange method of working, in view 
of the technical achievements already attained.»8S 
C.-P. LANDON 
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Salon of 1827 ( The Death of Sardanapalus): 
" " Delacroix is talented but he could do better if he 
wanted to. The more he works the more extravagant he 
86 becomes." 
D. 
" Delacroix, Scheffer and Champmartin, leaders of the 
new school, have not received any award but as comp-
ensation they will be allowed to sit in the Morgue for 
87 two hours daily. Young talent must be encouraged." 
" From a distance, the effect is that of wall decorations, 
88 
a closer observation reveals a chaotic smudge." 
(Journal des artistes et des amateurs,1829) 
Regarding the Pieta ( Church of Saint-Denis du Saint-Sacre~ 
ment): 
n Try to kneel in front of those repulsive characters, 
in front of that Madeleine with drunken eyes, that cruc-
ified, defaced and lifeless virgin, before that hideous 
putrified and revolting body that the painter has the 
audacity to present as the image of the son of God 
He delights in morbidity, disease and death. n89 
If a local council dared to entrust the decoration of one 
Of their walls to a Neo-Impressionist, wouldn't the press 
immediately raise objections such as the following? 
nOne of the largest mural painting commissions of 
OUr time has been entrusted to a painter who has little 
regard for his reputation and who is uncertain of his work! 
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He has been chosen to decorate an entire room in the 
Chamber of deputies on the sole basis of a few insig-
nificant sketches and barely detailed plans. The person 
responsable for this decision is most certainly compro-
mised 1"90 
" We do not call Delacroix an imposter, but we maintain 
that he has all the appearances of an imposter." 
" We do not blame the management of the Beaux-Arts of 
the city for having chosen Delacroix for such an important 
task. We know that the ideas of the members of that group 
are~nerally sound and noble, but we are also con~inced 
that they have had their hand forced in this matter. We 
do blame Cabinet officials and legislative assembly mem-
bers who scheme and plot for their acquaintances. Certain 
artists owe their success to their connections and audacit~ 
91 
rather than their talent and knowledge." 
" What will our descendants think when they find the 
ceilings of our museums and monuments decorated with such 
hideous colours? Probably just what we feel when we see 
oUr ancestors place the Pucelle of Chapelain amongst the 




THE INFLUENCE OF DELACROIX 
The colourist evolution. 
The influence of Constable and Turner on Delacroix. 
The importance of the oriental tradition and of science. 
From Dante and Virgi1 to the Saint-Su1pice decorations. 
Advantages of his scientific method. 
Examples. 
His prosressive mastery of colour and light. 
What he accomplished and what he left to be accomplished. 
1. De1acroix was aware of most 9f~the advantages that the 
Use of contrast and optical mixture offered the colourist. 
He even foresaw the advantages of a more methodical and pre-
cise technique than his own which would enable him to give 
mOre brightness to light and make colour more brilliant. A 
stud~ of the painters that make up the colourist tradition of 
this century reveals, from one generation to another, a 
lightening of the palette and a preference for more light and 
Colour. Delacroix put the studies and research of Constable 
and Turner to good use, and Jongkind and the Impressionists 
in their turn would profit from ~he experience of the Romantic 
master. The Impressionist technique evolved towards the Neo-
Impressionist mode of expression: the DIVISION. 
2. As soon as he left Guerin's studio in 1818 1 , Delacroix 
realized the limitations of his traditional palette over-
loaded with dull and earth colours. When he painted the 
Massacre at Chios ( 1824 ), he willingly dispensed with all 
Ochres an4 replaced them· with the following beautiful pure 
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and intense colours; CObalt blue, emerald green, and madder 
lake. But this did not completely satisfy his creative spir-
it. He tried unsuccessfully to place a quantity of half-tones 
and half-tints on his palette, carefully prepared in advance. 
But he still felt the need for new resources and for his deco-
rations of the Salon de la Paix, he enriched his palette 
( which according to Baudelaire " resembled a studiously-
arranged bouquet of flowers ") with the sonori~y of cadmium, 
the accuracy of Zinc yellow, and the energy of vermillion, 
the ~Ost intense colours a painter possesses. 
Bnhancing the numerous but dull colours used before him, 
With powerful colours such aa yellow. orange. red, purple, 
blue, green and yellow-green, Delacroix invented the sonorous 
but tumultuous Romantic palette. 
We must remark here that those pure and bright colours 
are precisely those which the Impressionists and the Neo-
Impressioni sts ,;ould choose, AO 
fied palette. 
others, for their simpli-
3. Constantly obsessed with the desire to obtain more 
brilliance and luminosity. Delacroix, not satisfied with 
ha . V1ng thus improved his palette, also attempted to improve 
his use of it. 
If he came upon a harmonious combination in nature or 
if a chance mixture produced a beautiful tint, he would re-
cOrd them in one of his numerous notebooks. 
He went to the museums to study the colour of Titian, 
Velasquez, Veronese. and Rubens. When he compared his colour 
to that of these masters, it still seemed too dull and dark 
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to him. He made numerous copies of their work in order to 
better capture the secrets of their strength. He delved 
amongst their riches and adapted all the results of his stu-
dies to his advantage wi thout sacrificing any of hie ,own 
personality. 
4. If the colour of the Massacre of Chios seems more sump-
tuous than the colour of Dante and Virgil then this progress 
is due to the influence of the English master, Constable. 
Several days before the opening of the Salon of 1824, 
Delacroix was finishing his Scene of the Massacre of_Chios 
when he happened to see the paintings of Constable. They 
had been purchased by a French collector and we~e to be ex-
hibited at the Salon. Delacroix was deeply impressed by 
their colour and brilliance. He studied the paintings' fac-
ture and realized that the artist had not used flat colours 
but small juxtaposed brush strokes which from an appropriate 
distan'ce reconsti tued themselves and thus acquired an intens-
ity much superior to his own painting's. This was a revelat-
ion for him, the next days he repainted his entire painting, 
adding individual brush strokes to his evenly spread colour 
and giving it brilliance with transparent glazes. As a re-
ult his painting became more unified, animated, full of light 
and acquired more vigour and life. 
"'He had discovered one of the great secrets of the art 
of' Constable, a secret that the schools do not teach and 
that too many professors know nothing of. He"had d~scov~red 
that in nature a seemingly uniform tint is in fact comp-
Osed of' a great number of' tints that only an experienced 
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eye can perceive. Delacroix would never forget this les-
son which led him to the use of hatching to render form." 3 
Besides, Delacroix, self-confident genius that he was, ~as 
the first to acknowledge being influenced by the English 
master. At the time when he waa painting the Massacre of 
Chios in 1824, he wrote in his Journal. 
" I have just seen Constable's paintings. That Constable 
4 does me a world of good." 
And further on: 
" I saw a sketch of Constable's again: how wonderful 
and incredible.,,5 
And in 1847, the year when for the third time he repainted 
the Massacre of Chios he entered in his Journal this note 
already cited but which shows that he was already preoccupied 
by ane of the most important aspects of the future Neo-Impress-
ionist technique the infinite gradation of elementss 
" Constable says that the superiority of the green 
of his fields is due to its being composed of a multitude 
of different greens. What causes the lack of intensity 
and life'in the green of common landscape artists is due 
to it being of a uniform tint. What Constable says 
of the green of the fields may be applied to all the co-
lours.,,6 
Delacroix was to admire Constable until his last days. In 
1850 he wrote to Th. Silvestre: 
" Constable is truly amazing, one of the geniuses of 
Bngland. I have already told you about the impression he 
made on me when I was painting the Massacre of Chios. He 
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and Turner are ~ue reformers. Our school. which now abounds 
with many talented men in this genre, has greatly profited 
from their example. G~ricault returned from England deeply 
7 
moved by one of the great landscapes he had sent us." 
It is therefore quite certain that it was via Constable 
that Delacroix was initiated to the advantages of gradation . 
Delacroix immediately saw the immense benefits inherent in 
it, and from then on he would banish all flat tints replacing 
them with glazes and hatching in order to obtain more brilli-
ance. But soon, Delacroix would surpass his initiator, be-
cause he was better acquainted with the resources that science 
offered the colourist. 
5. Still moved by this revelation and disgusted with the 
insignificant and dull paintings of the then-fashionable 
Prench painters such as Regnault, Girodet, G~rard, Gu~rin. 
Lethi~re,8 all minor students of David whom the public pre-
ferred to Prud'hon and Gros,9 Delacroix decided to go to 
London in 1825. There, he wanted to study the English mas-
ter colourists about whom his friends, the brothers Field-
inD 10 11 
• and the painter Bonington had been so enthusiastic 
in their praise. He returned amazed by the hitherto UDsua-
P 12 ected splendour of Turner, Wilkie, Lawrence and Constable 
and immediately put his new experience into practice. 
Prom Constable, he learned to despise flat tints and to 
Paint with hatching. His love of intense and pure colour 
WOuld be encouraged by Turner's paintings which were already 
free from any restraint. The unforgettable memory of these 
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8trange and magical colour would remain a source of inspir-
ation for the rest of his life. 
Th~opkile Silvestre described the similarities between 
the two geniuses and their similar development: 
6. 
in 
" We find in looking at them a great similarity, in 
some ways, between Delacroix's late style in which the 
grey contains a delicate silvery light pink, and Turner's 
late studies. But there is not the least imitation of the 
English master on the part of the French master. Let us 
si*ply note that the two painters seem to have shared the 
same sort of i.~pir~t±on for colours towards the end of 
their lives. They strove for more brightness, while nat-
ure , each day losing in their eyes its reality, became 
all 12 enchantment." 
" He [Turner] found tha t the most illustrious artists 
of all the schools, including the Venetians, had not cap-
tured the pure and joyous light of nature. They darkened 
their shadows according to convention, and they did not 
dare to use all the lights that they saw before them in 
a natural state. Therefore he decided to use the most 
strange and most brilliant colours possible.n13 
" Delacroix, a man more ardent and positive than Turner, 
did not take things that far, but, like Turner he imper-
Ceptably moved from a sombre harmony like the sounds of a 
1 14 Ce 10 to a brighter harmony like the accents of an oboe." 
Delacroix's journey to MoroccO (1832) was stil~ richer 
eXperience than his excursion to England. He returned 
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from Morocco dazzled by light and greatly impressed with the 
harmony and force of oriental colour. He studied the colouring 
Of carpets, fabrics, and earthenware. He noticed that they 
were composed of intense and bright elements that when brought 
together, reconstituted into extremely refined colours in acc-
ordance with the laws of harmony. 
He noticed that a coloured surface was only bright and 
agreeable if neither smooth nor uniform, and that a colour 
Was beautiful only when it exhibited the lively force which 
animated it. He soon understood the secrets and laws of the 
Oriental tradition. This knowledge was the source of many of 
his most daring colour combinations and contrasts which still 
retained their soft and harmonious appearance. 
From then on, a little of this flamboyant, resonant and 
melodious Orient was forever present in Delacroix's works. 
His unforgettable impressions of Morocco gave his most varied 
Use of colour with the most tender harmonies and the most 
dazzling contrasts. In his accurate criticism, Charles Baud-
elaire did not fail to note the importance of the journey to 
Morocco on Delacroix's colour: 
» Observe that Delacroix's colour bears a resemblance 
to the colour of oriental interiors and landscapes."15 
After returning to France and becoming acquainted with 
the Work of Bourgeois 16 and Chevreul, Delacroix found that 
the precepts of oriental tradition were in perfect accordance 
With modern science. And when he went to the Louvre to study 
Veronese of whom he once said,» Everything I know"I owe to 
Veronese ft, he realized that the Venetian master himself 
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had been a student of the secrets and magic of oriental 
COlour, most probably via Asians and Africans who at the 
time brought the riches and craftmanship of their art to 
"enice. 
7. Delacroix realized that the science of the harmony of 
COlour, already known to the master colourists and the orient-
als, could be of great use to him. He noticed the play of 
Complementary colours in nature and wanted to learn more ab-
Out them, thus he began to study the scientific theory of 
colour and the interreactions of successive and simultaneous 
. 
Colour contrasts. As a result of these studies he was to put 
these contrasts on his canvas and use the optical mixture. 
8. Delacroix was always ready to learn from the discoveries 
and methods of others. Instead of diminishing his originality 
this gave his work its unique quality. As a result he possess-
ad the richest repertOire of colours of any painter. 
This was the route he took with his first painting, Dante 
!Ed "irgil in which the colour seems discreet and almost dull 
to Us now but which nevertnelffis seemed quite revolutionary at 
the time! M. Thiers, one of the rare critics to defend the 
painting when it was exhibited at the Salon of 1822, could 
not help but find it, " a bit crude".18 
The Massacre of Chios was conceived under the influence 
Of Gros' Pesthouse at Jaffa and the colour influenced by Con-
stable. It is such a change and marks Delacroix's complete 
break with all official conventions and academic methods 
that even his first defenders would abandon him. Gerard 
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19 declared," He is a man who runs on roof tops" , M. Thiers 
Was alarmed and questioned his boldness, and Gros said," The 
Massacre of Chios is the massacre of painting.,,20 
Then he [Delacroix]combined scientific knowledge with 
~assionate inspiratio~ to invent a rigorous, logical, comp-
rehensive and original technique, which far from restraining 
his creative spirit, greatly enhanced it. 
9. This knowledge of scientific colour theory enabled him 
first of all to harmonize or to enliven by contrast. or two 
neighbouring colours. It also helped him to successfully 
regulate the meeting of tints and tones by the agreement of 
like colours or the law of contrasting colours. 
Then, this continued observation of the plays of colour 
gradually led him to the use of optical mixture. He also 
eXcluded all flat tints which for him had a negative effect • 
. From then on, he was careful not to spread a uniform colour 
Onto his canvas; he made a tint vibrate by superimposing 
touches of a neighbouring tint. For example: a red would 
be Composed of brush strokes of either the same red with 
darker or lighter tones, or of another red slightly warmer-
mOre orange-- or slightly cooler-- more violet. 
After having thus enlivened the tints by the vibration 
and gradation of tone upon tone by small intervals, he created 
a third tint by juxtaposing two colours from further apart 
On the Colour scale thus resulting in an optical mixture. 
Delacroix's rarest colours were created by this ingenious dev-
ice and not mixed on the palette. 
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If he wanted to modify, pacify, or bring down the key 
of' a colour, he would not dirty it by mixing it in an oppo-
site colour. Instead he would create the d6sired effect by 
superimposing light hatching that would simply influence the 
tint without altering its purity. He knew that complement-
ary colours enhanced one another when opposed and destroyed 
one another when mixed: if he wanted brilliance he would 
Obtain it by optical mixture. He would obtain grey, not 
dirty, tints and no grinding on the palette could produce 
as fine and luminous colours. 
By the juxtaposition of neighbouring or contrasting 
elements and by varying their proportion or intensity, he 
Created an infinite series of tints and tones, soft or 
brilliant. 
10. Several examples taken from Algerian women in their 
'!partment will demonstrate the appli'catio'n of these various 
principles. 
The orange-red blouse of the woman seated to the left 
has blue-green lining: its surfaces, composed of' comple-
mentary tints, harmonize with each other. This favourable 
Contrast gives the fabrics a brilliance and an intense 
luminosity. 
The red turban of the black woman stands out from a 
great curtain of different coloured bands. However it only 
adjoins the greenish band that is its best complementary. 
The woodwork of the closet"door in the backgroun4 a1-
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ternates between red and green which gives us another ex-
ample of binary harmony. The violet and green of t ;Ie floor 
tiles, and the blue of the black woman's skirt and its red 
stripes are no longer examples of complementary colours but 
of colours closer to one another on the scale. 
In addition to these examples of the agreement of 
Complementary colours we also find the agreement of like 
COlours in almost every part of the painting. The colours 
Vibrate and shimmer due to strokes of tone upon tone , or 
almost identical tints that Delacroix has stamped, daubed 
and caressed onto the canvas, first spread on flat and then 
ingeniously reworked using an infinite breaking-up of tones. 
The brilliant quality and extreme charm of this work 
are not only due to the application of tone upon tone at 
minute intervals but also to the artificial tints that 
result from the optical mixture of colours further apart 
on the colour scale. 
The green trousers Df the woman at the right are flecked 
With tiny yellow patterns: the green and yellow mix optically 
and create, in one place, a yellow-green that is truly 
Yellow-green, soft and glowing, a silky fabric. 
An orangish garment is set off by yellow trim. A yellow 
sCarf is brought out by red stripes which stand out in the 
Center of the painting. The blue and yellow ceramic tiles 
in the background f~se into an indescribable green tint of 
rare freshness. 
Other examples of grey tints obtained by pure but con-
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trasting colours: the white of the blouse of the woman at 
the right is broken by a tender, indefinite tint. These 
are the tiny flowers composed of green and red. The soft 
and glistening quality of the cushion on which t'le woman at 
the left is leaning, is produced .by the mass of tiny red and 
greenish embroidery which, being close to one another, re-
cOnstitute an optical grey.21 
11. The same knowledge of colour th~t enabled him to har-
monize the smallest details of the painting and to embellish 
the smallest surfaces also helped him to regulate the chrom-
atic composition by set rules in order to obtain a general 
harmony. 
After having established the physical harmony of his 
painting by judicious balancing and careful opp~tions,from 
th. smallest detail to the whole effect, he was able to move 
on to establish the moral harmony with the same degree of 
Scientific certitude. 
Using this knowledge to his advantage, he decided which 
cOmbination to use. He made one colour or the other dominate 
aCCording to the subject he was working on. His colour 
always possess~d an aesthetic language that conformed to his 
thOughts. The drama he had conceived, the poem he wanted to 
reCite, was always expressed by an appropriate colour. This 
eloquence of colour and lyricism of harmony was the main 
strength of Delacroix's genius. 
Due to his understanding of the aesthetic character 
us 
of colour he was able to expre3s his dream with assuredness, 
and paint dramas, triumphs, intimacies, and suffering, one 
after the other. 
The study of the moral role of colour in Delacroix's 
~2 paintings would lead us too far astray. It is enough to 
POint out the Death of Pliny expressed by dismal agreements 
of a predominant violet. The calm of Socrates and his 
E!miliar Demon obtained by a perfect balance of greens and 
reds. In Mtili-abd-er Rahman surrounded by his Guard the 
tumult is conveyed by an almost dissonant combination of 
the large green parasol against the blue of the sky which 
had already been stimulated by the orange of the walls. 
Nothing better illustrates the subject of the Revolutionaries 
2! Tangiers than the exaltation of every colour,pushed into 
23 
the 'canvas to the point of frenzy. 
The tragic effect of the Shipwreck of Don Juan is due 
to a dominant, dark, sea-green subdued by dismal blacks, 
the Sinister note of white, dramatically bursting through 
the darkness completes this desolate harmony. 
In the Women of Al&iers, the painter does not wish to ex-
Press any passion but the,calm an~ contemplative +ife 
in a sumptuous interior: there is no dominant colour . All 
the Warm and gay tints are balanced by their cool and tender 
cOmplementaries in a decorative symphony in which we are 
conVincingly given ,the impr~ssion of a calm and del~ctable 
harem. 
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12. Nevertheless, at this pOint, Delacroix had yet to obtain 
the brilliance and harmony that he would later arrive at. By 
eXamining,attentively the painting Women,of Algiers that we 
have taken as an example of the application of the scientific 
method it is clear that it lacks the perfect unity in variety 
seen in his later work. 
Although the backgrounds, costumes and accessories vib-
rate with an intense and melodious brilliance, the flesh 
tones of the figures seem flat and slightly dull, out of key 
with the rest of the work. 
If the jewel case shines more than the jewels it is 
because Delacroix made the colour of the smallest surfaces 
of the fabrics, curtains, carpets and ceramic tiles glisten 
by introducing minute details and tiny ornaments whose differ-
ent colours have either pacified or enlivened these parts of 
the painting. On the other hand, he has painted the flesh 
tones with a flat and almost monochrome tint in order to 
remain more faithful to their,natural appearance. He had not 
yet ventured to introduce multicoloured elements not observed 
in Nature. It was only later that he was to dominate the cold, 
eXactitude, not hesitating to set orf flesh tones by artific-
ial hatching to obtain more brilliance and light. 
13. The treasures of Delacroix's palette were never depleted. 
He gradually moved away from the chiaroscuro of his earlier 
WOrks. Now his more powerful use of colour extends across the 
entire surface of his canvases. Black and earth colours dis-
appear as well as flat tones only to be replaced by pure and 
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v~braat tints} .his colour seems to become immaterial. 
By using the optical mixture he created colour that gives 
off light. 
If a little more lighting in the Gallery of Apollo or 
a little less unnecessary prudence on tile part of the 
Senate and the Chamber permitted closer study of Delacroix's 
decorations,we would easily be able to see that the freshest 
tints and most delicate flesh tones are produced by large 
green and red hatching. Likewise the luminous brilliance 
of the skies is done in the same way. From further away the 
hatching disappears . but the resulting colour produced by 
the optical mixture is strong. A flat tone viewed from 
that distance would have faded out or been erased. 
Delacroix then reached the peak of his career: the wall 
decoration of the chapel of Saint Ange at Saint-Sulpice 
There the achievements ot ~orty years of effort and battles 
are summed up. He completely rid himself of the dark prep-
arations and bituminous undercoats that obscured some of his 
earlier works 
. 24 1ng them. 
and that now resurface, destroying and crack-
For the decoration of the chapel he only used the pur-
est and simplest colours. lIe definitively renounced the sub-
Ordi~ation of his colour to chiarosc~ro. ~he light is expand-
ad throughout, without a single dark hole or sombre streak 
in disa~reement with the other parts of the painting. There 
are no more opaque shadows or flat-tones. He composed his 
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tints from all the elements that will raise the key and enliven 
the work without trying to imitate natural appearances and 
colours. Colour for colour's sake, without any other pretext 
FleSh-tones, decor, and accessories are all treated in the 
same way. There is not a single fragment of the painting that 
does not vibrate, shimmer or glisten. Bach local colour is 
pushed to its maximum intensity but always in agreement with 
its neighbour. It is influenced by the neighbour and influ-
ences in its tu~n. All the colours fuse with the shadows and 
lights in a colourful and harmonious ensemble and perfect 
equilibrium where nothing clashes. Clearly the melody takes 
off from the multiple and strong elements that enter into its 
cOmposition. 
De1acroix finally attained the unity in the complexity 
that he had sought for all his life. 
14. So, for nearly half a century, Delacroix strove to obtain 
more bri1l~ance and more light, thus pointing the way for the 
COlourists who were to succeed him. He left them much to do, 
but due to his contribution and his teaching , their task was 
mUch simpler. 
He showed them all the advantages of an intellectually-
based technique, of relationships and logic that in no way 
hindered the passion of the painter but fortified it. 
He delivered the secrdt of the laws that govern colour: 
the agreement of like colours, the agreement of contrasting 
ones. 
He demonstrated to them how inferior flat, uniform col-
OUrs D were compared to a tint produced by the vibrations OL 
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different elements combined. 
He established for them the resources of the optical 
mixture, permitting them to create new tints. 
He advised them to rid themselves as much as possible 
of sombre and lifeless colours. 
He taught them that it is possible to modify or bring 
down the key of a tint without dirtying it by mixture on a 
Palette. 
He showed them the moral influence of colour that contri-
butes to the effect of a painting. 
He initiated them in the aesthetic language of tints 
and tones. 
He incited them to attempt everything and never fear 
that their harmonies were too colourful. 
'A powerful creator is also a great teacher. His teach-
ing is as valuable as his work. 
15. However, Delacroix's painting, regardless of his efforts 
and scientific knowledge, are less luminous and colourful 
than the painters that followed. The Bntry of the Crusaders 
Lnto Constantinople would appear sombre when compared to 
Renoir's The Boatmen's Lunch and Seurat's Circus. 
Delacroix had used all the possible resources of the 
Romantic palette, overloaded with colours, some brilliant 
but far too many others were earthy and sombre. 
The only element missing that would have enabled him to 
PUrsue his ideal , was a more perfected palette. All he 
needed to do was excluded the earth colours that were need-
lessly encumbering it. He would work violently with them, 
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trying to extract some brilliance, but he did not dream of 
only painting with the virtual and pure colours of the prism. 
This advance was to be made by another generation, the Imp-
ressionists. 
Bverything advances and comes in its own time. If the 
Impressionists simplified the palette and obtained more co1-
oUr and luminosity, then they owe it to the research of the 
Romantic master and his battles with a complicated palette. 
Besides, Delacroix needed the toned-down but warm and 
transparent colours that the Impressionists repudiated. Be-
cause of his admiration for the old masters and in particular 
Rubens, he refused to abandon the dripping mixtures, brown 
sauces and bituminous undercoats they had used. It was these 
traditional procedures used in most of Delacroix's paintings 
that gives them a sombre appearance. 
A third explanation: although he had studied the laws of 
COmplementary colours and optical mixture, he was not aware 
of all their possibilities. 
During a visit we made to Chevreul at Gobe1ins in 188425 
that was our introduction into the science of colour, the 
eminent scholar told us that around 1850 De1acroix, unknown 
to Chevreul, had written him a letter. In the letter, Dela-
croix had expressed the desire to discuss the scientific theO-
ry of colour and question him on several pOints that he was 
Preoccupied with. \ Although they arranged to meet, Delacroix 
Was taken ill with his recurrent sore throat and was unable 
to come. Had it not been for this incident De1acroix might 
have been more fully enlightened by the scholar. 
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Theophi1e Silvestre said that in his old age De1acroix 
still often said," Every day I realize I do not know my own 
26 . 
craft." Therefore he must have sensed that there were more 
fruitful methods than the ones he had used. Had he known all 
of the· resources of the optical mixture he would have genera1-
ized the process of juxtaposed hatching of pure colours that 
he used on some parts of his works. He would have only paint-
ed with the colours that were close to those of the solar spec-
trum. 
The coloured light he obtained in the flesh-tones of his 
decorative works by using zebra-stripes of green and pronounc-
~ pink according to Charles Blanc's expression, would have 
extended to all his works. 27 
A sentence attribute4 to De1acroix sums up his efforts 
" Give me the mud of the streets, and I will transform 
if into the delectable tint of a woman's skin.,,28 
This meant that by the contrast of other intense colours he 
WOuld mOdify the mud and give it whatever colour he wanted. 
The above statement su~s up his technique. He strove 
to bring up the key of dull mixtures by using pure elements. 
He did his utmost to make light out of mud-like colours. In-
stead of beautifying this mud he finally dismissed it entirely. 
But 
. t other painters were yet to come who would take another 
. step towards light by pa~nting only with the colours of the 
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CHAPTBR 3 
CONTRIBUTION OF THE IMPRBSSIONISTS 
Jongkind the precursor. 
Renoir, Monet, Pissarro, 
Gui11aum~n.C~zanne, Sis1ey. 
At first they are influenced by Courbet and Corot. 
Turner leads them to De1acroix. 
The simplified palette. 
Impressionism. 
Pure colours dulled by pigmentary mixture. 
Sensation and method. 
1. Delacroix's successors were the painters primarily cou-
cerned with colour and light, who were later to be called 
Impressionists: Renoir, Monet, Pissarro, Guillaumiu, Sisley, 
C'2anne and their remarkable precursor Jongkind. 1 
JOngkind was the first to abandon flat tints, break up his 
COlOur, divide his brush strokes into infinity, and obtain 
the rarest colours by combining mutlip1e and almost pure 
elements. 
At that time, the future Impressionists were under the 
influence of Courbet and Corot except for Renoir who followed 
Delacroix and did copies after his work. 2 They still painted 
With large flat and simple strokes and seemed to try for 
who 1te, black, and grey rather~ha. pure and vibrant colours. 
Fantin-Latour, the painter of Homage to Delacroix and 
many other serious and serene works, already drew and painte8 
With tones D 1 t and tints that were iL not intense, at eas 
brOken_up and separated. 3 
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In 1871,however, during a long stay in London, Claude 
Monet and Camille Pissarro discovered Turner. 4 They were 
struck by the charm and enchantment of his colours: they 
studied his work and analysed his technique. First they were 
amazed at Turner's snow and ice effects. They were surprised 
at how he succeeded giving the sensation of the whiteness of 
snow while they had been unable to with their large strokes 
of silver white spread out flatly. They realized that this 
marvellous result was not obtained by a uniform white but by 
a large quantity of strokes of different colours put side by 
side and r(constitutina the desired effect when seen at a dis-
tance. 
This process of multi-coloured brush strokes was first 
noticed by them in the snow effects because they were sur-
Prised not to see them done with white and grey as was custom~ 
ary. They then observed the same process used in other paint~ 
ings by the Bnglish painter, equally brilliant and intense. 
It was due to this device that the paintings appeared painted 
not with ordinary pigment, but with intangible colours. 
2. When they returned to France, preoccupied with their dis-
COvery, Monet and Pissarro visited Jongkind, who had perfect-
ed his technique that enabled him to interpret more subtle 
and fleeting plays of light. 5 The two artists noted the simi-
larities between Jongkind's and Turner's methods. 
They understood the advantages to be gained by the pur-
ity of the one technique and th£ facture of the other. Grad-
Ually the blacks and earth colours disappeared from their 
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palettes and the flat tints from their paintings. Soon they 
broke down tints and reconstituted them on the canvas in 
small juxtaposed comma-shapes. 
Therefore the Impressionists were led, by the undeniable 
influence Turner and Jongkind had on them, to the technique 
of Delacroix. They had first tried to achieve the effect by 
oppositions of black and white. 
Is not the comma-shaped stroke of Impressionist paintings 
like the hatching in Delacroix's large wall decorations reduc-
ed to small canvases painted directly from nature? It is 
Certainly the same procedure which they all used to attain the 
same goal: light and colour. 
Jules Laforgue noted just that same trend: 
" The vibrating effect of the Impressionists is achieved 
by a thousand spangles. Marvellous discovery foreseen by 
that lover of movement, Delacroix, who during his fits of 
Romanticism, was not content with violent motions and 
furious colours, and began to model with vibrant hatching_ u6 
3. But, while Delacroix used a complicated palette of both 
Pure and earth colours, The Impressionists used a simplified 
palette of seven or eight colours, the most brilliant and clo-
Sest to those of the solar spectrum. 
As early as 1874,7 Monet, Pissarro and Renoir, who was the 
first h 1 
, w at does it matter ?, used on y yellOWS, oranges, 
Vermil1ions, lakes, reds, violets, blues, and intense greens 
SUch as Veronese green and emerald. This simplification of the 
palette, by only leaving a small selection of colours, led 
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them to break down tbe tints and mutiply the elements. They 
did their utmost to reconstitute the colours by optical mix-
ture of innumerable multi-coloured commas, that were juxta-
posed and criss-crossed. 
4. With the aid of these new resources-- breaking-down of 
tints and only using intense, pure colours-- they were able to 
paint landscapes of Ile-de-France or of Normandy that were much 
mOre brilliant and luminous than Delacroix's Oriental scenes. 
It was the first time one could admire landscapes and figures 
truly suffused in sunlight. There was no longer a need for a 
dark and bituminous repoussoir that their predecessors -even 
Turner_ had used to set off the luminosity and colour of the 
backiround. 
The entire surface of the painting was resplendant with 
Sunlight: the air Circulated, the light envelopped, caressed, 
radiated the forms, penetrated throughout; even in the shadows 
it illuminated. 
Fas~inated by the magic of nature, the Impressionists 
sUcceeded, with their rapid execution in capturing her ever-
Changing aspects. They were the painters of fleeting effects 
and rapid impressions. 
5. The Impressionists achieved so much brilliance and lumi-
nosity with their new technique that they shocked the public 
and the majority of the painters, so unwilling were they to 
accept the splendour and charms of colour. Their paintials 
were rejected from the ~fficial Salons and when they were abl~ 
to exhibit in basements and dark shops, they were ridiculed 
T~ 
and insulted. 
Nonetheles$,they influenced Bdouard Manet who until the. 
had been involved with the opposition of black and white more 
than with the use of colour. Manet's paintings gradually be-
Came paler and more luminous. From that pOint oa, he joined 
their cause and fought to introduce the new technique into 
the official Salons while the Impressionists carried on the 
battle with their independent exhibitions. 
For twenty years the battle continued. Gradually even 
the most determined opponents came under the Impressionists' 
influence. Palettes Were cleaned up, the Salon paintings be-
Came so light and high-keyed as to appear discoloured. Some 
clever competitors for the Prix de Rome copied the innovators' 
ideas and tried ia vain to imitate them without understanding 
the~. 
Impressionism certainly characterizes one of the greatest 
periods of art, not only because of the masterful expressions 
by these painters of life, movement, joy and sunlight, but 
also by the considerable influence they had on all contempprary 
painting , whose colour they renewed. 
We have no intention of giving a history of the movemeat 
here but simply to specify the useful technical contribution 
of the Impressionists. This was the simplification of the 
palette ( using only pure colours of the prism) and the break-
ing-down of tints into multiple elements. 
We are greatly indebted to their research and would like 
to 
express our admiration for their lifelong struggle, but 
above all for their work. 
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6. Nevertheless, the Impressionists did not take every ad-
vantage of their luminous and simplified palette. Although 
they used only pure colours on their palettes, they did not 
consistently respect the purity of those colours. This was 
left to their successors. 
By mixing the pure colours the Impressionists obtained 
dull, dark tints. Yet these were the tints they wanted to 
avoid in the first place. The pure colours were not only 
brought down in key by pigmentary mixture but their intensity 
was diminished even more because opposite colours met on the 
canvas 'by chance brush strokes. 
In the haste of their rapid execution a touch of orange 
ran into a touch of still-fresh blue. A slash of green met 
~ith a still-wet red madder, a violet swept into a yellow and 
these repeated combinations of hostile molecules spread a grey 
oVer the canvas that was neither optical nor fine but pigment-
ary and dull, detracting from the brilliance of the painting. 
'. In spite of this, 'several famous examples would tend to 
Prove that for these painters, the keyed-down tints were not 
~' 1thout charm nor were their muted tones without interest. Was 
not Claude Monet ingenious in certain paintings of his remark-
able Cathedral series, in fusing together the jewel-like colours 
Of his palette in order to attain the same grey and murky 
COlour of old, mouldy stone walls? 
In Camille Pissarro's most recent works not a single 
Part' 1cle of pure colour is to be found. In his "Boulevards" 
Of 189'-98 in particular, the great painter had tried to 
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reconstitute the streets by complex mixtures of blue, green, 
yellow, orange, red and violet. He wanted to represent in 
their sad reality the shabbiness of the houses, the soot of 
the chimneys, blackened trees, lead-covered roofs and crowds 
in the rain. But in that case, why exclude ochres and earth 
colours which still have a warm, transparent beauty, and give 
a much finer grey tint than those from mixtures of pure col-
Ours? What is the use of such beautiful raw materials if 
their brilliance is dimmed 1 8 
Delacroix strov. to create light with dim colours: the 
Impressionists, who already had light of their palettes dim-
med it voluntarily. 
8. Although the Impressionists used the optical mixture9 , 
they did not use it in a scientific er consistent way. Ac-
COrdiBg to the charming words of one of them: 
II Th . 1 i k b' d' II 10 ey pa1nt e a 1r s1ngs. 
By doing so they did not follow Delacroix who attached great 
importance to the use of a technique permitting the application 
Of the laws that govern colour and harmony. 
Although they knew these laws, the Impressionists did 
not apply them methodically. In their paintings, one cont-
rast might be observed and another omitted: one interreaction 
might be correct and another one doubtful. The following example 
~ill show how deceptive sensation without control can be. 
Take the Impressionist who is painting a landscape from 
nature. He has before him grass or green leaves of which some 
. are . 
1n the sun and others in the shade. In the green of the 
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shady parts closest to spaces of light, the observant eye of 
the painter sen.es a fleeting hint of red. Satisfied to have 
noticed this, he quickly puts a touch of red on the can 'as. 
But in his haste to fix his sensation he has barely enough 
time to control the quality of red that by a chance brush 
stroke might be orange, vermillion, lake or even violet. Ne-
Vertheless it was a very precise red strictly subordinate to 
the colour of green, and not just any red. 
had known the following law: 
If the Impressionist 
" Shade "is always tinted lightly with the complement of 
11 the light colour." 
it would have been as easy for him to put the exact red, purp-
lish for a yellow-green or orangish for a blue-green, than the 
Ordinary red for which he settled. 
" It is difficult to understand how science could have harm-
ed the artist's i~provisation in this case. On the contrary we 
see the advantages of a method that prevents such discords, 
however minor, that do not enhance the beauty of a painting 
any more than mistakes in harmony enhance a piece of music. 
The absence of a consistent method meant that the Impress-
iOnist was often mistaken in his application of contrasts. If 
the p . 
a1nter happens to be very observant and the contrast very 
t 
marked , he receives the sensation and the exact formula is 
found. However, in less favourable circumstances the sensat-
ion is perceived in a confused state and the painter either 
fails to express it or does so imprecisely. Sometimes in Imp-
ressio i .. 
n st pa1nt1ngs we see the shadow of a local colour that 
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is not the correct shadow for that particular tint but a 
more or less equivalent tint or one that has not been logic-
ally modified by light or shadow. For example, we might find 
a blue that is stronger in the light than in the shadow, a 
red that is warmer in the shadow ~han in the light or a light 
that is too dull and a shadow that is too bright. 
The same arbitrary procedure of the ~mpressionist8 may 
also be found in the fragmentation of their colours. It is 
a remarkable spectacle to watch their insight at work, but 
it does not seem as though the use of guidlines would be de-
trimental to them. Without guidelines, and in order not to 
lose a single opportunity, they put samples of their palette's 
cOlours onto the canvas, they put a little of everything every-
Where. Within this kaleidoscope of colours are antagonistic 
elements which neutralize each other and dull the entire effect 
Of the painting. 
When there is a strong contrast of light and shade, these 
Painters will add blue to the orange of the light and orange 
to the blue of the shadow thus greying the two tints they want-
ed to enliven by opposition and as a result, dissipating the 
effect of contrast for which they seemed to be striving. In-
stead of the appropriate blue shadow that corresponds exactly 
With the orange light, we find an approximate green or violet. 
In a Single painting one part will be lit with red light and 
anOther with yellow as if is could be simultaneously two o'clock 
in the. afternoon and five o'clock in the eveni~g. 
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10. Observation of the laws of colour, the exclusive use of 
Pure tints, renunciation of all low-key mixture and the meth-
odical balance of elements; these are the advances the Imp-
ressionists left to their successors to make, those painters 
anxious to continue their research. 
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CHAPTBR 4 
CONTRIBUTION OF THB NBO-IMPRBSSIONISTS 
Impressionism and Neo-Impressionism 
Georges Seurat: Sunday at the Grande Jatte. 
~he exclusive use of pure tints and the optical mixture. 
Division: guarantees maximum brilliance 
and integral harmony. 
A difference of technique not talent. 
Neo-Impressionism proceeds 
from Delacroix and the Impressionists. 
!he technique held in common leaves the individuals free. 
1. Works painted with only pure tints that were separated, 
balanced and optically mixed according to a scientific method, 
Were first seen at the last Impressionist exhibition in 1886. 1 
It was there that Georges Seurat, the founder of the new 
de~elopment, exhibited the first divided painting. This de-
cisive work, Sunday Afternoon at the Grande Jatte, demonstrat-
ed the rarest qualities of a painter. 2 Grouped around Seurat 
Were Camille Pissarro, his son Lucien Pissarro and Paul Sig-
nac who exhibited paintings executed according to a similar 
teChnique. 
The unusual brilliance and harmony of the innovators' 
WOrk immediately attracted attention and was fairly well re-
ceived. These qualities were due to the use of the fundament-
al principles of division. 3 
Since that time, this technique has been continually de-
~eloped. Thanks to the research and contributions of MM. 
Henri-Bdmond Cross, Albert Dubois-Pillet, Maximilien Luce, 
HiPPOlyte Petit jean, Theo Van Rysselberghe, Henry Van de 
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Velde, and some others. Despite several unfortunate deaths, 
in the face of attacks and desertions, these painters estab-
lished the precise method that we summarized at the beginning 
of this study and called Neo-Impressionist. 
If these painters, who would perhaps have been better 
named chromo-luminairistes , adopted the name Neo-Impress-
!9nist, it was not to profit from the success of the Impress-
ionists ( who were, in fact, still fighting to be recognized 
at the time) but to give credit to the achievements of their 
Predecessors'and draw attention to the goal they shared; 
l' 4 
_1ght and colour. It is in this way the term Neo-Impress-
~onists must be understood, because the technique these paint-
ers use is not at all Impressionist. Whereas the Impressionist 
teChnique is based on instinct and instantaneity, the Neo-Imp-
res~ionist's is based on thought and permanence. 
2. The Neo-Impressionists, like the Impressionists, have 
Only pure colours on their palettes. But in addition they 
reject any pigmentary mixture on the palette except, of 
course, those colours that are adjacent to one another on 
the chromatic circle. 
ColOurs that are gradated between themselves and light-
ened with white tend to restore the variety of the tints of 
the solar spectrum and all their tones. An orange mixed with 
Yellow and red, violet gradated towards red and blue and a 
green P' ' 1 h t aSs1ng from blue to yellow are the only co ours t a 
the N ' 
eO-Impressionist uses together with white. 
But, by optical mixture of pure colours and variation of 
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their proportions the Neo-Impressionist achieves an infinite 
variety of tints from the most intense to the mOst grey. 
Not only do they rid themselves of any mixture of low-
key tints from their palettes but also avoid dirtying the 
purity of their colours by letting opposite elements meet. 
Bach stroke taken pure from the palette remains pure once on 
the canvas. 
Thus. as if they were using colours prepared with more 
brilliant powders and richer ingredients. they were able to 
go beyond the Impressionists in light and colour. The Impress-
ionists dulled and greyed the pure colours of the simplified 
palette. 
3. Not only does the technique of division ensure maximum 
luminosity and colour by optical mixture of pure elements, 
but also by the dose and balance of those elements. accord-
ing to ~e rules of contrast, gradation and irradiation that 
gUarantee the integral harmony of the work. 
The rules that the Impressionists only observed occ-
aSionally and instinctively, were constantly and rigorously 
apPlied by the Neo-Impressionists. It was a precise method 
that While not hampering their sensation, guided and protect-
ed them. 
4. The first task of a painter in front of his blank canvas 
is to decide which curves and arabesques he will divide the 
canvas into and which colours he will use. Not many painters 
~Orried about it at a time when most paintings were like 
instantaneou8'PhotograPhS or illustrations. 
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It would be unfair to reproach the Impressionists for 
having neglected these tasks because they were attempting to 
capture the arrangement and harmonies of nature however it 
presented itself, without worrying about order or combinat-
ion. As their critic Th~odore Duret said: 
n The Impressionist sits beside the river and paints 
what he sees in front of him. n5 
And indeed, they were able to show that 'with this style of 
painting one could accomplish miracles. 
The Neo~Impressionist, following the advice of Dela-
croix, does not begin a painting without first having est-
ablished the arrangment. Guided by tradition and science 
he harmonizes his composition the way he wishes. He adapts 
the lines ( directions and angles), chiaroscuro (tones) and 
colours (tints) to the mood he wants to create. 
Calm is indicated by predominant horizontal lines. 
Ascending lines indicate joy or happiness. Sorrow is ind-
cated by predominant descending lines. The secondary lines 
serve to show the other sensations in their infinite variety. 
An expressive and diverse colour system accompanies th~ 
/ 
the linear system. Along with the ascending lines go warm 
colOurs and high-key tones. With descending lines go pre-
dominantly cool colours and lOW-key tones. A careful balance 
of warm and cool colo_rs accompanies the calm of the horiz-
Ontal lines. 6 The painter works like a poet by submitting 
COlour and line to the emotion he feels and wants to evoke. 
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5. In general a Neo-Impressionist work is more harmonious 
than an Impressionist work. This is because in the former 
the contrast is consistently observed which makes for more 
precise details. In the former, the composition is more 
studied and uses the aesthetic language of colour. The 
Neo-Impressionist work has a harmony of the ensemble and a 
moral harmony that the I~ssionist work does not have. 
The Impressionist simply chooses not to use the same system 
fOr personal reasons. 
The m6rits of the two generations of painters should 
not be compared: the Impressionists are the definitive mas-
ters whose work is respected and whose influence continues 
to be felt. The Neo-Impressionists are still in the researc~ 
stage and realize how much more remains to be done. The dif-
fe~ence is not one of talent but of technique. 
It is not out of disrespect to the Impressionistswhen we 
say that the Neo-Impressionists' technique guarantees more 
luminosity, colour and harmony, just as it is not unfair to 
Observe that Delacroix's paintings are less luminous and co-
lOurful than the Impressionists'. 
6. Neo-Impressionism, characterized by its search for com-
Plete harmony and integral purity, is the logical expansion 
of Impressionism. The painters who practice the new tech-
n" 1que merely organized and redeveloped the research and ad-
r) t~. ~~. Lt..} \. \- .:' ,;j : ~c, r ',' ~'t-,.) 
Vances of their predecessors. Was not division!~omposed of . 
r 
these elements of Impressionism that were combined and syst-
ernized . 
. . brilliance ( Claude Monet), contrast almost 
alWayS fOund in Renoir) and the building-up of a surface of 
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little touches ( C~zanne and Camille Pissaro)? Does not 
the example of Camille Pissarro's adoption of the Neo-Imp-
ressionists' technique in 1886 and bringing his reputation 
to the new group show the ties between the two generations 
of colourists ? 
Without an abrupt change, the grey mixtures gradually 
disappeared from Pissarro's works and the interreactions ob-
served. The Impressionist master became Neo-Impressionist 
by simple evolution. 
However, he Pissarro chose not to continue in that di-
rection.? Being a direct follower of Corot he did not try 
to obtain brilliance by oppomtim as Delacroix had, but 80ft-
ness by bringing elements closer together. He would carefully 
aVOid juxtaposing two tints that were far away from each other 
to'~tain a vibrant note by contrasting them, but he would 
do his utmost to diminish the distance between the two tints 
by introducing intermediate colours into each of them which 
he called passages. However, the Neo-Impressionist techniQu~ 
is based on precisely that contrast which he does not feel 
he needs and on exactly that brilliant purity of tints 
from which his eye recoils. From division , he chose only 
the prOcedure, the small pOint. whose sole rai.o. d'etre i. 
preCisely that is permits the notation of that contrast and 
retains that purity. Therefore it is perfectly understand-
able that he (Pissarro) did not pursue this method. mediocre 
8S it was in isolation. 
There is yet another sign of the connection between the 
T 
.mpressionists and the Neo-Impressionists. Division was 
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Helmholz14 provided Seurat with background information. He 
did a lengthy analysis of Delacroix's work15in which he 
found the use of the traditional laws of colour as well as 
line. Seurat saw what more remained to be done to achieve 
the goals the Romantic master had anticipated. 
The result of Seurat's studies was his productive and 
carefully thought-out theory of contrasts. From that pOint 
on he applied it to his work. First he applied it to chiaro-
!cur~. Using just the white of a page of Ingres paper and 
the black of a Cont~-crayon skilfully gradated or contrasted, 
he did approximately four hundred drawings1~ the most 
beautiful "painter's drawings" that exist. Because he had 
a perfect knowledge of values, these "black and white" 
drawings are more luminous and colourful than many paintin~ 
.. After mastering the contrast of tones, Seurat applied 
the same principles to tints. From 1882 on he applied the 
laws of contrast to colour and he painted using separate 
elements. He did continue to use low-key colours but this 
Was because he had not'yet been influenced by the Impression-
In fact, he was unaware·of their influence at that 
tim 17 e. 
Paul Signac, on the contrary, from his very first stud-
ies, in 1883 was influenced by Monet, Pissarro, Renoir and 
Guillaumin. Signac did not frequent any studio and it was 
Only after working.from nature that he noticed the harmoni-
OUs plays of simultaneous contrast. After studying Impress-
iOnist works he believed he could make out a scientific tech-
nique in them. It appeared to him as if the multi-coloured 
elements which were reconstituted into tints by opti~al 
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seen for the first time at the last exhibition of the Imp-
ressionists. The early works of Seurat and Signac had been 
welcomed as well within the other painters' tradition. It 
Was only later that, in view of the importance of the new 
movement, the separation occurred and the Neo-Impressionists 
8 
exhibited separately. 
7. Although Neo-Impressionism is a direct descendant of 
Impressionism, it also owes a great debt to Delacroix. Neo-
Impressionism is the combination and development of th~ the-
ories of Delacroix and the Impressionists. It is the return 
to the traditio~ of the former while benefitting from the 
COntribution of the latter. This is best illlustrated by 
the development of the work of Georges Seurat and Paul Sig-
nac;. 
Georges Seurat studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 
Paris but his intelligence, will, clear and methodical mind, 
PUre taste and painter'. eye kept him safe from the depress-
ing influence of the ~ChoOl.9 Assiduously frequenting 
museums, browsing through art books and engravings in libr-
aries, he gathered the strength from his study of classical 
masters necessary to resist his professors' teaching. He 
discovered in the course of these studies that similar rules 
gOverned line chiaroscuro colour and composition. It was t ___ ,____ , 
to be seen as much in Rub~ns as it was in Raphael, Michel-· 
angelo, and Delacroix; rhythm, measure and contrast. 
The Eastern traditionl~ and the writings of Chevreul!l 
Charles Blanc, Humbert de Superville 12, O.N. 13 Rood ,and H. 
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mixture had been methodically and deliberately separated. 
He also believed the reds, yellows, violets, blues, and 
greens were composed according to ca~egorical rules; those 
same effects of contrast he had seen in nature but did not 
know the theory behind them, seemed to be theoretically ap-
plied by the Impressionists. 
Several lines written by J.-K. Huysmans, in which compl-
ementary colours, yellow light and violet shadow were ment-
ioned in reference to Monet and Pissarro, led him [Signac1 
18 to believe the Impressionists were aware of colour theory. 
He ~igna~ attributed the beauty of their work to this know-
ledge and felt he was devotedly following in their footsteps 
by studying the simple laws of simultaneous contrast in Chev-
reul's book. 
Once he knew about the theory, he was able to observe 
Contrasts exactly which prior to that time he had only noted 
down empirically according to the sensation, more or less 
sUccessfully. 
Each local colourw8s haloed by its true complementary, 
and gradated into the surrounding one by sweeping strokes, 
the interplay of which blended the two elements. This me-
thod only worked if the local colour and the surrouading 
one were similar or close on the colour scale as in, for 
eXample, blue on green and yellow on red, etc. etc. But if 
the two colours were opposites, like red and green or blue 
and orange, they would blend into a dirty and dark pigmentary 
mixture. 19 Signac's dislike of these dirty mixtures led him 
ineVitably and progressively to separate elements by distinct 
brushstrokes or in other words, an optical mixture. This 
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Was the only method that would enable him to gradate one 
colour into a contrasting one without imparing the purity. 
Thus Signac arrived at the same conclusion and method 
as Seurat but by a totally different process. 
At the first exhibition of the group of Independent 
Artists in the Tuileries in 1884, Seurat and Signac met for 
the first time. Seurat was exhibiting his Bathers that the 
Salon had refused that year. The painting was done with 
large flat strokes, swept ~alay~~ over one another and 
based on a palette of pure and earth colours like Delacroix's 
had been. Because of the ochres and earth colours the paint-
ing appeared darker and less brilliant than the Impressionist 
paintings. This was because the Impressionists' palettes 
had been reduced to the colours of the prism. However, 
Seurat's use of the laws of contrast and his consistent use 
of the separation of elements--light, shadow, local colour, 
and interreactions-- in the correct proportions and ba1ance--
gave the pai.ting a perfect harmony. 
, 20 Signac contributed four landscapes. They had been 
Painted using only colours of the prism and the colours were 
Placed on the canvas in small comma-shaped strokes like the 
Impressionists' but already without any pigmentary mixture. 
Contrast had been respected and the colours were mixed op-
tically. Nonetheless, Signac's work lacked the correctness 
and balance of Seurat's rigorous method. 
After discussia~. their mutual discoveries, Seurat soon 
adOPted the simplified palette of the Impressionists and S~ 
nac put to use the valuable contribution of Seurat: method-
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ically balanced separation of elements. 
As we have seen at the beginning of this chapter, Seur-
at and Signac, along with the enthusiastic Camille and Lucien 
Pissarro, represented the beginning of Neo-Impressionism at 
the Impressionist exhibition of 1886. 
8. Many a visitor to the exhibition would say thdt all 
Neo-Impressionist paintings were alike and that the artist's 
personality was lost in the technique. This is probably due 
to the common habit of not looking at a painter's work with-
Out a catalogue in one's hand. A viewer must be quite blind 
to the laws of colour and insensitive to the charms of har -
mony to confuse a Seurat with a Cross. The former is light, 
fine and in local colours toned-down by light and shadow. 
The,latter's local.colours are brilliant and dominate the 
Other elements. 
If one shows Bpinal prints and Japanese prints to prim-
itive people or childrea, they will not be able to distin-
gUish one from the other. But people with some artistic 
education will be able to tell the difference. Those with 
eVen more education will be able to give the name of the 
artist of each print. 
If the same group of subjects are shown paint,ings by 
different Neo-Impressionists, the first group will find them 
"all the same", the second" all pointillated " and only the 
third group will be able to recognize the personality of each 
painter. 
Although some people are capable of distinguishing an 
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H k . f H· h· 21 o usa1 rom an 1ros 1ge , a Giotto from an Orcagna, or 
a Monet from a Pissarro, they still confuse a Luce with a 
Van Rysselberghe. Hopefully these connoisseurs will continue 
their artistic education. 
9. The truth is that there are as many divergences between 
~eo-Impressionists as there are between the Impressionists. 
When a Neo-Impressionist" must choose between one element or 
the other in the sense of his work ( according to whether 
One is more interesting by its contrasts of light than by 
its study of local colours or vice versa), his personality, 
if he has one, will then have a pretext- amongst 100 others 
We could cite-- to express itself with the utmost frankness. 
How can a technique that has produced so much diversity 
am~ngst its users be accused of nullifying their personali-
ties? This technique has given us the great synthetic com-
POsitions of Georges Seurat, the graceful or powerful por-
traits of Van Rysselberghe and the ornamental paintings of 
Van de Veld e. It was ~is technique that enabled Maximilien 
tuce to express the street, the people and work. Cross ex-
Pressed the rhythm of gestures in harmonious decors, and 
Charles Angrand, the life in the fields. Petit jean used it 
to eXpress the graceful nudity of nymphs. How can a tech-
nique that brings together such distinct talents and pro-
~uces such i t f " b d f d t . the a var e y 0 wor~s e accuse 0 es rOY1ng 
individual personality of those who adopt it ? Only through 
ignorance or malice. 
The discipline of division was no more difficult for 
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these artists than rhythm eor a poet. Far from nullifying 
their inspiration, the discipline helped to give their works 
a strict and poetic appearance that was ear from the anecdote 
and from trompe-l'oeil. 
De1acroix also thought that the constraint of a studied 
and precise method could only enhance the style of a work of 
art: 
" In painters, I see prosewriters and poets; rhyme re-
strains them, the turn that is indispensable to verse and 
which gives them so much vigour, is like hidden symmetry , 
studied yet inspired balancing, that governs the meetings 
or the separation of lines, strokes, highlights of colour.,,22 
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CHAPTER 5 
THB DIVIDED TOUCH 
The divided touch of the Neo-Impressionists; 
the onll way to obtain the optical 
mixture, purity and proportion. 
The division and the point. 
Delacroix's hatchins, 
the Impressionists' comma, the divided tOUCh; 
identical conventional methods; 
whl accept the first two and not the third, 
It is not any more difficult and 
offers more advantages than the other two. 
Division and decorative painting. 
1. Many observers only see the Neo-Impressionist method 
and do not consider the harmonious, colourful, and brilliant 
re~ults. 
The Neo-Impressionist method is successful because of 
the purity of elements, the balanced proportions and the 
perfect optical mixture. The technique is not merely the 
~int 
----"- , as many imagine, but any sort of stroke that is not, 
SWeeping, distinct and that is of a size proportionat&~to the 
painting's format. The form of the stroke is immaterial be-
caUse it does dot serve to give the appearance of objects but 
to represent the various coloured elements of tints. The 
strOke must be distinct, in order to permit the correct pro-
POrtion , and not overlayed SO as to retain the purity of the 
COlours. It must be of a proportionate size to the paint-
ing 
so that from a distance the optical mixture reconstitutes 
the desired tint. How else may the encounters and plays of 
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Contrasting colours be noted down precisely? 
Take the amount of red used to tint the shadow of a 
green for example. What about the eefe~t of an orange light 
on a blue local colour or a blue shadow on an orange local 
ColOur? If it is combined by any other method than the 
OPtical mixture of these opposite elements, the mixture will 
end up in a muddy tint. If sweeping strokes are used one 
upon the other one risks muddying the tint. If one juxta-
Poses even pure strokes imprecisely the methodical proport-
ions will ~ot be possible and one of the elements will always 
dominate at the expense of the others. This brushwork still 
has the advantage of ensuring each coloured pigment of its 
maximum intensity in full flower. 
2. The Neo-Impressionists' divided touch, is -- subjected 
to the discipline of the new technique--the same procedure 
as Delacroix's hatching and the Impressionists' comma. These 
three factures have a common aim; to give colour as much 
brilliance as possible by creating coloured highlights using 
an Optical mixture of juxtaposed migments. Hatching, commas, 
and divided touches are all three identical conventional 
~9thods. 
In this way, they are adapted to the needs of three corr-
eSPOnding aesthetics. Therefore the techniques are attached 
to the aesthetics and double the strong connection between 
the Romantic master, the Impressionists and the Neo-Impress-
iOnists. 
Delacroix, with his passionate but deliberate mind, cov-
ered his canvas with spirited hatching , but separated 
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Colour precisely and methodically. By using this method, 
which was favourable to the optical mixture and rapid model-
ling in the direction of the contours, he solved his problem 
of colour and movement. 1 
By ridding their palettes of sombre or dull colours the 
Impressionists had to make a more extensive "keyboard" with 
the remaining colours. This is how they came upon a facture 
that was much more fragmented than Delacroix's had been. In 
place of Delacroix's Romantic hatching, the Impressionists 
used small strokes applied from the end of a rapid brush 
resulting in a multi-coloured tangled-up mass. This was 
much better adapted to the aesthetic of sudden and fleeting 
sensation. 
Jongkind and Fantin-Latour before them had used a simi-
la,r facture but without using as much fragmentation of the 
stroke. 2 In the 1880's Camille Pissarro ( paintings of Pont-
oise and Osny) and Sisley( landscapes or Bas-Meudon and Sevres) 
eXhibited canvases with a totally fragmented facture. 3 
Claude Monet's paintings of the time showed certain por-
tions treated in the same way next to light, scumbled areas. 4 
It Was only later that the master appeared to give up unified 
tints and covered the entire surface of his canvas with multi-
COloured comma shapes. 
Renoir separated his elements as well but in larger 
strokes __ due to the larger size of his canvases---and Plat-
ter strokes which his brush swept into one another. S 
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Cezanne, by juxtaposing the different elements of frag-
mented tints in clear, square touches and not worrying about 
imitation or skill, came quite close to the methodical div-
1.'i f h NI' 't· 6 
_s ~ 0 t e eo- mpress10n1s s. 
The Neo-Impressionists did not attach any significance 
to the shape of the stroke because they did not use it to 
mOdel, to express a feeling, or imitate the form of an ob-
j ect. For them, a touch was simply one of the infinite co-
loured elements which made up a painting when assembled. 
Strokes only had the importance of a note in a symphony. Sad 
or happy feelings and calm or moving effects would be express-
ed not by the virtuosity of the brush stroke but by combina-
tions of lines, tints and tones. 
Did not this precise and simple method of expression, 
the divided touch, well suit the clear and methodical 
aesthetic of the painters who used it ? 
3. The comma stroke of the Impressionists plays the same 
expressive role as th~ hatching of Delacroix in certain in-
stances. when for example, the strokes imitate the form of 
an Object such as a leaf, a wave, a blade of grass, etc~ In 
Other instances, just like the Neo-Impressionists' divided 
~ouc~, the stroke only represents coloured elements that are 
separated and juxtaposed to be reconstituted by the optical 
mixture. 
Clearly, when ~e Impressionist wants to paint objects 
that look unified and flat such as blue sky, white linen, 
monoChrome paper or a nude, he uses multi-coloured comma 
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strokes and the role of these strokes is simply to decorate 
the surfaces by multiplying 'the colours and not attempting 
to C9PY nature. The Impressionist comma is therefore the 
transition between Delacroix's hatching and the Neo-Impress-
ionists' divided touch because according to the circumstances 
it plays the role of oneor the other of these factures. 
Similarly, C.zanne's stroke is the link between the 
brUShwork style of the Impressionists and the Neo-Impression-
ists. The common but differently applied principle of op-
tica1 mixture unites the three generations of colourists 
that all seek light, colour and harmony. They all three 
have the same goal and in order to achieve it, use almost 
identical methods ••• the methods have continued to improve. 
4.. Division is a complex system of harmony. It is more 
of an aesthetic than a technique. 7 The pOint is only a meth-
od. 
To divide, is to try to obtain the strength and harmony 
oe colour by representing light coloured by its pure elements, 
separated and measured according to the essential laws of 
Contrast and gradation. 
The separation of elements and the optical mixture gua-
rantee purity, in other words, luminosity and intensity oe 
tints. 
trast , 
Gradation raises the key of the brightness. The con-
by regulating the agreement of like colours and oppo-
sit' 10n of contrasting ones, subjects these powerful but bal-
anCed elements to the rules of harmony. The basis of division 
is Contrast. After all, is not art contrast? 
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To pOintil1ate is the means of expression chosen by the 
painter who places colour on a canvas by small points rather 
than spreading the paint on flatly. It is to cover a surface 
with a small, multi-coloured touches that are close to one 
another, pure or darkened, and trying to imitate the various 
tints of nature by the optical mixture, without any effort 
to balance or contrast. The pOint is only a brush stroke, 
a means of painting and like any means has little importance. 
The term pOint, the word or the facture, has been used 
only by those who have not been able to appreciate the imp-
Ortance and appeal of contrast and balance of elements, they 
only see the method and not the spirit of the division. 
Some painters have tried unsuccessfully to obtain the 
effects of the division. It can be seen in their work, 
~here the paintings in which they tried the technique are 
inferior, at least in luminosity or harmony, to before and 
after their div1sionist attempts. This is because only the 
method was used but the divine proportions were absent. This 
failure was not the fault of diVision, in that they pointill-
!je~ , not divided. 
Neither Seurat, Cross, Luce, Van de Velde, Van Ryssel-
Berghe nor Angrand have ever spoken about pOints nor have 
they been preoccupied with pointillism. Read these lines 
that Seurat dictated to his biographer, Jules Christophe: 
" Art is harmony; harmony is the similarity of epposites, 
the similarity of likes, of tone,of tint and of line: By 
tone, I mean light and dark; tint,I mean red and its comp-
lementary green, orange and its complementary blue, yellow 
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and its complementary vio1et ••. the means of expression, 
is the optical mixture of tones, tints and their inter-
reactions ( shadows according to very precise rules)."8 
In these principles of art, which are those of the division, 
is there once any mention of pOints , or hint of a petty 
preoccupation wi th point-making' ? 
It is possible to divide without pointil1ating. A sketch 
of Seurat's done after nature on a panel with a few brush 
strokes is not pointil1ated but divided. This is because 
in spite of the r~pid work the touch is pure, the elements 
balanced and the contrast observed. It is these qualities 
alone that make up the division and not minute njggling 
strokes. 
The role of pointillism is much more minor, it simply 
renders the painting's surface more vibrant. It does not 
assure luminosity nor intensity of colours or harmony. There-
fore, complementary colours, that are friends and enhance 
each other when opposed, are enemies and destroy each other 
ie mixed, even optically. A red and a green surface when 
,oPPOsed to one another stimulate each other, but red pOints 
mixed with green points combine to make a dull, colourless 
grey. 
Division does not require a stroke in the form of a point 
at all. It may be used for small paintings but is not re-
commended for larger ones. In order to avoid discoloration, 
the size of the divided touch must be proportionate to 
the size of the work. The divided touch, changing, living 
"light" is therefore not at all the point which is uniform, 
\ . 
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lifeless and "matter". 
5. It is wrong to think that a painter who divides simply 
scribbles right and left, up and down on his canvas in small 
multi-coloured touches. Starting with the contrast of two 
tints without bothering with the surface to be covered, he 
will oppose, gradate, and put into proportion the various 
elements on both sides of the dividing line, until he finds 
another contrast, a motif for a new gradation. From one con-
trast to another the canvas will become covered. 
The painter will have played from his keyboard of col-
OUrs just as a composer uses the different instruments for 
the orchestra cion of a symphony. He will mO_dify the rhythms 
and measures the was he wants, paralyse or bring out some 
el.ments, modulate a certain gradation infinitely. 
Just for the sheer pleasure he directs the interplays 
and conflicts of the seven colours of the prism, just as the 
musician multiplies the seven notes of the scale to produce 
a melody. How serious, on the contrary, is the work of the 
~Ointillist I It is surely natural that several painter 
Who have pointillated, either by fashion or conviction, som 
gave it up , although they had been enthusiastic in the be-
ginning. 
6. Delacroix's hatching, the commas of the Impressionists, 
and the divided touch of the Neo-Impressionists are all id-
entical conventional methods that are used to give colours 
mOre brilliance and splendour by suppression of all flat 
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tints. They are all three painter's devioes for embellish-
ing the surface of the canvas. 
The first two factures; hatching and commas are by now, 
fairly well accepted. The third, the divided touch, is not 
yet accepted. Nature is not like that, the critics say, 
there are no multi-coloured strokes on the human face 19 
But, are there black, grey, brown hatchi~g or commas either? 
10 11. 12 Ribot's black, Whistler's grey, Carr1~re's brown , 
Delacroix's hatching, Monet's commas and the Neo-Impression-
iats' divided touches are all devices used by painters to 
express their personal vision of nature. 
How is the divided touch more a convention than the 
other~thods? Why is it more awkward? By being a simple 
coloured element it can be used for any subject because of 
it~ impersonality. After all, if it is an asset for an art 
teChnique to resemble the technique of nature, is must be 
said that nature only paints with the colours of the solar 
Spectrum, fragmented to infinity and never is there a square 
millimetre of flat tint to be found. Therefore, does not 
the division conform, more than any other process, to the 
teChnique of nat.re ? 
Who pays more homage to nature-- the Neo-Impressionist 
Who limits himself to putting its essential prinCiple, light, 
On the canvas, or the painter who slavishly copies the tini-
est blade of grass or pebble ? 
In addition, we suscribe to these aphorisms by Delacroix; 
" Cold exactitude is not art.,,15 
" It is not the goal of the artist to reproduce objects 
e x act 1 y •• , 1 6 
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» After all, what is the supreme goal of all art if it 
is not the effect 7«17 
7. The effect the Neo-Impressionists are aiming for and 
which is assured by the division, is a maximum of light, 
colour and harmony. Therefore their technique would seem to 
be especially suited to large scale decorative compositions. 
This is the way in which some of the painters have applied 
it. But, excluded from official commissions, and not havi~ 
walls to decorate, they wait for the time when they will be 
permitted to realize great projects that they dream of. 
From the viewing distance implicit in such great works, 
the facture will disappear and the separated elements will 
COmbine into brilliantly coloured lights. The divided touch-
~will become as invisible as Delacroix's hatching in his 
decorations of the Gallery of Apollo or the Senate Library. 
Whereas the divided touches are startling when seen 
from too close a distance, time will quickly make them dis-
appear. In several years the impasto will diminish, the 
COlours will blend into One another and the painting will 
only be too unified. 
Rembrandt said," Painting should not be sniffed".18 In 
Order to listen to a symphony one does not sit amongst the 
brass instruments but in the place where the sounds of the 
Various instruments blend in the way the composer intended. 19 
Only then may one take pleasure analysing the score note by 
note in order to study the work of orchestration. 
In much the same way one must first view a divi~ 
painting from far enough away that the whole ensemble is 
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~een. Then it may be studied closer up in order to examine 
interp1ays of colour, but only if such technical details are 
of interest. 
If De1acroix had only had the resources of the division 
he would have overcome all the difficulties of his decor-
ations of the Salon de la Paix, in the Hatel de Ville. 
surfaces he was to cover were dark, and he never succeeded 
in making them luminous. In his Journal he regretted not 
being able to reproduce the brilliance of his sketches on 
such a large scale although he tried several times. 
In Amiens there are four admirable compositions by 
Puvis de Chavannes: The FlaB Bear~y, Woman crxinB over the 
~ains of her ho~, Woman Spinn~ and The Reaper placed 
20 
on the panels facing ~ and Peace. They are made invis-
ible by the daylight that comes in from the neighbouring 
windows. 
Given the same circumstances, it is certain that a ~-
ided wall decoration would create coloured tints that would 
........... 
oVercome the problem of too much light from the neighbouring 
. 21 W1ndows. 
Even small Neo-Impressionist paintings may be'done as 
wall decorations. They are neither studies nor easel paint-
ings but, as Felix Feneon wrote, they are; 
" Exemplary specimens of an art of great decorative 
potential, that sacrifices anecdote to arabesque, nomen-
clature to synthesis, transcience to permanence, and 
that replaces nature's precarious reality, which finally 
lost its attraction, with an authentic reality.H 22 
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These paintings thdt resto~e the light to the walls 
of our modern apartments, that insert pure colours into 
rhythmic lines, that have the charm of Oriental carpets, 
mosaics and tapestries , are they not decorations as well ? 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY OF THE THREE CONTRIBUTIONS 
So many sentenceso-but it was necessary to present all 
the evidence in order to prove the legitimacy of Neo-Impress-
ionism by establishing its background and contribution---aow 







To give colour as much brilli •• ce 
as possible. 
METHODS 
1. Palette made up of pure 
colours and low-key colours. 
2. Mixture on the palette and 
optical mixture. 
3. Hatchins. 
4. Methodical and scientific 
technigu....!. 
1. Palette made up sOlelyot 
pure colours clos. to those 
of solar spectrum. 
2. Mixture on the palette and 
optical mixture. 
3. Comma-shaped or sweepin& 
strokes. 







1. Same palette as Impressionism. 
2. Optical mixture. 
3. Divided touch. 
4. Methodical and scientific 
technique. 
RBSULTS 
By giving up all flat tints and 
using gradationlcontrast and optical 
mixture, he succeeds in obtaining 
from the partially low-key elements 
he uses, the maximum brilliance of 
which the harmony is guaranteed by 
the systematic application of the 
laws that govern colour. 
By usinS only pure colours OD 
their palettes, they obtain a much 
more luminous and colourful result 
than Delacroix but diminish the bril-
liance by pigmentary and i!pure mix-
tures. They limit their harmony by 
applyinS colour theory infrequently 
and improp~rll' 
By suppressing all impure mix-
tures, by the exclusive use of bp-
ticsl mixture of pure colours, by a 
methodical division and observation 
of colour theorYl they guarantee 
themselves a maximum amount of lum-
inosity, colour and harmony ~hat 




1. The technique of division was started by the Neo-Impress-
ionists and as we have shown, was the natural progression from 
Impressionism. As we have seen in the beginning of this stu~y 
in nUmerous quotations, the division was c~early anticipated 
and almost totally formulated by Delacroix. But there were 
also others who foresaw what the contribution of the divided 
tOuch of pure elements would offer to art. 
Here is Charles Blanc, who had already pointed out the 
benefits of a scientific technique based on contrast and op-
tical mixture like the division. In his Grammaire des arts 
.5!..u dessin he demonstrates that in order to give more brill-
ia~ce to colour, one must avoid spreading it out flatly. He 
also advises using colours as the Orientals do, precisely 
Conforming to the method of the Neo-Impressionists. 
" Whenever the Orientals, who are excellent colourists, 
have to represent a unified surface, they do not hesitate 
1 to make the colour vibrate by placing tone upon tone." 
Further on, he (Blanc) ci tes a portion of a study by M. A. de 
Beaumont that appeared in the Revue des deux mondes, in order 
to show the strength and attraction of a colour fragmented to 
infinity. This quote clearly shows that the Neo-Impressionist 
teChnique and the richest colour traditions of the Orientals 
have much i n common. 
" The 0 1 more intense a colour is, the more the rienta s 
make it glitter in order to give it more nuance and in-
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tensity and to prevent dryness and monotony. In other 
words the aim is to produce a vibration without which a 
colour is as unacceptable to our eyes as a sound would be 
for our ears in the same condition."2 
Yet, so many people prefer flat and smooth paintings that it 
wOuld seem as though the eyes are less discriminating~than 
the ears. 
2. The testimony of John Ruskin, the didactic aesthetician 
and adept critic is even more positive. Let us first quote 
from his Elements of Drawing, a work that every artist should 
be familiar with, translated for the first time into French 
by th 3 e Neo-Impressionist painter H.-B. Cross. 
" I have a profound dislike of anything like habit of 
hand. n4 
Delacroix had said: 
" What must be avoided is the infernal convenience of 
the brush."S 
Would not the divided touch of the Neo-Impressionists, please 
both masters because it is placed simply on the canvas without 
Virtuosity or sleight of hand? 
Ruskin then shows that a colour cannot be beautiful unless 
it is carefully gradated and he indicates/the importance of 
th' ls often neglected procedure. 
" You will find in practice, that brilliancy of hue, 
'Vigo ur of light, and even the aspect of transparency in 
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shade, are essentially dependent on this character alone; 
hardness, coldness, and opacity resulting far more from 
6 
equality of colour than from nature of colour." 
" It is not indeed physically impossible to meet with 
an ungradated piece of colour, but it is so supremely 
improbable, that you had better get into the habit of 
asking yourself invariably, when you are going to copy 
a tin t - - - not" i sit g r a d ate d ? " but " ~~ hi c h way i s t hat 
gradated?" and at least in ninety-nine out of a hundred 
instances, you will be able to answer decisively after 
a careful glance, though the gradation may have been so 
subtle that you did not see it at first. And it does 
not matter how small a touch of colour may be, though 
not larger than the smallest pin's head, if one part of 
it is not darker than the rest, it is a bad touch; tor 
it is not merely because the natural fact is so, that 
yo~ colour should be gradated; the preciousness and 
pleasantness of the colour itself depends more on this 
than on any other of its qualities, for gradation is to 
cplo.rs just what curvature is to lines, both being felt 
to be beautiful by the pure instinct of every human mind, 
and both, considered as types, expressing the law of 
gradual change and progress in the human soul itself. 
What the difference is in mere beauty between a gradated 
and ungradated colour, may be seen easily by laying an 
even tint of rose-colour on paper, and putting a rose 
leaf beside it. The victorious beauty of the rose as 
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compared with other flowers, depends wholly on the deli-
cacy and quantity of its colour gradations, all other 
flowers being less rich in gradation, not having so many 
folds of leaf; or less tender, being patched and veined 
instead of flushed.'" 
Then Ruskin adds that Turner, in his passion for colours, 
did not neglect to use this method of improving his tints: 
" You will not, in Turner's largest oil pictures, per-
haps six or seven feet long by four or five high, find 
one spot of colour as large as a grain of wheat uagrad-
ated.,,8 
Are not the Neo-Impressionists, whose paintings are divided 
to an infinite degree, certainly the most faithful observers 
of this important factor of beauty:gradation, without which 
there is no beautiful colour? 
Having pOinted out the importance of gradation, Ruskin 
adVises the painter to study it in nature where he will con-
stantly find its harmonious traces. 
" No colour exists in Nature under ordinary circumstance. 
Without gradation. If you do not see this, it is the 
faUlt of your inexperience: you will see it in due time, 
if you practise enough. But, in general you may see it at 
once."g 
In addition, he clearly shows the means of obtaining a 
gOOd gradation on a canvas and the advantage of using such 
a method as opposed to using a flat tint: 
" Lay the subduing tints on in small touches.,,10 
" If a colour is to be darkened by superimposed portions 
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of another, it is, in many cases, better to lay the upper-
most colour in rather vigorous. small touches, like finely 
chopped straw, over the under one, than to lay it on as a 
tint, for two reasons: the first, that the play of the 
two colours together is pleasant to the eye; the second, 
that much expression of form may be got by wise administ-
ration of the upper dark touches."11 
This method," small touches, like finely chopped straw", is 
it not exactly the sa~e one used by the Neo-Impressionists ? 
But better yet, he wants those small fragmented touches 
in integrated colours: 
" Practise the production of mixed tints by interlaced 
touches of the pure colours out of which they are formed, 
and use the process at the parts of your sketches where 
you wish to get rich and luscious effects."12 
DiVided touches of pure colours: the Neo-Impressionists' 
COntribution exactly. 
" The best colour we reach is got by stippling ."13 
Here, the literal translation of stippling is pointilla[!t 
and it is no accident that Ruskin uses this word. He de-
Votes an entire chapter to this facture that he particularly 
recOmmends. It is entitled Breaking one colour in small 
£Oints through or over one another. 14 
" This is the most important of all processes in good 
mOdern oil and water-colour painting."15 
"In distant effects of rich subject, wood or rippled 
water, or broken clouds, much may be done by touches or 
crumbling dashes of rather dry colour, with other colours 
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afterwards put cunningly into the interstices. The more 
you practise this, when the subject evidently calls for 
it, the more your eye will enjoy the higher qualites or 
colour. The process is, in fact, the carrying out of the 
principle or separate colours to the utmost possible re-
rinement; using atoms or colour in juxtaposition, instead 
of large spaces. And note, in rilling up minute inter-
stices or this kind, that is you want the colour you rill 
them with to show brightly, it is better to put a rather 
positive point or it, with a little white left beside of 
around it in the interstice, than to put a pale tint or 
the colour over the whole interstice, than to put a pale 
tint of the colour over the whole interstice. Yellow or 
orange will hardly show, ir pale, in small spaces; but 
they will show brightly in firm touches, however small, 
with white besides them.,,16 
3. We again find these precious arguments in favour of the 
Neo-Impressionist t~chnique in a study of Ruskin by M. Robert 
de la Sizeranne, published in the Revue des deux mondes that 
quotes or summarizes the opinions of' the aesthetician. 17 
The Neo-Impressionists rid themselves of all sombre or 
dull colours; Ruskin says: 
" Bnough with the grey. black, brown, and all those 
~r-like mixtures of the mid-century French landscape art-
ists I They seem to see Nature in a black mirror Each 
~olour must be darkened with its own tint, simply reinforced 
!.nd not by mixture with a dark. colour.,,18 
The Neo-Impressionists are against any mixture on the palette, 
Ruskin says: 
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" YOu must keep your palette clean so that the pure 
tint can clearly be seen and so that you will not be in-
clined to mix them."19 
" No more mixture on the palette than on the canvas; 
the two colours may be mixed together, if one insists, 
but not excessively."20 
Do not the Neo-Impressionists' paintings look like mosaics 1 
Ruskin said: 
" One must consider Nature purely, like a mosaic of dif-
ferent colours that must be imitated one by one with great 
simplicity."21 
" Should we be making frescoes? yes and better still 
mosaics ! "22 
And the following cannot but be encouraging to the Neo-Imp-
~essionists, who have adopted a facture that does not at all 
depend upon skill of the hand: 
" Yet, in this meticulous system of drawing, conscien-
cious and well-defined lines, matt colours that are separ-
ate from one another and laboriously placed point by point 
in definite strokes, what role do the size of the facture, 
sensual fluidity of the touch, virtuosity of the hand and 
the freedom of the paintbrush play ? None. because they 
should not play any role. The virtuoso is a Pharisee who 
is only pleased with himself and not with beauty. He is an 
equilibrist who juggles with his ochres, ultramarines and 
vermillions , instead of inducing them to tribute before 
unequalled nature and the endless sky. He says: 'Look at 
how skilful I am, see how supple I am, look at my handi-
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work! He does not sa • , See how beau t i f'ul it 
is and how superior it is to all our pOOr human arti-
23 fices ! " 
Do not these lines seem to be the best response to critics 
of the Neo-Impressionists who find their fac}....!:!!.!. too dis-
creet and impersonal ? The following precepts are SO clear-
ly Neo-Impressionist that they could have been written by 
an adept of division: 
" Lay the briBht colours by small pOints on or in the 
interstices of the others an~ carry out the principle 
of separate colours to the utmost possible refinement, 
using atoms of colour in juxtaposition, instead of large 
sp~ces. Finalll, when you hav~ time, ~her tE~i~~ 
an~E~ make t'requent memoranda ot' the variegations in 
flowers, the foxgloves for eX~!'.!.Ple and the calceolarias. 
Practice the production of mixed tints by interlaced touch-
es of the pure colours out of which they are formed.,,24 
This application of small pOints of pure colours to 
form mixed tints that Ruskin advocates is very close to the 
Neo-Impressionists' techniqu~. The resemblance is so obvious 
that the writer ot' the Revue des deux mondes goes on to call 
~Ointillism what, had he been more precise, he would have 
called ~~£ressloni~~: 
" Isn't this a prophecy of pOintillism we find here as 
!arly as 1856 ? It is indeed. ,,25 
Is it not sUTprisipg to find that the sti£plinB reCOm-
mended by the English aesthetician as being the best method 
of ensuring splendour and harmony of colour is the same as 
~O 
the divided touch that shocks so many French critics? 
4. We will close this chapter with several passages from 
the work of an American scholar, O.N. Rood: Mo~ern Chr~Ji~~.26 
This book was written, in the words of the author; " for the 
general or artistic reader" 27, as if either of them were 
gOing worry about such problems 
It will be seen that Rood also recommends gradation, 
optical mixture and the divided touch, and he is surprised 
that SO many people are unaware of their benefits. 
" One of the most important characteristics of colour in 
nature is the endless, almost infinite gradations which 
always accompany it. It is impossible to escape from 
the delicate changes which the colour of all natural ob-
jects undergoes,owing to the way light 8~ikes them, with-
out taking all the precautions necessary for an experiment 
in a physical laboratory. Even if the surface employed 
be white and flat, still some portions of it are sure to 
be more highly illuminated than others, and hence to 
appear a little more yellowish or less greyish; and,be-
sides this source of change, it is receiving coloured light 
from all coloured objects near it,an1 reflecting it var-
iously from its different portions. 
If a painter represents a sheet of paper in a picture 
by a uniform white or grey patch, it will seem quite wrong, 
and can not be made to look right till it is covered by 
delicate gradations of light and shade and colour. We 
are in the habit of thinking of 8 sheet of paper 8S being 
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quite uniform in tint, and yet instantly reject as insuf-
ficient such a representation of it. In this matter our 
unconscious education is enormously in advance of our con-
consious; our memory of sensations is immense, our recoll-
ections of the causes that produce them utterly insignifi-
cant ; and we do not remember the causes mainly because we 
never knew them. It is one of the tasks of the artist to 
ascertain the causes that givr rise to the highly complex 
sensations which he experiences, even in so simple a 
case as that just considered."28 
" All the great colourists have been deeply permeated 
by a sentiment of this kind, and their works, when viewed 
from the intended distance, are tremulous with changing 
tints-- with tints that literally seem to change under the 
eye, SO that it is often impossible for the copyist to 
say exactly what they are, his mixture never seeming to 
be quite right, alter them as he will. Among modern land-
scape paintings, those of Turner are famous for their end-
less quality of gradation, and the same is true even of 
his water-colour drawings."29 
" There is, however, another lower degree of gradation 
which has a peculiar charm of its own, and is very prec-
ious in art and nature. The effect referred to takes 
place when different colours are placed side by side in 
lines or dots, and then viewed at such a distance that the 
blending is more or less accomplished by the eye of the 
behOlder. Under these circumstances the tints mix on the 
retina, and produce new colours.This comm~nicates a soft 
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and peculiar brilliancy to the surface, and gives it a 
certain appearance of transparency; we seem to see into 
it and below it.,,30 
" At the right distance adjacent tints blend, and what 
near at hand seemed a mass of purposeless daubs becomes 
an effective picture. This same method of mixing colours 
on retina of the observer is also used more or less in 
oil painting with excellent effect; it lends to them a 
magical charm, the tints seeming purer and more varying; 
the very fact that the appearance of the painting changes 
somewhat according as the observer advances or retires 
from it being an advantage, communicating to it, as ~e 
might say, a certain kind of life. Oil paintings in which 
this principle is not employed labour under one quite dem8 
onstrable disadvantage: as the observer retires adjacent 
tints blend, whether it was the intention of the artist 
or not; and if this has not been calculated for, a new 
and inferior effect is pretty sure to be produced. In 
water-colour drawings the same mode of working is constant-
ly employed under the form of stippling, more or less for-
mal; and with its aid certain results of transparency and 
richness can be attained, which otherwise would be out of 
the reach of the artist. If the stipplin& is formal and 
quite evident, it is apt to give a mechanical look to a 
drawing, which is not particularly pleasant; but properly 
used, it has great value, and readily lends itself to the 
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expansion of form." 
" In cashmere shawls the same principle is developed 
and pushed to a great extent, and much of their beauty 
is dependent on ito,,32. 
Thus, a painter such as Delacroix, an aesthetician such 
as Ruskin and a scholar such as Rood foresaw or pOinted out 
the different procedures that make up the innovative contri-
bution of the Neo-Impressionists. They ~ven seemed to part-
icularly recommend the one aspedt of their technique that is 
the most controversial today, the one that is considered the 
mOst objectionable: the use of touches of pure colours. 
CHAPTER 8 
THB EDUCATION OF THE BYE 
One advance per generation. 
The controversial painters are educators. 
Obstacles the colourists must overcome. 
ThrouBh_lack of instruction the public 
is insensitive to harmony and 
fears beautiful colour. 
It is the brilliance and not the facture 
of the Neo-Im~ressionists that is shocking •. 
1. Why is it then that division encounters so much hostility 
when it has more advantages than other techniques? It is 
because in France everyone rebels against all innovations in 
art. The public is not only insensitive but hostile to co-
lour. ( We have only to look at our national guide the 
Loanne, which, instead of simply informing, feels the need 
to incite the tourists to laugh and misunderstand the remark-
able colours of the Turners in the South Kensington Museum.)l 
Therefore, there are two main objections to Neo-Impress-
iOnist art : first, it is an innovation and secondly, paint-
ings executed with this technique are unusually brilliant. 
It would be useless to cite here the list of all the 
innovative painters that were misunderstood in this century 
and then had their personal vision accepted later. These in-
justices, battles and victories make up the history of art. 
Any innovation is opposed in the beginning then slowly 
One gets used to it, then it becomes accepted. The aim of the 
once-shocking facture becomes gradually apparent. The colour 
that provoked criticism at first now seems powerful and 
harmonious. 
The involuntary education of the public and critics 
takes place until they begin to see things in reality as 
the innovators intended them. His formula, once ridiculed 
by everyone, becomes the public's criterion~ The original 
efforts the painter makes will be jeered at until the day he 
too will succeed. Each generation realizes its error too 
late and repeats it. 
Around 1850, the following was written about Corot's 
paintings. Yes, even mild Corot offended the public at the 
time. 
" How can M. Corot actually see nature as he represents 
her for us ?.It is useless for M. Corot to impose his 
method of painting trees, they are not trees but sme1e 
Personally, during our walks we have never seen trees that 
looked like M. Corot's 
Twenty-two years later after Corot had become accepted 
the critics used him to criticize Monet. 
" Monet sees everything in blue 1 Blue land, blue grass, 
blue trees. Corot's beautiful trees, full of mystery and 
poetry, here is what has been done to you 1 You have been 
dipped into a tub of washerwoman's bluing 1"3 
A same generation cannot make the necessary effort twice 
to assimilate a new way of seeing. 
Delacroix's detractors were forced to give in to his ad-
mirers. But the latter group did not understand the colourists 
Who succeeded him, the Impressionists. They [the Impression-
ists] triumphed in their turn, and today the collectors of 
Monet, Pissarro, Renoir and Guillaumin have abused their re-
putation for having good taste which their choice gave them, 
in order to criticize Neo-Impressionism. 
It takes more than a quarter of a century for an art-
istic evolution to become accepted. Delacroix fought from 
1830 to 1863; Jongkind and the Impressionists from 1860 to 
1890. Around 1886 Neo-Impressionism appeared, developing 
naturally from prior research. We should expect,according 
to what we have stated, several more years of battles and 
work before Neo-Impressionism's centribution is recognized. 
Sometimes the financial interest combines with ignorance 
to hamper an innovative and controversial movement. Gustave 
Geffroy summarizes the problem in the following words: 
" The well-established producers and all those who live 
off their successful production form an association, 
whether unspoken or admitted, against the art of tommor-
2. It is when a new movement goes towards colour and light 
in particular that it runs up against protests. Changes in 
the subject matter of a painting, like variations in litera-
ry style, are easily accepted by the same people who obsti-
nately opposed the slightest new brilliance of colour. 
S The deformations- of the Rose-Croix group certain-
ly do not provoke as much ridicule as M. Monet's blue trains 
Or M. Cross' violet trees. It is rare that a statue of drawing 
makes the incomprehending public angry whereas boldness in 
cOlour always does 80. 
Any frank and pure colour shocks. Only flat, smooth 
muted and dull paintings are accepted. If half a figure is 
covered with brown or bitumen under the pretext of being 
shadow the public accepts it immediately but blue and violet 
would be rejected. And yet, shadows always contain the blue 
or violet that the public is so repelled by and not the mud-
like tints that it accepts. 
The science of 9Ptics would prove this. There is an easy 
and simple science of colour that everyone should learn and 
which would avoid many uninformed judgments. It could be 
summarized in ten lines that could be taught to primary 
school children in the first hour of the first lesson of the 
very first drawing course. 
Charles Blanc deplores the great ignorance of the public-
- and in reference to Delacroix says: 
U Many people assume that the use of colour is a pure 
gift from heaven and that it has incommunicable princi-
ples. This is wrong: the use of colour can be taught 
like music. From the beginning of time the Orientals have 
known the laws and transmitted them from generation to 
generation until our time. 
" We can produce competent and skilful musicians by 
teaching them counterpoint, in the same way we can pro-
duce painters who do not make mistakes in harmony by 
teaching them the phenomenon of simultaneous perception 
6' 
of colour." 
" The foundations of colour have not been analysed and 
taught in our schools because in France it is considered 
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useless to study the laws of colour, as the current say-
ing goes, 'one becomes a draughtsman, but one is born a 
colourist. ,,,7 
" The secrets of using colour! Why must the princi-
ples that every artist should know and that should be 
taught to everyone be secrets ?" 8 
The laws of colour can be learned in a few hours. They 
may be found in two pages of Chevreul and Rood. Once the eye 
is guided by them, it is only a matter of self-improvement. 
However, since Charles Blanc's time the situation has barely 
changed. No effort has been made to develop this special 
education. Chevreul's disks, ,the amusing use of which 
could help us show so many eyes what they do not perceive 
and teach them to see, have not been adopted by primary 
sChools yet, in spite of many eeforts which the scientist 
made to achieve this. 
It is the simple science of contrast which forms the 
solid foundation of Neo-Impres~ionism; Without it, there 
can be no beautiful lines or perfect colours. If we take 
into account the services this knowledge can render the art-
ist each day, by guiding and strenstb.enlng his inspiration, 
then we would be hard-pressed to find how it might cause him 
any ha rm. 
In the preface of his book, Rood underlines the imp-
ortance of such knowledge: 
" •• I will add that it has been my endeavour also, to 
present in a simple and comprehensible manner the under-
lying facts upon which the artistic use of colour necess-
~9 
ari1y depends. The possession of these facts will not 
enable people to become artists; but it may to some ex-
tent prevent ordinary persons, critics, and even painters, 
from talking and writing about colour in a loose, inac-,· 
curate,and not always rational manner. More than this is 
true: a real knowledge of elementary facts often serves 
to warn students of the presence of difficulties that are 
insurmountable, or, when they are already in trouble, 
points out to them its probable nature; in short, a cer-
tain amount of rudimentary information tends to save use-
9 less labour." 
Being a co10urist is not a simple matter of placing reds, 
greens and yellows next to one another, without any rules nor 
proportions. A co10urist must know how to place his colours 
in order and to sacrifice some in order to improve others. 
NOise and music are not synonymous. 
~ 
To juxtapose colours, 
no matter how intense they may be, without observing contrast 
is like filling in a child's colouring book and it is not the 
role of a co10urist. 
3. One of the major criticisms levelled at Neo-Impression-
ists is that they are too scientific to be artists. The cri-
tics say that they are too involved in their research to be 
able to express their sensations freely. Our reply is that 
any Oriental weaver knows as much as they do. The theory 
they are reproached for studying is not at all complicated •. 
The Neo-Impressionists are not excessively scientific. But, 
not to know the laws of contrast is to be too ignorant. 
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Why 'should the knowledge of these rules or beauty dead-
en the artists' sensations? A musician, knowing that the 
ratio 3/2 is a ratio of harmony, and a painter, knowing that 
orange with green and violet make a dark combiniation, are 
not less likely to become moved and move us. Theophile Syl-
Vestre said: 
" This almost mathematical knowledge does not make his 
works lifeless but on the contrary enhances their pre-
cisioQ, and stabili ty'. ,,10 
The Neo-Impressionists are not slaves to science. They 
Use it the way they wish according to thei r inspi ration, " 
they put what they k~ow to work in order to obtain what they 
Want. How Cjn we reproach young painters for studying such 
an essential part of their art when even a genius like Dela-
Croix forced himself to use these laws of colour and benefit 
from them? This is how Charles Blanc acknowledged it in 
this note: 
" It is beca~se he first knew the laws of colour intuit-
ively and then studied them in great depth, that Eug~ne 
Delacroix became one of the greatest colourist of modern 
times."ll 
4. The public cares more about the subject of a painting 
than its harmony. Brnest Chesneau comments on this in this 
note: 
" The most gifted members of the public at exhibitions 
do not seem to realize that it is necessary to cultivate 
one's senses in order to fully enjoy the intellectual 
pleasures for which the senses are mere organs no doubt 
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but essential organs. What is not realized is that one 
must possess the correct way of looking at things in or-
der to understand and judge--by that I mean appreciate--
painting, sculpture, or architecture, just as one must 
have a good ear to appreciate music. 
If we continue our analogy, which is not unfounded, we 
we might add that the eye, along with the ear, even if 
naturally gifted, must 'be trained progressively in order 
to comprehend all the intricacies of the art of sounds 
and the art of colours.,,12 
Bven so, the majority of painters are insensitive to the 
charms of line and colour. Rare is the artist who believes, 
as Ruskin does, that, " Gradation is to colours as curvature 
. 13 1s to lines." , and as Delacroix; " There are some lines 
that are monsters, two parallels.,,14 The painters of our time 
have other concerns than these principles of beauty. There 
is perhaps one painter out of a hundred who goes to the troub-
le of studying this fundamental aspect of his art. Gavarni 
says, in speaking of the master's painting: 
" It is like the daubing found on folding screens •• 
It resembles an old paint rag and wall paper. And there 
are people who dare to tell the bourgeois about the super-
naturalism of such worksl We have truly sunk to the bott-
Om of language and are witnessing the floundering of co-
lOur I " 15 
The Goncourt brothers wrote: 
" Delacroix was denied the supreme quality of colourists; 
harmony.,,16 
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Actually, most critics, because or their lack or tech-
nical knowledge, are incapable of discerning the agreement 
of two tints or the disagreement of two lines. They judge 
paintings mostly by subject, trend or genre without really 
paying attention to the actual "paint". 
Critics write literature about paintings but not art 
Cri ticism. We cite Delacroix's note; " Qsulos habent e non 
vident [They have eyes but do not see] which signifies: ~ 
17 ~es of Eaintins are rare". He also said," For over 
thirtl ye~rs I_have thrown to thUions. ,,18 He had suffered 
enough from the ignorance of the p,lblic and the critics to 
fully realize the difficulties encountered by a colourist. 
In his Journal he writes: 
"I know very well that the quality of being a colourist 
is more troublesome than advisable .• One needs more active 
senses and a greater sensitivity in order to distinguish 
mistakes, discords or incorrect use of lines and colours."19 
On the same subject, he wrote to Baudelaire,(October 8th, 
1861 ): 
" These mysterious effects of line and colour that, 
unfortunatelyl, only a few followers appreciate ••• That 
musical and arabesque aspect does not exist for many people. 
They look at a painting in the same way the English look 
at a land when they are travelling."20 
Surely this dislike or indi~ference towards colour which 
Delacroix had to contend with during his lifetime is still 
Present. It seems as though not much attention is paid to 
his work. Let us compare the public's cold reaction to 
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De1acroix's exhibition at the Ecole des Beaux-arts to the 
enthusiasm for Bastien-Lepage whose exhibition opened at 
the same time nearby at the Hatel de Chimay.21 Never, while 
standing for a long time in front of the wall paintings in 
the Chapelle des Saints-Anges of Saint-Sulpice,have we ever 
been disturbed by a visitor. 
Eugene V~ron, De1acroix's biographer, noted this pers-
istant neglect: 
" Can we conclude that the crowds that rush to Dela-
croix's exhibitions have finally understood his genius? 
We need only compare the visitors' reserve and uneasy 
silence in front of De1acroix's paintings with the women's 
bird-like cries of admiration in the Salon or exhibitions 
at the sight of a painting by one of the so-called masters 
of the current French school. There we find sincere and 
frank admiration. Have such reactions ever been witness-
ed at De1acroix's exhibitions? It is not at all surp-
rising. The opposite would be surprising.,,22 
5. What so many people objected to in Delacroix's paint-
ings was not so much the frenzy of his Romanticism but his 
hatching and intense colour. What was shocking about the 
Impressionists was the novelty of their comma-shaped strokes 
and their colour. With the Neo-Impressionists the startling 
aspect was not so much the division of the touch but the un-
USual brilliance of their paintings. 
To give a better illustration of this, we will cite the 
fOllo . H . M ., 23 . t' h Q t e W1ng example. enr1 art1n s pa1n 1ngs, w ose Lac ur 
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is directly taken from Neo-Impressionism, appeal to the 
public, critics,municipal authorities and the State. In 
his paintings the pOint does not shock. What is more, it 
is useless --therefore an obstacle--because from dull, grey, 
lOw-key colours he does not receive the benefits of luminosity 
and colour which would outweigh the possible difficulties of 
the technique. His version of pOintillism is accepted at 
the Luxembourg and the nOtel de Ville, While Seurat, who 
founded the division and painted JO many great and majestic 
Works, is virtually unknown,( At least in France, because the 
Germans, always better informed, have purchased his Models 
and other important paintings that will some day be exhibited 
. 24 1n the Berlin museum). 
Perhaps with the help of time the public will complete 
its instruction. Let us hope that they will then be more 
sensitive to harmony and appreciate the strength of a colour. 
Perhaps then they will calmly appreciate beauty and will real-
ize that the most vivid colours a painter possesses are weak 
compared to those of nature. 
At least considerable progress has been made by the 
Impressionist masters. Those who were shocked or who ob-
jected to their paintings initially now realize that the Mo-
nets and Pissarros are in perfect harmony with the paintings 
of Delacroix, Corot, Rousseau and Jongkind from whom they 
have developed. Likewise, perhaps some day the public will 
realize that the Neo-Impressionists are the current represent-
atives of the colourist movement, as Delacroix and the Impress-
ionists were before them in their own time. 
Tl0S 
What other painters could more rightly claim to repre-
sent these two movements? Not the painters who paint in 
black, white or grey; not those whose colour looks like "a 
pile of rotting vegetables " described by Ruskin as the su-
preme degree of ugliness in cOlour2~ and not those who paint 
in rlat tints. This is because these techniques are not re-
lated to the principles advocated by the masters that the 
Neo-Impressionists follow. 
Perhaps it is easy to paint more luminously than the 
Neo-Impressionists, but this leads to discoloration. And it 
may be easy to paint more colourfully but that leads to dark-
ening. Their colour is located in the middle of the radius 
on a chromatic circle that goes from the centre, which is 
White, to the circumference which is black. This position 
g~arantees the painter a maximum amount of saturation, of 
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strength and of beauty or colour. 
The day will come when it will be discovered how to de-
rive more benefits from the colours currently available to 
painters. Perhaps better materials or new techniques will be 
discovered, for example the direct fixation of light rays onto 
sensitive surfaces. But, it must be stated that it was the 
Neo-Impressionists who knew how to obtain the most luminous 
and cOlourful results from the resources currently available. 
Next to one of their paintings, despite any other criticisms, 
any painting however great its artistic qualities might be 
wOuld appear dark or discoloured. Of course, we do not want 
to make the talent of a painter depend more or less on the 
luminosity and use of colour of his paintings. We know that 
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masterpieces can be created using only blacK and white and 
that one can paint colourfully and luminously in a mediocre 
way. But, if the pursuit of colour is not all that constitutes 
art, then is it not at least one of the most important as-
pects? Is not an artist someone who strives to create unity 
in variety through rhythm of tints and tones, and who puts 
his knowledge at the service of his sensations? 
6. Recalling Delacroix's adage," Cowardly eainting is the 
~ainting of someone who lacks courage", the Neo-Impression-
ists can be proud of their austere and simple painting. 
And if, better than technique, it is passion that makes art-· 
ists they can feel confident; they have the productive passion 
of light, of colour and of harmony. 
At least they will not have redone what had already bee. 
done before them; they will have had the dubious honour of 
prOducing a new style, of expression a personal ideal. 
They may evolve, but always keeping the basis of purity 
and of contrast the importance and charm of which they have 
Understood too well to ever relinquish. Gradually rid of the 
Obstacles of the beginning, the division, which has en~.bled 
them to express their dreams of colour, becomes more flexible 
and expands, promising even more fruitful resources. 
And if, amongst them, the artist has not yet emerged who 
by his genius will know hoW to win acceptance of this tech-
nique, at least they will have simplified his task. This 
triumphant colourist has only now to appear; his palette has 
already been prepared for him. 
1899. Paris, Saint-Tropez 
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1 . Th1S is clearly in reference to Charles Henry's theories 
see Introduction, pp.36-39. 
2 Eugene De1acroix, Journal:1822-1863. Signac used the first 
1893-95 edition edited by Paul Flat and Ren~ Piot. I give 
references for the date of the entry and page references from 
the most recent French edition, Librairie P10n,1980. Collection 
Les MAmor&b1es, ed. AndrA Joubin. In this way the reader 
Can confirm the entries in whichever edition he has available. 
In my English version, I have translated Signac's quotes as 
he has presented them. In the notes I reproduce the original 
FrenCh version as well as comments regarding the context of 
the quotes and/or any omissions made by Signac. 
3 
"L'ennemi de toute peinture est le gris." De1acroix, 
!.Ourna1,op.Cit:o,P.611j Jan 15,1857, also found in Ibid,p.016j 
undated 1852. 
4 
"Bannir toutes 1es cou1eurs terreuses." Loc.cit. 
5 
This quotation was taken from the following passage: 
" p OUr repeindre le -bras de la Minerve: sur l'ancien fond 
COuleur de chair, marqu~ 1es ombres avec 1aque et 1aque jaunu 
tres solidement empate~ : peut-3tre un peu de terre verte 
dedans._ Teintes de vert et de violet mises crument ~a et lA 
dans la clair Sdns le m31er, mais suivant-1a place: ces 
teintes d'une valeur assez fonc~e, pour faire le bord de 
l'ombre." Ibid. ,p.277-8; May 5,1851. 
6 
This quotation comes from a long passage on how to pro-
duce varioUs co10~r effects. 
_ fOllOwing : 
The sentence comes from the 
" .•. Pour ne pas le faire trop rouge, pr~parer avec 
terre d'ombre, vert emeraude, cobalt, et passer le vermillion 
par-dessusj et mieux que vermillion, brun rouge qui fait moins 
ardent· , ce ton est le plus sanguine possible pour une ombre 
intense r~uniss&nt mervei1leusemp.nt le vert et le violet j 
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"mais il est indispensable de passer l'un apres l'autre, 
et non pas de les miHer sur la palette." !.lli. ,po 320; Jan 
15, 1853. 
7" I 1 ••• 1 est bon que es touches ne soient pas mat~rielle-
ment fondues; elles se fondent naturellement a une dist-
ance voulue par la loi sympathi~ue qui les a associees. 
La couleur obtient ainsi plus d' energie et 00 fraicheur." 
Charles Baudelair, "Salon de 1859", article first published 
in a collection of art criticism entitled l'Art Romantique 
, Paris, 1885 which Signac used. Baudelaire, Oeuvres Comp-
letes, ed. Claude Fichois, Bruges, Gallimard, Bditions de ~ 
Pl6iade, 1961. In this instance, pp.l042-3. 
8 
" Constable dit que la superiorite du vert de ses 
prairies tient a ce qu'il est compose d'une multitude de 
verts differents. Ce qui donne le defaut d'intensite 
et de vie a la verdure du commun des paysagistes, c'est 
qu'ils font ordinairement d'une teinte uniforme. Ce qu'il 
dit ici du vert des prairies, peut s'appliquer a tous les 
autres tons." Delacroix, Journal, OPe cit.,p.881jSept. 23, 
1846 ( Supplement to Journal). 
9" Ilier en travaillant l'enf'ant qui est pres de la femme 
de gauche dan l'Orphee, je me souvins de ces petites 
touches multipliees faites avec le pinceau et comme dans 
une miniature, dans la Vierge de Raphael, que j'ai vue 
rue Grange-Bateliere ••. " Ibid.,p.139j March 5,1847. 
10" 
. . . ticher de voir au Musee les grandes gouaches 
de Correge: je crois qu'elles sont faites a tres petites 
touches." Loc. cit. 
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11"On voit dans les tableaux de Van Dyck ( je ne parle 
pas de ses portraits) qu'il n'avait pas toujours la 
hardiesse n~cessaire pour revenir vivement et avec in-
spiration sur cette preparation ou la demi-teinte domine 
un peu trop. 11 faut , la fois concilier ce que Mme 
Cave me disait de la couleur couleur et de la lumiere 
lumiere. Faire trop dominer la lumiere et la largeur 
des plans conduit a l'absence des demi-teintes et par 
consequent a la decoloration; l'abus contraire nuit 
sUrtout dans les grandes compositions destinees a etre 
vues de loin, comme les plafonds, etc. Dans cette dern-
iere peinture Paul Veronese emp~te sur Rubens par la 
simplicite des localites et la largeur de la lumiere. 
( Se rappele r la Suzanne et les vieillards du Musee, qui 
est une leyon a mediter.) Pour ne point paraitre decoloree 
avec une lumiere aussi large, il faut que la teinte lo-
cale de Paul Veronese soit tres montee de ton." Delacr<ix, 
Lournal , op.cit.,p.268; Sept. 29,1850. 1 reproduce this 
Passage in its entirety as Signac has borrowed from it eor 
the next three quotations as well. 
12LOC.Cit. ,Signac simply omitted Delacroix's reference 
to Mme Cave who according to Joubin's notes was the widow 
of a painter named Clement Boulanger then married Franyois 
Cave, head of the Beaux-Arts division of the Ministry of t~ 




" Ma palett~ fraichement arrangee et brillante du cont-
raste des couleurs suffit pour allumer mon enthousiasme." 
From this original sentence Signac has taken the tiny fragment, 
"Ma palette brillante du contraste des couleurs." 
Tlll 
15 
cont. This comes from a passage in which De1acroix returns 
to the perpetual question of which medium suits him best: 
painting or writing. He concludes by saying that perhaps 
if he persisted at writing he would have the same sort of 
enthusiasm when he saw writing materials as when he saw 
his painting materials. Signac has taken a fragment that 
eXpresses the idea of observing contrasts, which changes the 
meaning somewhat. Ibid. ,p.253;Ju1y 21,1850. 
16"L01 genera1e: plus d'opposition, p.lus d'ec1at." 
This sentence fragment comes from a passage on the effects 
On the sunset. Delacroix has noticed the contrast that is 
mOre marked between the dark, grey clouds and the bright 
Yellow orange sky. Ibid.,p.269;Nov.13,1850 
17U . d . f· d n1 ent1 1e note. 
18" Bian que ce soit contre la 10i qui veut las 1uisants 
froids, en 1es mettants jaunes sur des tons de chair 
violets, le contraste fait· que 1 'ePfet est produit." 
In this pa~sage De1acroix is referring to an experiment 
he made while working on the figures in the H~te1 de Vi11e 
in which he put Naples yellow highlights on reddish and 
Purplish flesh tones. He also ref1ers to Rubens's Kermesse. 
Delacroix, Journal,op.cit. ,p.796; Jan. 5-,1861. 
19" Quand sur le bord d'un plan que vous avez bien etabli 
Vous avez un peu plus de clair qu'au centre, vous pron-
oncez d'autant plus son mep1at ou sa sai1lie. (C'est lA 
sUrtout le secret de mOde1e. 11 s'ensuit qu'avec tres 
peu de choses on peut mode1er)~ Ibid. ,p.867, Undated 
album ( Supplement to Journal). Signac's omissions within 
parentheses. This passage refers to how to produce a 
Contour, not with black, but by using half-tints. 
· Tl12 
20"Des trois couleurs primitives, se forment les trois 
binaires. Si au ton binaire vous ajoutez le ton primi-
tif qui lui est oppose, vous l'annihilez, c'est-a-dire 
vous en produisez la demi-teinte necessaire. .Unsi, 
ajouter du noir n'est pas ajouter de la demi-teinte, c'est 
salir le ton dont la demi-teinte veritable se trouve dans 
le ton oppose que nous avons dit. De la, les ombres 
vertes dans le rouge. La tete des deux petits paysans. 
Celui qui etait le plus sanguin et le plus rouge, des 
ombres vertes." Delacroix as quoted by Alfred Robaut 
and Ernest Chesneau, l'Ueuvre complet de Eugene Delacroix 
Paris, Charavary Freres Editeurs,1885,p.387. This is in 
reference to the painting Muly-Abd-el Hahaman 1845 ). 
RObaut is citing Delacroix's notes from an album page from 
the p a i n t er's tr i pto Mo r 0 cc 0 • Fir s t the rei sal i s t 0 f 
Clothing with Arab names. Then on the same page a triangle 
of primary and secondary colours with the above notes. 
Fran~oise Cachin in her edition of D'Eugene Delacroix au 
~eo-impressionnismet Paris, Hermann,1978, maintains that 
Signac must have consulted this notebook at the Musee CondA 
at Chantilly since it was not published until 1913. This 
is certainly possible, but Signac might well have taken 
the quotation from Robaut since according to Cachin, it 
was one of his sources. 
The meaning of the passage is primarily that it is 
Preferable to change colours with half-tints rather than 
by adding black. 
21 
"Dans Veronese, le linge, froid dans l'ombre, chaud dans 
le clair." These notes are taken from Delacroix's notes on 
his Salon du Roi mural. Delacroix, Journa1,op.cit.~p.837, 




23"C'etait au soleil couchant: les tona,:~ de chrome, de 
laque les plus eclatants du cOte du clair, et les ombres 
bleues et f'roides outre mesure." Delacroix, Journal,op.cit., 
P.269; Nov. 3,1850. Signac sOmewhat modified this quote 
which comes from just before the passage cited in note 16. 
However Delacroix does mention the law of opposition as being 
responsable for the brilliance. 
24U . d . f' d n1 ent1 1e note. 
25 
"J' ai observe.!. mame chose avant-hier sur la place 
Saint-Sulpice, ou un polisson etait monte sur les stat-
ues de la fontaine au soleil: l'orange mat dans les clairs 
les violets les plus vifs pour le passage de l'ombre 
qui s'opposaient au sol •• " Journal,op.cit.,p.591;Sept 7,1856. 
Signac took a sentence fragment from the above passage in 
which Delacroix is referring to how flesh tones are varied 
in colour as compared to inert matter and how flesh only 
h~s its true colour in the outdoors as opposed to inside a 
studio. Signac appears to have taken the sentence fragment 
that appealed to him and consequently changed the meaning 
of the sentence. He probably would not have wanted to ad-
VOcate working only outdoors. 
26" Reflets: Tout reflet participe du vert; tout bord 
de l'ombre, du violet." Ibid.,p.610jJan. 13,1857. This 
COmes from Delacroix's notes for his prospective" Dict-
ionnaire des Beaux-Arts". Signac modified it somewhat. 
27"Le terreux et l'olive ont tellement domine leur 
couleur, que la nature est discordante a leurs yeux , 
aVec ses tons vifs et hardis." Ibid. ,p.816;undated 
notes, according to Joubin,1829 Supplement to Journal). 
Th' 1S certainly would have appealed to Signac in the light 
of criticism of Neo-Impressionists. 
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... la peinture parattra presque toujours plus grise 
qu I elle n I est, par la posi tion oblique sous le jour." 
llii., p.316; undated 1852. This sentence comes immediate-
ly after the sentence already cited in note 3. Delacroix 
is referring to a painting hanging on a wall when the light 
in that position makes it appear greyer than it i~ there-
fore the painter must compensate for it by using more 
brilliant colour. 
29"11 parattra ce qu'il est effectivement: terreux, mor.n e, 
et sans vie.-- Tu es terre et tu redeviens terre." 
lb' . ~.,p.691; Nov.13, 1857. This extract comes from a large 
entry concerning the brilliance of Rubens ' and Titian~ flesh 
tones which Delacroix felt must have been mixed from the most 
brilliant colours. He goes on to compares them with David. 
He implies that if you compare David to Rubens and Titian, 
the former will appear somber. 
. 30 loc.cit. 
31 Th e act u a 1 quo t e was: " 11 l' aut de to u t e' n ~ c e s sit ~, que 
la demi-teinte, dans le tableau, c'est-A-dire tous les tons 
en g~nera1 soient outres." As seen in note 28, this is in 
reference to the problem oe paintings losing colour when 
hung and receiving light; thus the tones should be exaggerated. 
32 Loc. cit. 
33 . Ibl..d. ,p.90-91jJuly 20,1824. " La grande affaire, c'est 
d'eviter cette infernale commodit~ de la brosse. Rends 
PlutOt la matiere difficile a travail1er comme du marbre: 
Ce serait tout af~it neuf.- Rendre la matiere rebe11e pour 
la vaincre avec patience." 
This is the young De1acroix \lIiting to himself to be patient, 















34"Lee jeunes gens ne sont entiches que de lladresse de 
la ~ain. 11 nly a peut-~tre pas de plus grand emp~che­
ment a toute esp~ce de veritable progres que cette manie 
universe1le a laque11e nous avons tout sacrif'ie." 
De1acroix-Baude1aire, Lettres de Eugene De1acroix, Paris, 
Burty, 1880,t.ll,p.211. 
3~J Dans des otjets o~ l'on sacr~fie au style avant tout),le 
beau pinceau libre et fier de Vanloo ne mene qu'a des a 
peu pres: le style ne peut resulter que d'une grande re-
cherche." Delacroix, Journal,op.cit.,P.l:39jMarch 5, 
1847. According to Joubin in his notes to Delacroix's 
!,ournal, the painter- groups all 18th century painters together 
under the word " les Vanloo lt in reference to the large 
family of Flemish painters who worked in Francel Jean 
Baptiste,Carle~ Louis and Michel van Loo were the most 
famous. 
:3 6s . . . Cl D 1 ., 1nce the next e1ght quotat1ons are Lrom e acr01X s 
passage on. the brushstroke or the "Touch",) I will repro-
duce most of the original passage from which Signac has 
taken the quot~tions but changed th~ sequence. 
It Touche. lleaucoup de mattres ont evite de la faire sentir, 
pensant sans doute se rapprocher de la nature qui effect-
ivement n'en presente pas. La touche est un moyen 
COmme un autre de contribuer l rendre la pensee dans la 
peinture. Sans doute une peinture peut-~tre tres belle 
sans montrer la .touche, mais il est pueril de penser qu'on 
se rapprqche del'~efet de la nature en ceci: autant· 
vaudrait-il faire sur son tableau de veritables reliefs 
colore~ sous pretexte que les corps so pt saillantsl 
ll'y a dans tous les arts des moyens d'execution adopt-
e~ et convenus, et on n'est qu'.n connaisseur imparfait 
quand on ne sait pas lire dans ses indications de la pen-




"autres les tableaux les plus lisses et les moins touch~s 
et les pr~f~re a cause de cela. Tout d~pend au reste, 
dans l'ouvrage d'un v~ritable maitre, de la distance 
command~e pour regarder son tabl~au. A une certainedist-
ance la touche se fond dans l'ensemble, mais elle donne 
a la peinture un accent que le fondu des teintes ne peut 
produire ••• 
• •• Que dira-t-on des maitres qui prononcent s~chement 
les contours tout en s'abstenant de la touche? 11 n'y 
a pas plus de contours qu'il n'y a de touches dans la 
nature. ·11 faut touiours en revenir a des muyens con-
venus dans chaque art, qui sont le langage de cet art ••• 
••• Si l'on se pr~vaut de l'absence de touche de certains 
tableaux de grands maitres, il ne faut pas oublier que 
le temps amortit la touche ••• 
••• Beaucoup de ces peintres qui 6vitent la touche avec 
le plus grand soin, sous pr~texte qu'elle n'est pas dans 
la nature, ~xagerent le contour qui ne s'y trouve pas 
d'avantage." 
61J; Jan 13, 1857 
Delacroix, Journal,op.cit. ,pp.611-
Essais d'un Dictionnaire des Beaux-Arts). 
37 L . OC.C1t. 
38 L . OC.C1t. 
39 1 . OC.C1t. This note is probably in reference to Ingres. 
4°1 . OC.C1t. 
411 . OC.C1t •• 
42 
"Le temps redonne a l'ouvrage, en effa~ant les touch~s 
aussi bien les premi~res que les derni~res, son ensemble 
definitif." Unidentified note, probably an altered 
citation from Delacroix. 
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43Journa1,op.cit., p.612-10jJan.13,1857. See note 35. 
44" L'l.'nf1uence des l' "1 t' d 19nes pr1nc1pa es es l.mmense ans 
une composition." Ibid. ,p.121jJan. 25,1847. This quot-
ation begins a Journal entry in which Delacroix cOMpares 
two hunting scenes by Rubens and how the one is made more 
effective by its composition and lines. 
45"t u, en d6jeunant, l'artic1e de Peisse qui examine 
en gros le Salon et qui recherche la tendance des arts 
a present. 11 la trouve tres justement dans le pittor-
esque, qu'i1 croit une tendance inf~rieure. Oui, s'il 
n'est q~estion que de faire de l'effet aux yeux par un 
arrangement de lignes et de couleurs, autant vaudrait 
dire: arabesque ... " Ibid., p.348jMay 20,1853. Signac 
has only taken a segment of a sentence from this passage. 
46" En tout objet la premiere chose a saisir pOur le 
rendre avec le dessin, c'est le contraste des 1ignes 
principa1es". Ibid. ,p.866j undated notebook. ( Supple-
ment to Journal) •. De1acroix discusses the merits of" la 
justesse de l'oei1" in this passage. He cites Wilkie as 
having this quality. He writes that an artist needs to 
know the lines by heart, and not concentrate on details but 
on the ensemble. Signac simply uses this to support Neo-
Impressionist line theory. 
47 
" Admirable ba1ancement des lignes dans Raphaell" 
~bid"P.136; Feb. 26,1847. Delacroix attributes Raphael's 
SUccess to this quality. 
<B" . Une ligne seu1e n'a pas de signification; i1 en faut 
une seconde pour lui donner de l'expression. Grande 10i. 
Exem~le: Dans les accords de la musique une note n'a pas 




" idee." Delacroix, JO'.trnal,op.cit. ,p.866j undated. ( Sup-
plement to Journal). Signac altered his version somewhat 
and by doing SO obscured the meaning. 
49" f f ~ >.. La composition 0 re Q peu prcs la disposition d'une 
croix de Saint-Andre ... " Ibid. ,p.121; Jan. 25,1847. The 
end of this sentence was: " with a hippopotamus in the middle'. 
This comes from the same passage as note 44 in which Dela~ 
croixoompares the two hunting scenes of Hubens. Signac 
probably chose this sentence because it deals w~th lines 
and composition. 
50 I~(mais) si, a une composition deja interessante par 
le choix du sujet, vous ajoutez une disposition de lignes 
qui augmente l'impression ••• " Ibid.,p.348; May 20,185~. 
This sentence comes immediately after the quotation in note 
45. The end was: 
" ••• un clair-obscur saisi~a~ pour l'imagination, une 
couleur adaptee aux caracteres, vous avez resolu un pro-
bleme plus difficile, et encore une fOis vous etes sup-
erieur: c'est l'harmonie et ffiS combinaisons adaptees a 
un ch an t u.nique." 
Here Signac has only chosen the segment of the passage that 
speaks of lines, further on he quotes the entire sentence. 
51" La ligne droite n'est nulle part dans la nature." 
Lbi~"P.309; Sept.20,1852. In this Journal entry with the 
heading" sur l'architecture", Delacroix discusses how 
man as an architect does not directly imitate nature but 
mOdifies and beautifies his habitat whereas animals simply 
rely on their instinct. 
52 
"Jamais de paralleles dans la nature, soit droites, 




53" 11 Y d I" "d 1 a es 19nes qU1 sont es monstres: a droite, 
la serpentine reguliere, surtout deux paralleles." 
loco cit. 
54 Once again, this is clearly in reference to Henry's 
theories, op.cit. 
55U "d " p" d t n1 ent1L1e no e. 
56 
" La couleur n'est rien, si elle n'est pas convenable 
au sujet et si elle n'augmente pas l'efEet du tableau 
par l'imagination." Jou"r:l!~!' op. cit. ,p.318;Jan.2,1853. 
57 . Ib1d. ,pp.348-49; May 20,1853. See note 50 for repro-
duction of original. 
in its entirety. 
In this instance Signac includes it 
58 " 
. . . Une conception, devenue composition, a besoin de 
se mouvoir dans un milieu qui lui soit particulier. I1 y a 
6videmment un ton particulier attribu6 a une partie quel-
Conque qui devient clef et qui gouverne les autres. To~ 
le monde sait que le jaune y l'orange, le rouge, inspirent 
et representent des idees de joie, de richesse,de gloire 
et d'amour." I3audelaire," L'Oeuvre et la Vie d'Eugene 
Delacroix", first printed in L'Opinion Nationale in 1863, 
later appeared in Curiosites ~stheti ques,_ 1868, and Signac 
consulted it in l'Art Romantique, 1885, OPe cit. It may 
be found in Oeuvres Completes, op.cit., p.1120. 
59 " Je vois dans les peintres des prosateurs et des poetes; 
la rime{,} les entrave{s}, le tour indispensable aux vel'S 
et qui leur donnent tant de vigueur est l'analogie de la 
sYmmetrie cachee, du balancement ( savant) en m~me temps 
et inspire qui regIe les rencontres ou l'ecartment des 
lignes, les taches, ~eur rappel de couleur (ce theme 




" plus acties et une-sensibilite plus grande pour dist-
inguer la faute, la discordance, le faux rapport dans les 
lignes et des couleurs ( que pour s'aper~evoir qu'unerime 
est inexacte et l'h6mistiche gauchement ou mal suspendu)." 
Delacroix, Journal, op.cit. ,p.163, Sept.19th,184? The par-
entheses indicate Signac's omissions. In this passage Dela-
CrOix is comparing the two mediums of painting and writing and 
COmes to the conclusion that it is more difficult to distin-
gUish visual errors of line and colour in painting than it is 
to detect errors in the style of poetry. Signac, by omitting 
the last sentence and several punctuation marks, has changed 
the meaning from a comparison to a proclamation worthy of a 
Neo-Impressionist; that it is necessary to have greater sen-
Sitivity in general and that one needs a system of restraint. 
I have translated Signac's version in order to give the sense 
he gave. For example; Signac's version: rhyme restrains versus 
the origina1l rhyme, restraints. 
60 
De1acroix as quoted by.Baudelaire in " L.'Oetivreet··la· 
Vie d'Eug~neD~lacroix",op.cit., Baudelaire Oeuvres Comp16tes, 
.2.P e ci.!.,P.1119. The "nature is but a dictionary" quotation 
is famous. Once again, from a Neo-Impressionist standpoint 
nature is but a dic~ionary to be consult~d, as opposed to the 
Impress~ist who attempts to copy everything as he sees it. 
61" ~ 
e •• d'ailleurs la Nature est loin d'~tr. toujours int-
. eressante au point de vue de l'effet de_ l'ensemble. Si 
Chaque detail offre une perfection ( que j'appellerai in-
imitable, en revanche) la r6union de ces details presente 
rarement un effet 6quivalent a celui qui reste dans l'ou-
Vrage d'un grand artiste ( du sentiment de l'ensemble et 
de la composition." Delacroix, Journal,op.cit.,p.366; 
Oct. 12,1853. The parentheses indicate Signac's omissions. 
Th' 1s Complements the previous Citation. 
62 




"c6t~s aux math6matiques et a la musique." Baudelaire, 
Oeuvres Completes, Ope cit. ,p.1120-21. This was a'popular 
theory in Signac's time as well. Signac used frequent 
musical references in his writing and during a short period, 
in his paintings. Charles Henry wrote on the connections 
between music, colours, and mathematics. 
63" Science: de la necessit~ pour l'artiste d'~tre 
savant. Comment cette science peut s'acquerir ind~pend-
amment de la pratique ordinaire." 
,2,p. cit., p.616,Jan. 13,1857. 
Delacroix, Journal, 
64" Ce qui donne tant de finesse et d'eclat a la peint-
ure sur papier blanc, c'est sans doute cette transparence 
qui tient a la nature essentiellement blanche du papier •.• 
(l'eclat des Van Byck et ensuite des Rubens tient beaucoup 
sans doute au blanc de leurs panneaux) 11 est probable 
que les premiers V~nitiens peignirent sur desfonds tres 
blancs." Ibid.,p.165; Oct. 5,1847. 
65"C fl adre,bordure:--- 11 peuvent in uer en bien ou en m~l 
sur l'effet du tableau. L'or prodigu~ de·nos jours. 




" Faire a Saint-Sulpice des cadres de marbre blanc 
autour des tableaux ( .•• ensuite cadres de marbre rouge 
ou vert, comme dans la chapelle de la Vierge, et la fond 
d u to u ten pie r rea v e cor n a men t S en pie r re, e t i m ita n t l' 0 r , 
comme les cuivres do res de la mame chapelle.) Si on pouvait 
t'aire des cadres en stuc blanc." Journal ,Ope cit. ,p. 221; Feb. 
4,185'. Signac simply took the first and the last sentence 
Of the paragraph. As Joubin's note points out, the existing 
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67cont. 
frames are an imitation gold ~pe-l'oeil so the painter 
must have changed his mind. For Signac's purposes, this 
quotation supports the Neo-Impressionist practice of 
including a white or a complementary-coloured frame rather 





Romantique, or. ci t. , Oeuvres Comp-
The sentence immediately preceding 
" 11 n'avait pas besoin, certes, d'activer le feu de son 
imagination, toujours incandescante; mais il trouvait 
toujours la journee trop courte pour etudier les moyens 
d'expression." Then Baudelaire elaborates on the 
Painters colour research, his conversations with colour 
theorists, and compares him to Leonardo da Vinci as an ex-
perimenter. 
69 
" Pour le dire en passant, je n'ai jamais vu de pal-
ette aussi minutieusement et aussi delicatement pre-
paree que celle de Delacroix: Cela ressemblait a un 
bouquet de fleurs savamment assorties." Ibid. ,p.1120. 
Signac merely took the last sentence. He must have apprec-
iated the similarity of this description to the Neo-Impress-
ionist palette. 
70" C ' , bl 1'1 ' ette couleur est d'un SC1ence 1ncompara e, n y a 
pas une seu1e faute,(--et neanmoins, ce ne sont que tours 
de force--tours de force invisibles a,1'oei1 innattentif, 
Car l'harmonie est sourde et profonde:)La couleur, loin 
de perdre son originalite cruelle dans cette science nou-
velle et plus compl~te, est toujours sanguinaire et terr-
ible. Cette ,preponderation du vert et du rouge plait A 
notre ame." Baudelaire," Salon de 1845" in Curiosites 
~thetiques,op.cit. ,p.7; Oeuvres Compl~tesiop.cit.,p.816. 
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Idem., "Salon de 1846" in Curiosit6s Esth6tiques,op.cit., 
p.7;Oeuvres Completes, op.cit. ,p.881. 
"On trouve dans la couleur l'harmonie, la m610die et le 
contre-point." 
72 Charles Blanc, Grammaire des arts du dessin, 2e ed., Paris, 
1870, p.602-7. Blanc, during his first term as director of 
the Beaux-Arts, ( see Introduction, pp.34-6.) was responsible 
for Delacroix being chosen to decorate the Saint-Sulpice. 
73 Ibid.,p.607 and 613. 
741 b1' d. 6 1 , p. 1. 
75 
Ernest Chesneau, Introduction to l'Oeuvre complet d'Eug-
!,ne Delacroix by Robaut,Paris, 1885, p.xx. 
The exact quotation was as follows: 
"(D'un seul coup d'oeil) i1 avait surpris un des plus 
grands secrets de la puissance de Constable, secret qui ne 
S'enseigne pas dans les 6coles et que trop de professeurs 
ignorent eux-m~mes: c'est que, dans la nature, une teinte 
qui semble uniforme est form6e de la r6union d'une foule 
de teintes diverses, perceptibles seulement pour l'oell 
qui sait voir." 
Signac's version was slightly modified in this instance. 
" •• 11 avait surpris un des secrets que l'on n'enseigne 
pas dans les 6coles •• " Later he reproduced the entire 
passage. See Chapter 2, note 2. 
72 
Th60phile Silvestre, Lea Artistes Franxais, Paris,1878, 
p. 41. Silvestre made a copy or Delacroix's Journal in 1853, 
at the ' f ' pa1nter's request and a ter his death went to copy the 
master's other agendas, see Joubin,p.5, notes to Journal,op.cit. 
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77'f 1 rans ator's note: the word in French is Chronometre 
so I have translated it as~chronometerUrather than inter-
preting it to be chromome.t~, an instrument for measuring 
degrees of colour. 
78 . S1lvestre, Les Artistes Francais,op.cit. ,p.42. 
79 1 . OC •. C1t. 
80 loc.cit. 
81 EugAne V~ron, BugAne Delacroix,Paris,1887,p.125. V~ron 
(1796-1867) was a childhood friend of Delacroix's . lIe wrote 
1.es i\l~moires d 'un Bourgeois de Paris ,1853-1855 for which 
Delacroix provided notes. See Joubin's notes to Delacroix's 
LOurnal, pp.359. 
82 Ibid. ,pp.125-6. 
83 Ibid • , p.128. 
84 
"Ce tableau n' en est pas un, c' est une vraie tartouillade." 
~oni teu r Uni ve rsel,. May 18,1822. ( E. Delecluze) Eti enne-J ean 
Delecluze ( 1781-1863)was originally a painter who studied 
Witb David, and received a medal at fue Salon of 1808. Later 
he turned to art criticism and became the defender of the 
academic tradition. Thus his attack on Delacroix's Dante 
~nd Virgil of 18~~twhich was cited by Tourneux in Eug~ne 
~elacroix,Paris, Librairie Renourd,1886, was in defense 
of the school of David. See Joubin's notes to Delacroix's 
{ournal,op.cit. ,p.325. 
85 
Paul Landon ( C.P. ),Annales du vusee et de l'Bcole 
~erne des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1828,I, p.87. Landon(1760-
1826) was a painter and author of numerous articles on 
museums and artists. Delacroix mentions him in his Journal, 
~ . 
• c 1..!. , p. 446; A u g . 1 , 18 5 4. 
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86"D" ( unidentified autlior)Observateur des Beaux-arts, 
~iay 8,1828. 
" C'est plutot la bonne volonte que le talent qui manque 
A M. Delacroix; il ne compte comme progr~s que ceux qu'il 
fait dans le mauvais gout et l'extravagance." 
87 . 10c.c1t. Scheffer, Henri (1798-1862)was a student at 
Guerin's atelier along with Delacroix. He was known for his 
historical aBd genre paintings. Champmartin, Charles-Henri 
Callande de (1792-1883) was also at the atelier. He was 
particularly known for his portraits, h~ painted one 
of Delacroixin 1840. 
88 Journal des artistes et des amateurs ,1829. 
89 Anonymous commentator, Journal des artistes, Oct. 20, 
1844. A1F-o cited in Tourneux,Eug~ne Delacroix,op.cit. 
·90 
. L~onstitutionnel, April 11, 1844. This anonymous 
article also concerned the Pi~ta. 
91 Anonymous, Journal des Artistes,Oct. 20,1844. This 
reflected Signac's concern for Neo-Impressionists' receiving 
cO~nissions to do murals. 
92 Alfred Nettement, Po~tes et artistes contemporains, 
Paris,1862. The comparison Hith Chapelain's 'Pucelle refers 
to an immense epic poem written over a period of thirty 
Years in the 17th century which was a resounding failure 
and ridicul~d by the critics of the day including Boileau. 
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E~otnotes to Chapter Two 
IGu6rin, Pierre Narcisse (1774-1833) was a follower of 
DaVid. Delacroix's uncle Riesener introduced his nephew to 
Gu6rin who had a studio. Delacroix was tu meet many of.:his 
life-long painter friends in this studio. 
2This anecdote about the modification of the Massacre 
of Chios after seeing Constab~'s work was first related 
and published by Prederic Villot in the Revue Universelle 
des arts, t.IV,1856,p.209-,305. Delacroix does mention 
COnstable in bis Journal and 6n two occasions he mentions 
the Massacre of Chios as well. ( Nov.10,1823 and June 20,18~. 
These comments are quoted by Signac, see footnotes for this 
Chapter nos.4 and 6. 
3 Chesneau, introduction to ~'Oeuvre complet d'Bug~ne 
Qelacroix,op.cit. ,Signac has already quoted this in Chapter 
1, ll~te 75, however in this instance he has reproduced the 
~ntire quotation. 
4 tI Vu les Constable. ( C'6tait trop de choses dans un 
jour). Ce Constab'le me fait grand bien." Delacroix, Journal, 
£P. cit. ,p.B8; June 19,1824. The parenthese indicate Signae's 
Omissions. 
SlICe jour, j'ai 6t6 voir Regnier chez qui j'ai revu 
une esquisse de Constable: admirable chose et incroyablel" 
rb' ~. ,p.41; Nov. 9,1823. 
6Ibid • ,po 881; Sept. 23, (1846). ( Supplement to Journal). 
Signac has quoted this in Chapter 1, footnote 8. 
7 Delacroix, letter published by Th60phile Silvestre in 
1"es Artistes Franxais,p.87. Gericault, Th6odore ( 1791-1824) 
first studied with Vernet then with Gu6rin. He was a great 
influence on the younger painter as can be seen in his 
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7 
cont. Raft of the Medusa, 1819, Louvre, for which 
Delacroix posed. Delacroix regarded him very highly and 
was saddened at his death. See Delacroix, Journal,op. cit., 
P~50; Jan. 27,1824. 
8 Gerard, Baron Fran~ois ( 1770-1837)was first a pupil of 
David and later a rival. He was famous for superficial por-
traits. Girodet,Anne-Louis ( 1767-1824) was also a pupil ~ 
David and he won the prix de ROme in 1789. Later David 
Was to disap p rove of hi_ and Gerard because of their tendency 
tOwards Romanticism. Lethi~re, (1760-1.832 ) was another 
minor student of David's. 
9 Prud'hon,Pierre Paul ( 1758-1823)first worked as an 
engraver in 1780. In 1784 he won the Prix de Rome. He later 
was the drawing master to both of Napoleon's empresses. 
Delacroix was to write an article on him that appeared in 
the Revue des deux mondes, Dec.lst,1846. See Joubin's notes 
to Delacroix's Journal,page 127,note 4. Gros,naron Antoine 
Jean ( 1771-1835) was another pupil of David in 1785. His 
most famous work is the Pest House of Jaffa ( 1804,Louvre) 
in Which Napoleon is depicted almost as a saint. This 
tendency awaY'from Classicism made him a pre-Romantic 
painter, although he remained friends with David. 
10 Fielding, Thales and Newton were English painters who 
lived near Delacroix. Delacroix met them_through his friend 
Soulier ( who had spent his childhood in England). 
IlBonington,Richard Parkes ( 1801/2-28) was an English 
landscape painter who was trained in France. He was a 
student of Gros in 1818. He returned to England in 1825 a~ 
1827. He also did genre paintings and occasionally portraits 
including one of his friend, Delacroix. 
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12Turner,JOseph (1775-1851), for information on Signac 
and lurner see Introduction,pp. 44-5. Delacroix recalled 
meeting Turner for the first time in his Journal,Cop. cit, 
p. 504jMarch 24,1855~ when he had lived on Quai Voltaire 
(1829-1835) and that:" "11 me fit une mAdiocre impression: 
il avait l'air d'un fermier anglais, ~abit nOir, assez 
grossier, gros sou ..... iers et mine dure et froide." 
On another occasion Delacroix wrote that all the great 
English artists, including Lawrence, Turner and Reynolds 
were: " entachAs d'exagAration, particuli~rement dans l'effet, 
qui emp~che de les classer parmi les grands maitres." 
LOurnal, op.cit.,p.762jFeb.8,1860. Thomas Lawrence (176~-1830) 
and David Wiikie ("J785-1841) were p~imarily known for their 
POrtraiture and genre painting. Although it is undeniable 
that De1acroix was interested in English painting, Signac 
has perhaps over-emphasized their influence on De1acroix. 
13 ThAophi1e Silvestre, Les Artistes Fran9ais,p.41. Signac 
Omitted Silvestre's reservations: " 11 s'Atait mis en t~te 




" Observez,(je vous prie) que la couleur gAnArale des 
tableaux de Delacroix participe aussi de la couleur 
propre aux paysages et aux int6rieurs orientaux." 
Baudelaire, L'Art Romantique,op.cit. ,p.29; Oeuvres Compl~tes, 
2Q.Cit. ,p.1132. The remainder of the passage describes how 
Dalacroix's colour gives the sensation of an " intertropical" 




Cited by Blanc, Les Artistes de Mon Temp~ ,Paris,1876, 
P.77. 
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18 Adolphe Thiers," Salon de18J2" in Collection des 
articles illustr~s du Constitutionnel,Paris,1822. Baudelaire 
quotes this article in his" Salon of 1846", Oeuvres Completes, 
£p.cit., p.885. The original sentence was: 
" Le pinceau est large et ferme, la couleur simple et 
vigoureuse, quoique un peu c rue." 
The article was complementary and Baudelaire goes on to say 
that at the time Thiers' editor must have thought he was 
insane to defend Delacroix so early in his journalistic 
career. Signac has simply taken the "un peu crue" segment 
Which makes the statement negative. Thiers (1797-1877) later 
became president of the republic in 1871. 
19 
This quote attributed to G6rard may be found in 
Ba u del air e IS" Salon 0 f 18 4 6 " (O P . c it, P . 8 8 7 ), i nth era 110 win g 
passuge: 
" Ce fut devant cette peinture, OU quelque tem/,s apres 
devant les PestifAr~s de Seio ( je mets pestie~r's au 
lieu de massacre, ~uur expliquer aux critiques ~tourdis 
les tons des chairs si souvent reproch~s) que Gerard 
lui-m~me, qui, A ee qulil semble, ~tait plus tomme d'esprit 
que [Jeintre sl~c'ria: " un peintre vient de nous ~tre revel~ 
mais c'est un homme qui court sur 1 es toits!""--Pour courir 
Sur les toits, il faut avoir le pied solide et l'oeil 
illumin~ par la lumiere int~rieure." 
Nonetheless in E. i\,oreau-Nelaton's Delacroix raconte par 
~i-m~me ,{ Paris:1916)p.64 it appears that G~rard actually 
liked the painting in question. Delacroix himself in his 
:!2urnal ( Aug.19,1824JlP.cit,p.91) writes that he l.Jas invited 
to dinner by Gerard and that he received " ~loges les plus 
flatt;eurs " from him. Signac probably took the quote from 
Delacroix. 
Also, in this instance" courir sur les toits" could 
very well mean take risks or attract attention which is the 
general impression 3audelaire has given it when he groups 
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19 con t. 
Thie~s and Gerard together as being correct about Dela-
croix. Signac has interpreted it in a derogatory way. 
20Attributed to Gros by Charles Blanc, LeB Artistes de 
~on Temps,op.cit.,p.35. 
in his Journal. 
Delacroix makes no mention of this 
21 As Cachin points out in her edition of D'Bug~ne Dela-
£roix au neo-impressionnisme,op.cit. ,p.78,note17., this pass-
age is closely inspired by Blanc's descriptive analysis of 
Delacroii's colour in this particular painting. However 
as she pOints out in her introduction, this analysis has 
been contested by Lee Johnson in Delacroix} London,1963, 
Who maintains that Delacroix's use of Chevreul's theories 
was exaggerated by Silvestre, nlanc and subsequently Signac. 
" It is unfortunate th,lt Blanc's and Signac's analysis 
of the Femmes d'Alger cannot be taken as reliable evi-
dence that Delacroix was influenced by scientific theory, 
because both authors falsify the colours to create comp-
lementary contrasts where they do not exist. "(p. 69) 
As far to my knowledge, Johnson has not changed his opinion. 
A careful analysis 'of the painting in question reveals many 
elaborate interplays of colour, but as to whether Delacroix 
was actually applying a system might be conjecture. In 
View of Signac's prior interpretations of DelacroixJ it 
is altogether possible that he exaggerated the contrasts. 
22Signac is probably referring to Delacro~x's interest in the 
mOral aspect of colour,voiced on several occasions, and in 
Particular during his contact with Baudelaire. On one 
oCcasion, in speaking about some murals by Le Sueur ( 1616-
55), painter who imitated Raphael in later life, 
" •. Contre l'opinion vulgaire, je dirais que la couleur 
a une force beaucoup plus mysterieuse et peut-~tre plus 
PUissante; elreagit pour ainsi dire a notre insu. Je 
suis convaincu m~me qu'une grande partie du charme de 
Tt:)l 
22 cont. 
J'Lesieur est du a sa couleur .. • II Journal,op.cit. ,p.279; 
June 6,1851. 
23 The Death of Pliny and Socrates and his familiar Demon 
were parts of the decorations of the Palais Bourbon , first 
Commissioned in 1838 and finished in 1847. 
Revolutionaries or Tangier,1838. The reception of Abd-el 
!ahman,1845,Toulouse. 
24SignaC knew these works well as can be seen in such 
sketches after Delacroix as Heliodorus chased from the temple 
(c.1900) therefore his account of the mural's condition 
is probably true. 
25This is in reference to Signac's first visit to 
Chevreul, the scientist being 97 at the time. Several years 
~a~er, Signac and Charles Angrand were to visit the elderly 
SCientist again for advice only to discover Chevreul was 
senile when he told them ~ visit his pupil Ingres, who had 
died in 1857. Incident related in Rewald, Le Post-Impress-
i.onnisme, OPe cit., p. 53. 
26Attributed to Delacroix by Theophile Silvestre, ~ 
Artistes Franyais ,op.cit. ,p.43. Delacroix expressed simi~ 
sentiments in his Journal entry for Jan. 13,1857 ( op.cit,p. 
616): " •••• 11 est peu d 'artistes, et je parle de ceux qui 
m~ritent veritablement ce nom, qui ne s'aper~oivent, au 
milieu ou declin de leur carriere, que le temps leur 
manque pour apprendre ce qu'ils ignorent •• " Signac has 
already quoted from the beginning of this passage. 
27" La lumiere coloree, qu'il avait obtenue dans les 
chairs de ses peintures decoratives en les z.brant de vert 
et de rose decides ••. " was the original French. 
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27 cont. 
Charles Blanc, Grammaire des arts du dessin,Paris,1870, 
p.6~~. Translator's note: I have translated this as 
£ronounced , presuming this to mean a definite pink. 
28Charles Blanc cites a similar anecdote in Idem,p.610. 
Footnotes for Chapter Three 
1Thirty years later Signac was to~ite a biography of 
Jongkind, ( Jongkind,Paris,Cr~s,1927), a painter he held in 
great esteem. In Signac's own Journal,(op.cit,III,p.56;May 
16,1899) he speaks about speaking a Jongkind exposition 
at Durand-Ruel's gallery, and calls him the" precurseur 
des Monet, Renoir, d~s Pissarro". Unfortunately this work 
Was unavailable for consultation. 
ed~tion, page 51. 
See IntroJuction to this 
2Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) and Camille Corot (1796-1875) 
did indeed have an i~portant role immediately preceding 
Impressionism primarily because of their portrayal of 
nature and also modern life. As to their direct influence, 
let us simply cite Monet painting by Courbet's side at 
Btretat in 1869. Courbet could be said to be more"Impress-
ionist" when painting by the sea, his palette was lighter 
and he captured mora atmosphere effects. Corot advised 
Pissarro, Monet and Berthe Morisot. Although aenoir's debt 
to De1acroix is obvious especially in his later career, 
the influence of Courbet during his early years cannot be 
negated as Signac does here. 
Jllenri Fantin-Latour (1836-1904) remained independent of 
anyone movement although he had contact with many of them. 




flower paintings. His Hommage a Delacroix (1864,Paris) 
included all the artist's admirers groui,ed around a self-
portrait of the master, it was exhibited at the 1864 Salon. 
His Atelier de Batignolles ( 1870, Paris, Jeu de Paume) 
grouped Manet's admirers around him in a similar fashion. 
4SignaC's source is presumably Pissarro. See Introduction 
p. 44. 
6Jules Laforgue, notebook written around 1881-1882 
and first published by Femeon under the ti tIe " Posthumes" 
in La Revue Blanche,April 15,1896,p.248 and later in 
Melanges Posthumes , Paris,1903. 
7 S ' l.gnac has presumably given 1874 because of the 1st 
Impressionist exhibition in 1874, however this is not nec-
essarily accurate. Some of all three artists' paintings 
before 1874 contain'no earth colours, for example Monet's 
Regates a Argenteuil,c.1872,Paris, Jeu de Paume. 
8After Pissarro's "defection" from Neo-Impressionist ranks 
Signac never managed to comprehend or appreciate the older 
artist's work. Although he maintained contact, Signac esp-
eCially disliked Pissarro's return to " mud" as he termed it, 
and considered that Pissarro had lost all the qualities of 
a colourist. Signac, Journal,op.cit. ,III,p.43. 
9 Signac' s note: 
itA pigmentary mixture is a mixture of colours/matters, 
a mixture of coloured substances. An optical mixture is 
a mixture of colours/lights, for example: the mixture of 




a screen. A painter does not paint with light rays, but in 
much the same way a physicist is able to recreate the pheno-
me~on of optical mixture with the aid of a disk with multi-
coloured segments that revolves rapidly, a painter creates 
the same effect by the juxtaposition of small multi-coloured 
strokes. The eye will not isolate the coloured segments 
or strokes whether on a rotating disk or on a C8uvas seen 
from a distance. The eye will simply perceive the result 
of the colour's light-- or in other words, the optical 
mixture of the colours of' the segments or the colours of 
the strokes • ." 
Translator's note; I have translated the French couleurs-
matieres into colours: matters for lack of a closer word. 
This passage is most probably from Chevreul. 
10Attributed to Monet by Gustave Geffroy, La Vie Artist-
ique,3 e series, Paris,1894, p.9. 
was~ 
The exact quotation 
" J'aimerais peindre comme l'oiseau chante, aurait dit 
un j 0 ~ I' CIa u d e ~,1 0 net . " 
11Signac does not identify the source of this quotation. 
Footnotes for Chapter Four 
1Signac's note: The last Impressionist exhibition in-
cluded Marie Bracquemond, Mary Cassatt, Degas, Forain, Gauguin, 
GUiJ.laumin, Berthe ~orisot, Camille Pissarro, Lucien 
Pissarro, Odilon Redon, Rouart, Rouart, Schuffenecker, 
Seurat, Signac, Tillot, Vignon, Landomeneghi. It was held 
from May 15-June 15 at 1,rue Lafitte. 
Tl:l5 
Footnotes to Chapter Four continued 
2In addition to La Grande Jatte,( Chicago,Art Instute) 
Seurat exhibited five paintings including the Bec du Hoc 
(1885,London, Tate Gallery,Dorra and Rewa1d cat. no. 153) 
Fort Samson(188~, lost during WWII, RD cat. n0157) , Rade 
de Grandcamp(1885, New York, Rockefeller Collection,RD cat. 
no.154. Signac exhibited 15 works, including his Appr~t­
euses et Garnisseuses mentioned earlier, several seascapes 
of Brittany, Passage de Puits-Bertin (1886, New York, 
MOMA), Gazom~tres de Clichy ( 1886, Melbourne,N.G. of Victo-
ria) and othe rs. 
3 I Transletor's note: have translated the French " sinon 
bien acueillis" as " fairly well received", however Signac's 
Version of this is questionable. It would be stretching the 
truth to say this unless he had specified Feneon or the 
relative few who admired the technique from the beginning. 
1The term chromo-luminairist was most probably found 
and used for the first time by Feneon in his review entitled 
"L' Impressionnisme 'aux Tuileries" for L' Art Moderne, Sept. 
19,1886 and which appeared the next day in La Vogue. See also 
Faneon, Au-dela de l'Impressionnisme,op.cit. 
5Theodore Duret, Les Peintres Impressionnistes, Paris, 
1878,reedited in Critique d'avant-garde,Paris,1885,p.68. 
" L'impressionniste s'assied au bord d'u~rivi~re •• 
campe son chevalet, peint ce qu'il a devant lui, sans 
souci d'arrangment ou de composition et voila un chef-
d'oeuvre." 
Signac cites this pass3Je in reference to ~10net's Cathedrals 
and in his opinion, their lack of composition. He begins 
this quotation with the statement: " Nons ne pouvons plus 
nous contenter du tableau qui, i1 y a vingt ans, faisait 
~crire a Duret--" Journal,op.cit. ,I,p.122;~fay 21,894. 
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6'fh . . . p .~ h ' 11 ' 1S 1S yet anotnar reLerence to ~ dr~es enry s theories 
without mentioning Henry himself. 
7Pissarro was to abandon the movement in 1890, feeling 
the method placed too many restraints on his spontaneity. 
Signac never overcame his bitterness over Pissarro's des-
ertion and it is reflected in his own Journal entries 
in which it is nearly impossible to find a positive remark. 
on one occasion Signac is asked i~ he is Pissarro's stadent, 
and Signac replied that 
see Journal, op.cit. ,Ill; 
however, Signac manages to 
Pissarro's departure. 
Pissarro was their student. 
Dec.25,1898. In this treatise 
be quite diplomatic about 
8Signac has certainly glossed over the facts here. 
The fact remains that neither Renoir nor Yonet wanted to 
exhibit with the newcomers which was the cause of a dispute 
between the painters. 
9 See Introduction to this edition,pp.11-12. 
10This is probably in reference to, among other things, 
a fumous text on painting by Zambul Zade, a Turkish poet of 
thelate 18th century. This text was passed around in Symbo-
list circles of the day. 
Which Signac later kept. 
Seurat had made his own copy 
8~n~on sent a copy to l'Art Mod-
!trne in Brussells who published it under the title" Preceptes" 
July 10,1b87. Gauguin also had a copy and it was published 
in his posthumous writings: Avant et ler~s,Paris,1923,p.~5. 
Rewald mentions Seurat having Gauguin's copy of this man -
Script. ( Le f'ost-Impressionnisme,op.cit. ,pp.98-99.) 
11 Chevreul, Op.cit. 




inconditionnels de l'art,op.cit. See introduction 
to this edition, p.39. 
130 • N• nood, Modern Chromatics with Applications to Art 
and Industry, New York, D.Appleton and Co, 1879; 1st Brit-
ish ed; London, C. Kegan and Co,1879. The French edition 
was entitled Theorie scientifique des couleurs et leurs 
applications 6 l'art et A l'industrie,Paris, German 3ailliAre 
and Cie,1881. 
1411 • Helmholtz , L'Optique et la peinture published in 
the same edition as B. BrUcke Principes scientifiques des 
~eaux-arts, Paris,German BailliAre et Cie,1878, BibliothAque 
scientifique internationale series. 
15Seurat made an attentive study of Delacroix's work 
as his notes and sketch show: 
" Vu des Convulsionnaires de Tanger. Le drapeau est vert 
avec une tache rouge au centre( •.. )Cette petite t~te est 
une merveille. Les ombres et tout le reste, hache et 
vibrant. Les pommettes, les ombres du turban. C'est 
l'application la plus stricte des principes scientifiques 
vus a travers un personnalite." 
Althct.lgh these notes were unpublished when Signac was 
writing his treatise, he knew. them well because Feneon had 
them. Rewald, Seurat,op.cit.,p.33. 
16Robert Herbert, Seurat's Drawings, Phaidon Press,1964. 
17See introduction to this edition, for a discussion on 
Signacts version of this pOint. 
18 J • K• Huysmans, L'.\rt Moderne,faris,.1883j reprint 
edition, L'Art Moderne/Certains,op.cit.,p.236. 




~881 exhibition in which he ex~ressed his reservations about 
a certain pastel of Boul~vard Rouchechouart by Pissarro in 
which: 
" ••• L'oeil de l'artiste n'a plus saisi les degradations 
et les nuances, et s'est borne A mettre brutalement en 
pratique l~ theorie que la lumi~re est jaune et l'ombre 
violette, ce qui fait que tout le boulevard est absolu~ 
ment noye dans ces deux teintes." 
Huysmans mentions Pissarro's new formula several times 
which might well have led young Signac to such a conclusion. 
For example: 
" C'est la nouvelle formule, cherchee depuis si long-
temps et realisee en plein ..• " 
19 See colour chart for reference. 
20These were Du Soleil au Pont d'AuGterlitz,Rue Caulain-
£6urt and ~o others that were not included in the catalogue 
probably because they arrived too late. See Cachin's edition 
oP D"Bug~ne Delacroix au neo-impressionnisme, op.cit. ,p.112. 
I have been unable to further ideritify these paintings. 
21~Okus~i (1760-1849) and Hiroshige (1797-1858) were 
iwo J~pan~se artists who were,well known to connoisseurs 
-
of Japanese prints in 19th century France.Signac himself 
admired 'Japanese ar:-t -as can be seen in some of his works, 
such as his portrai t of' Feneon. - They were particularly 
admired fo'r their asymetric compositions and flat bright 
Colours. -
22 Delacroix, Journal,op.cit. ,p.163;Sept.19,1847. 
Already cited above, see Chapter 1, note 58. 
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Footnotes for Chapter Five 
1perhaps Signac meant in an " expressive" way such as 
the way in which Vincent Van Gogh used the technique with 
"haloes" around the figures.See Rewald, Le Post-1mpressionn-
~,op.cit. ,p.36. 
2Whereas Jongkind's facture might be interpreted in this 
hay, Fantin-Latour's is more doubtful. 
31 am unable to identify the paintings to which Signac 
is referring. 
4perhaps such works as La Mer Vue des Falaises,Pres de 
falcamp,1881, private collection. 
SPerhaps the F~te Arabe 6 Alger,1881, Paris, Jeu de Paume, 
for example. 
6This is particularly observable in such works as Le Golfe 
ge Marseille Vu de L'Bstaque,1883-1885, Paris, Jeu de Paume, 
in which the colour is fragmented and seems to vibrate. 
Cezanne models with colour. 
7SignaC's words here: 
Here 
" La division, c'est un systeme complexe d'harmonie",une 
esthetique plut6t qu'une technique. Le ~oint n'est qu'un 
moyen." Or as he wrote in his Journal,op.cit.,p.267; 
April 14,1897: 
"La division est plut5t une philosophie qu'un systeme." 
8Jules Christophe, " Seurat", Les IIommes d'Aujourd'hui , 
no. 368, March-April. 1890. Reproduced by Rewald in Seurat,.2.£.. 
c· ~,p.122. 
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9 The c~itic in question he~e is p~oba0ly GefE~oy as 
seen in Signac's Jou~nal,op.cit.,pp.125-6; Aug. 6th,1894. 
" Lecomte me ~appo~te que Geff~oy a dit de mon tableau: 
'Ah non, on n'a pas des taches comme cela su~ la figu~e l' 
C'est toujou~s la m~me chose; ces c~itiques ne veulent 
pas voi~ le benefice de la division et n'en ~ema~quent 
que le mauvais c6te. C'est aussi imbecile que s'ils se 
pla~aient ent~e la grosse caisse et le t~ombone pou~ 
entendre une symphonie." 
10TheOdule Ribot (1823-1901) may be considered a pre-
Cu~seu~ of Manet because of his thick Eacture of a p~e-
dominant black along with bright colours. He painted 
mainly gen~e paintings and po~t~aitsof common people. 
11James Abbo~ Macneil Whistler ( 1834-1903) was bo~n 
Ame~ican and then went on to London and Pa~is. After being 
refused at the Salon of 1860 he moved to England. l.J'histler's 
grey that Signac is ~efer~ing to 
whi te seen in /'l'Bny of his works. 
is his p~edominant off-
12Bugene Ca~~iere 1849 - 1906)was taken p~isone~ 
du~ing the war in 187C Hhe~e he saw some of Rubens' work 
in Dresden which inspired him. His paintings a~e p~edominant­
ly brownish mist. He did seve~al famous po~t~aits including 
yerlaine,1891,Louv~e. 
13Delac~oiX, Jou~nal,op.cit. ,p.253;July 18,1850, alse 
P.625;Jan. 25,1857. This sentence may be found on two 
occasions in which Delac~oix is ~"d.'lecting on tile follow-
ing sentence from an article by his friend Mme Cave. 
" Dans la peintu~e et surtout dans le port~ait, C'est 
l'esprit qui pa~le 6 l'esprit et non la science qui 
parle 6 la science." 




On the sentence. 
" Je me suis dit cent fois que la peinture, materielle-
ment parlant, n'etait qu'un pont jete entre l'esprit du 
peintre et celui du spectateur. La froide exactitude 
n'est pas l'art: l'ing~nieux artifice quand il plait 
et qu'il exprime, est l'art tout entier." 
16Album notes reproduced by E. liron, Eug~ne Delacroix 
sa vie, ses oeuvres, Paris, 1865, p.405. 
17Delacroix, Journal, op.cit. ,P.624; Jan. 25, 1857. Acc-
ording to Joubin's notes Delacroix is citing Byron but 
Signac mOdified it somewhat; the original French was: 
" 11 en est de meme des poetes comme des tableaux. lIs 
ne doivent pas etre trop finis: le grand art est l'effet, 
n'il11[,orte comment on le produit." 
18Signac did .not identify the source of this quotation. 
19 Same sentiment 'as expressed in Signac's Journal passage 
cited above in this chapter, note 49. 
20Pierre Puvis de Chavannes was mentioned on numerous 
occasions by Signac in his Journal. See note 27,Introduction. 
The problem of outside light overvowering a wall decoratiOn 
if painted too low-key was taken up by Signac in his Journal, 
~P.cit., pp.35-36; Dec. 16,1898, with regard to some murals 
by Vuillard. In Signac's opinion they did not credte enough 
light. 
21SitnaC had to dedI with this problem 2 years later whm 
he \~as doing a mural for the Ci ty Hall 0(' Asnieres, in 
Which he had to cut a landscape of the Seine around five 
Windows and three vaults. Cachin, notes to D'E.D. au neo-Imp, 
P. 126. 
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22 Feneon, "Signac" in Les fIomrll~s d'allhollrd'hlli ,no.373, 
1890, reprinted in Au-dela de l'impressionnisme,op.cit. ,p.117. 
The entire passage is as follows: 
" M. Paul Signac put creer les exemplaires specimens d'un 
art a grand developpement decoratif, qui sacrifie l'anec-
dote a l'arabesque, la nomenclature a la synth~se, le 
fugace au permanent, et ( dans les f6tes et prestiges) 
confere a la nature, que lassait a sa realite precaire, 
une authentique realite." 
The parentheses indicate Signac's omission. 
Footnotes for Chapter Seven 
1Charles Blanc, Gram:naire des arts du dessin,op.Cit. ,p. 
613. 
2Ibid.Ulanc is citing from an article from the Revue 
de's Deux l\londes by ,\dalbert de Beaumont. I was unable to 
locate this article or identify its author. 
3H • B • Cross died in 1910 before finishing this trans-
lation. Signac l.Jas to complete it during ~~~n but it remained 
unpublished. See preface to this translation for more 
information. Presumably, it was through his friend Cross 
that Signac came acrOss Ruskin. 
4John Ruskin, The Elements of Drawing, The Works of John 
B.uskin, edited by B.T. Cook and A. ;~edderburn, London, Allen 
and Unwin ,1904. ah ed., 1st ed. 1857, Vol XV, "On Colour", 
P.147. 
5Delacrojx, Journal, or.ciL ,pp.91-92j July 20, 1824. 
Signac has already quoted this, see Chal'ter 1, note 33. 
6Ruskin, op cit.,p.149. 
7 Ibid. ,p.147. 
8 I b!.s!.. , p. 149 • 
9 Ibid .• ,p.147. 
10 I bid. ,p. 148 • 
11 Ibid • ,p.152. 
Tl.:!;) 
12 Ibid. ,p.151.( Ruskin's footnote). 
1:3 Ibid. ,p.15!. 
14Ibid • 
15 loco cit. 
l,.6 Ibid • ,p.152. 
.' 
17Robe~t de la Sizeranne," La Religion de la Beaut6; une 
I!!tude sur Ruskin;" La Revue des Deux Mondes, March 1,1897; 
PP. 169-190. Prior to this, Signac has quoted directly from 
a French translation of Ruskin, so I have simply gone to the 
Original English vers~on after verifying there were no changes. 
Now however, Signac's source is Sizerann~'~ article on Rus-
kin in which the author either quotes directly, paraphrases 
or comments on Ruskin. Signac attributes all three to Rusk-
in in his text. To clarify this Sizeranne's words have been 
underlined in the text. 
18Signac attributes this to Ruski~, but this is Sizeranne, 
~.cit. ,p.190. Therefore this is my translation from the 
French. 
19 Ibi~. ,p.192. Same comment as note 18. 
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29 Ibid • ,po 279. 
30 I bid. , p. 279 -80 • 
31 Ibid ., p.282. Signac has omitted the beginning of the 
passage: " In fresco-painting, and in scene painting for 
the theatre, most extensive use is made ot' tllis principle. 
32 loc.cit. 
Footnotes for Chapter Eight 
The Education of the Eye 
lSignac is referring to the Guide Joanne to London which 
was edited by E1is6e Rec1us in 1860.fhe commentary on 
Turner is a quotation from Louis Vardot:" S'i1 est pueri1 
de 1ui reEuser tout talent ( •.. ) i1 n'est pas moins 
pu6ri1 de porter.1'admiration demesuree qu'ont excitee 
ses bons ouvrages jusqu 'aux dernieres oeuvres de sa vieill-
esse oa le parti pris degenere fina1ement en v6ritab1e 
folie." See Cachin's notes to D'E.D. au n60-impress-
!onnisme,op.cit.,p.143,note 1. 
2UnidentiEied quotation. 
3Unidentified quotation but very similar to J.K. Huysmans 
rema!'ks on the "indigomanie" that afflicted many of the 
Impressionists, according to him. L'Art Moderne,op.cit; 
~'Art Woderne/Certains ,op.cit. 
4 Gustave GeEeroy, La Vie Artistique,op.cit. 
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20~. ,p.192. Same comment as note 18. 
21Sizeranne indicates this as being from Ruskin, see Ibid., 
P.190, but does not identify the quotation, therefore this 
is my translation from the French. 
22 Sizeranne, op.cit. ,p.190. Same comment as note 18. 
23 Ibid • ,p.193. 
24Ruskin as cited by Sizeranne,op.cit. ,p193. It may be 
found in Ruskin's Elements of Drawing, 0Picit. ,p.152-3. 
25Sizeranne, op cit.,p.194. He continues to say that the 
new schools of Paris and London may treat Ruskin as old-f'affi-
ioned but that he had defended several eternal principles be-
fore anyone else had; 1. In 1854 Ruskin advocated painting 
directly from nature, before Realism. 2. Ruskin said that 
Pure colours and extreme tints must be used in POints, and 
3. He said that landscapes should be painted from nature, 
thus pre-dating the practice of Impressionism. However, 
Sizeranne does not specify where Ruskin has done this. The 
fact that no information on Sizeranne is available is per-
haps indicative of the quality of his scholarship. 
260 • N• Rood, Theorie Scientifique des couleurs et leurs 
,!Rplications a l'art et a l'industrie,op.ctt. This was the 
FrenCh translation used by Signac. I give references for 
the recent facsimile English edition Modern Chromatics, 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., n.d. I am reproducing the original 
English after verifying there were no major changes. 
27 RoOd , Modern' Chromatics,op.cit.p.v-vi. 
28 Ibid • ,p. 276-7. 
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5The Rose-Croix group that Signac is referring to here 
was a mystical, idealistic, spiritual and religious association 
f:'ounded by one "Sar" Merodack Josephin Peladin in 1891 and 
financially assisted by Count Antoine de la Rouchefouca.'ld, 
who also had dealings with the Neo-Impressionists. Signac 
considered this sort of painting unworthy of the name. See 
Rewald, Le Post-Impressionnisme, op.cit. ,pp.284,320-21. 
6Charles Blanc, Les Artistes de Mon Temps:Eug~ne Delacroix, 
Paris, 1876,p.62. Almost identical to what is said in his 
Grammaire des arts du dessin, op.cit. ,p.602. Signac·1ikes the 
Comparison of:' colour to music as he writes in his Journal, 
op.cit. ,p.l01; Aug.25,1894. 
" ... Pour mOi, un jaune et un bleu sont deux teintes; 
un bleu fonce et un bIeu clair sont deux tons. Do, Re .• 
sont des t~intes, do di~se, re bemol sont des tons de do 
et de re." 
On another occasion Signac compares piano f:'inger exercises 
to Chevreul's colour wheels to exercise the eyes. (Dec.3, 
1 89 4, p. 109 . ) 
7 Charles Blanc, Les \rtistes de Mon .Temps, p.64. 
8 loc.cit. 
9 0 • N• Rood, Modern Chromatics,1879, Preface,pp.v-vi. 
10TheoPhile Silvestre, Les Artistes Fran~ais, op.cit., 
P.41. 
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11 Charles Blanc,Grammaire des arts du dessin; ~).cif.R~07. 
12.~ Ch 
.ornest esneuu, referring to Delacroix's painting of 
the chapel of the Saints-~nges at Saint Sulpice, in L'Art, 
1882. 
13J . Ruskin, The Elements of D.ral"Jing, " On Colour", p. 
147. 
14Delaeroix, Journal, op.cit. ,p.86?; ( Supplement) 
15 
Gavarni as quoted by the Goncourt brothers in Gavarni, 
l'homme et l'oeuvre ,(1870), p.362 and 363. In reference to 
the exhibition of 1855 in whieh Delacroix exhibited l5 paintings. 
. . 
The original Plr9neh version uses sliglltly stronger words: 
" C'est du barbouillage du varavent ... rya tient du torehe -cuI 
et du papier de tenturs; puis lA-dessus des gens qui viennent 
parler au bourgeois du supernaturalisme de 9a ••. Nous sommes 
vraiment dans le Bas-Empire du verbe,dans le pataugement de 
I a cO&ll~ u r. " 
16 E . and J. Goncourt La ~eint.re , l'exposition de 1855 
Paris, 1855),p.38. 
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17D 1 . e acro~x, Journal . Unidenti~ied quote. 
Signac also uses this phrase in his own Journal see $lp.cit. 
p.l09; ·Dec. 3, 1894} in reference to the teaching of colour 
in the schools. 
18 This is cited by Tourneux, Bug~ne Delacroix Paris: 
Librairie Renouard, undated p.69, as having been said by 
Delacroix to Th~ophile Silvestre at the 1855 exhibition in 
response to criticism. 
19 D 1 . e acro~x, Journal, op.cit. ,pp.604-5;Jan. 15,1857. 
passage was in reference to Ingres and his followers: 
This 
" Je sais bien que cette qualite de coloriste est plus 
fucheuse que recommandable ( aupr~s des ecoles modernes 
qui prennent la recherche seule du dessin pour une qualite 
et qui lui sacrifient tout le reste.)" 
Then Signac ends this passage with a quote already cited . 
( Journal ,op.citP.16J;Sept.19,18~7. Already cited above in 
Chapter 1, Note 57) 
20 
Letter from Delacroix to Haudelaire, published by 
Burty, Lettres de Eug~ne Delacroix (Paris,1880),p.269. 
This le~ter was in response to a favourable article ilaudelaire 
had written about the decoration at the Chapelle des Saints-
Anges (Saint Sulpice). See daudelaire, Oeuvres Completes, 
oPe cit. ,pp. 1108-1109. "Feintures ~lurales d' Eug~ne 
Delacroix a Saint Sulpice." F..l..rst al)peared in rtevue 
£antai~iste in 1861, later reprinted in L'Art Moderne, op.cit. :',) 
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21 Jules Bastien-Lepage ( 1848-84) was known prin,arily for 
portraiture and genre paintings. lIis style was considered 
very modernistic by the general public in the 1880's. He was 
what might be termed a " faux-naturaliste", or a painter 
who imitated naturalism 20 years after its debuts. 1 have 
unable to identify the exhibition in question. 
22 8 . V~ron, E. De1acroix, Pairs, 1887,p.125. 
23Henri Martin (1860-1943 ) was a n a rtist who used 
pOintillism without observing the contrast,aR Signac stated 
in hi.s Journal, op.cit. ,Il,p.268; April 22,1898: 
" J'~tais d~sole des premieres sal1es des Ind~pendants-­
mais franchement ce11es du Salon sont encore plus navrantes. 
Henri Martin et C1adel nous ont pil1e. 11s passent maint-
enant pour 1es inv~nteurs du 'pointil1isme'. Est-ce 
bien la peine de diviser pour le faire inutilement, avec 
de la merde, sans b~n&fices?" 
Martin hud received several large commissions for murals which 
further aggravated Signac. 
24 This is in reference to the Germans· buying Seurat's 
paintings of' which Signac notes in his JO'lrnal. First he 
mentions les Poseuses being.offered for 880 ~ which he 
would like to purchase but does! not have any place to put it. 
Then he mentions Meier-Graefe, a German art critic buying 
-
Le Ch.~h_':l!..- , and putting it in a specially designed room by 
Van de VeJ.de. Dec 29th,1897, a German collector bought 
some of Seurat's watercolours from Signac and mentioned an 
exhibition in Berlin. Signac is impressed by his knowledge 
of French art. Then on Jan.2,1898,op.cit., p.272, he wrote: 
" t;1. Kessler vient de me revoir. Je lui lis una partie 
de man manuscrit, et la logique de notre defense semble 
l'interesser.--ll vient d'acheter, sur mes conseils, 1es 
Poseuses, qu'il a payees 1,200 francs. Voici donc que 
deux des principales oeuvres de Seurat sont possedees 
24 t· d con 1nue 
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"par des Allemands.--Ici on ricane; eux ils etudient 
s'rieusement et comprennent.--Les Poseuses chez de 
Kessler, Le Chllliut chez ~leier-Graefe! De Kessler espere, 
d'ici quelques annees, poc:voir faire entrer les Poseuses 
au musee de Berlin." 
25Unidentified by Signac, but one of his favorite 
expressions on colour: " tas de legumes pourris". 
26 See Cclour chart. 
2'Delacroix, Journal,op.cit. ,p.43;Dec. 23,1823. 
Signac has taken this sentence from one of Delacroix's early 
Journal entries in which the yoang artist is determined to 
continue painting regardless of his poverty, and painting 
the way he wants: 
• • Faisons tout avec tranquillite; n'eprouvons d'emo-" 
tions que devant les beaux ouvrages ou les belles actions. 
Travaillons avec calme et sans presse. Sit8t que la 
sueur commence A" me gagner et mon sang A s'impatienter, 
tiens-toi en garde. La peinture lache est la peinture 
d'un lache." 
This passage, full of the young Delacroix's noble sentiments," 
is a very appropriate chOice for Signac to close his treatise 
with. In true propaganda style, D'Eugene Delacroix au 
neo-impressionnisme ends on a triumphant note. 
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